THE PERSIAN DESTRUCTION OF ATHENS
EVIDENCE FROM AGORA DEPOSITS
(PLATEs
8 1-84)
APROBLEM of criticalimportanceconfrontingall studentsof archaeologicalremainsis
the establishmentof chronology.1Excavatorsin the field assign dates to the ruined
foundations of ancient buildings on the basis of independently dated artifacts found in
associationwith the architecturalremains.Studentsof Greeksculptureand painting observe
a sequence of developmentsin artisticstyle which suggeststhat a given work of art is earlier
or later than another. Careful analysis of superimposedlayers of stratigraphyreveals the
likelihood that certain kinds of pottery and certain forms of ceramic decoration were used
earlier or later than others. All these procedures,however,serve to construct sequences of
artifactsdatable only in relation to each other, and these objects can be assigned absolute
dates only when the circumstancesof their deposit can be broughtinto relationwith known
and dated events of Classicalantiquity.
The need to establish such fixed points in the chronology of Athenian pottery was a
guiding principle to the early excavatorsof the Athenian Agora. In the summer of 1932,
in the second season of excavation, the discoveryof an enormous mass of broken pottery
appearedto providejust such a relationbetween artifactsand historicalevents. The pottery
had been dumped into a deep well cut in bedrock, which has come to be known as the
RectangularRock-cut Shaft,2 and among the dumped materialof its upper fill were found
fifteen ostraka,of which eight bore the names of men known to have been ostracizedfrom
Athens between 487 and 480 B.C.3 On the basis of this evidence, Eugene Vanderpool,in his
publicationof the deposit,proposedto date the potteryof the upperfill to the decade between
490 and 480 B.C., and he suggestedfurtherthat the deposit was closed at the time of the
Persiandestructionof Athens in 480/79 (p. 266). Until recently,Vanderpool'sconclusions
have been widely accepted, and the upper fill of the RectangularRock-cut Shaft seemed to
providea welcome fixed point in the chronologyof Athenianpottery.Vanderpool'sdating of
the pottery has now come under heavy attackby the late E. D. Francisand Michael Vickers
as a part of their far-flungcampaign to lower the dates of all late Archaic Greek art by
1

The conclusionspresented in this study are due largely to skillfulexcavation, careful observation, and
meticulousrecordingby no fewer than 12 colleaguesand predecessors,who supervisedthe digging of the 21
deposits:John McK. Camp (Q 21:3), MargaretCrosby (D 17:10), Alison Dickey (L 5:2), Colin Edmonson
(Q 20:1), Stella Miller-Collett(L 5:2), Henry S. Robinson (F 19:5), Susan I. Rotroff (L 5:2), Ione M. Shear
(H 13:5), Dorothy B. Thompson (H 12:15), Homer A. Thompson (G 3:1, G 11:3, Q 12:3, R 12:4), Eugene
Vanderpool(G 6:3, M 17:4, R 12:1),and Rodney S. Young (B 18:6, B 19:10, D 15:1, D 17:2, E 14:5, E 15:6,
G 11:8). Referencesto their observationsas excavatorsare recordedin the field notebooks kept by them and
storedin the Stoa of Attalos.
2 Shear 1933, pp. 456-461; Vanderpool 1938;Vanderpool 1946.
3 Vanderpool 1946, pp. 271-275; see pp. 448-449 below.
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roughlyfiftyyears.4Their revisedchronologyhas broadramificationsnot only for the dating
of pottery but also for the architecturalhistoryand urban developmentof Athens, since the
remainsof the buildingshavewithoutexceptionbeen datedby the associatedpottery.Forthis
reason it seems important to revisitthe Agora once again in order to salvage a few of the
pieces flung down by the maelstromof Francisand Vickers.
The upper fill of the RectangularRock-cut Shaft has heretofore been studied as an
isolateddeposit that appearedto contain internalevidence for absolutedating.The purpose
of the present study is to place the materialfrom that deposit in a broader context, where it
takesits place as one of many closed depositsfrom the Agora, all of which are closely related
both in their contents and in the circumstancesof their burial. A series of no less than 21
depositsis here in question;they fall into two readilydistinguishablecategories,of which 16
(includingthe Rock-cut Shaft)had formed the fillingsof wells, while 5 were pits or trenches
filled with masses of brokenpottery and other debris.The topographicaldistributionof the
deposits is shown in Figure 1 on a plan of the area restoredas of the late Archaic period,
and the significanceof their locations emergesat once. Not surprisingly,the 16 wells cluster
about the periphery of the square: in the valley between the Areopagos and the Kolonos
Agoraios;on the slopes of the two hills;and to the east of the PanathenaicWay.All these are
areasknownto have been occupiedby privatehouses and commercialestablishmentsduring
much of the Classicalperiod. On the other hand, the 5 pits of debris have all been found
beneath or near the public thoroughfaressurroundingthe Agora to north, south, southwest,
and northwest. The two wells G 11:3 and G 11:8, located side by side in a courtyardof
BuildingF, the predecessorof the Tholos, suppliedwater to a buildingwhich probablyhad
public functions during at least a part of its history.All the other wells, however,belonged
without doubt to places of commerce and industryor to privatehouseholds.
OFWELLS
THE STRATIGRAPHY

As an archaeological phenomenon, wells and their various fillings present certain
distinctivecharacteristicsthat enable the observantexcavatorto infermuch about the history
of their use and the circumstancesof their abandonment.5Material which fell into a well
while it served as a source of water can usuallybe distinguishedfrom material dumped in
to fill up the shaft after the well ceased to supply water. Such fillings from the period of
use are generallyfound at the bottom of the shaft; they consist predominantlyof types of
vesselsconvenientfor drawingwater;and the pots are often nearlycomplete or brokenintQa
few largefragments.It will be obvious,moreover,thatpots recoveredintactmusthave sunkto
the bottom when the well was stillfull of water.Only the lowestmeter or two of the shaft,and
4 Francisand Vickers 1988. For a convenient summaryof the various thrustsof their campaign, together

with criticismof other aspects,see Cook 1989;cf. alsoAmandry 1988. The title of theirarticleimpliesthat, after
carefulreexaminationof materialexcavatedin the 1930'sand publishedin 1946, the authors,on a recent visit
to the site, have discoverednew evidence that justifies their revision of the chronology.Francis and Vickers
did not consulteither the originalexcavationrecordsor the potterythat they proposeto redate.To be sure,they
state (pp. 151-152) that their conclusions are based only on published accounts of Agora material, but this
is no way to redatepottery.
5 For aspectsof the stratigraphyof wells, see Agora
V, p. 123;AgoraVII, pp. 107-108; AgoraXII, pp. 43-44;
Camp 1977, pp. 175-184.
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FIG.1. Plan of the Agora, Late Archaicperiod, showing distributionof wells and debrispits
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often less, is likely to yield fill of this sort; and its total absence from a great many wells is
a sure sign that Athenian householderstook pains to recover lost pots and to keep debris
from contaminatingthe water supply6
By contrast, dumped fills are often many meters deep; they contain types of pottery,
such as lekythoiand fine table wares, that are not usefulfor drawingwater;and the pots are
often smashed into small fragmentsscatteredthroughthe fill, so thatjoining pieces may be
recoveredfrom widely differingdepths. Some dumped fills consistprimarilyof batteredand
isolated sherdswhich do not join together to reconstitutevessels anywhere near complete,
a clear indication that the pots were broken and discardedbefore any of the pieces found
their way into the well. Disused wells were convenient places to dispose of all manner of
refuse, and the presence of foreign matter in the dumped fills often gives evidence of their
final use. The bones of cattle or pigs (in quantity),olive pits, grape seeds, and the shells of
shellfishsuggestthe disposalof raw garbage.When the shaftsare clogged with tumbledmud
bricks,broken roof tiles, or masses of stones from the demolition of rubble walls, one infers
that some kind of damage may have befallenthe buildingthat the well served.
In a few instances, it is possible to explain how a well ceased to be a source of water
and became a place for dumping rubbish. For the most part, the shafts of early wells were
sunk directly in the greenish shale that forms the virgin bedrock in the whole area of the
Agora, and only rarelywas there a stone curbingat the top or a masonrylining throughout
the depth of the shaft.Since the shale crumbleseasilyand is often treacherouslysoft, the sides
sometimes caved in, filling the well with a massivetumble of sterile bedrockthat effectively
destroyedits usefulnessas a source of water.In such cases, it is not surprisingthat the upper
part of a shaft, above the collapsedbedrockwalls, should contain filling that gives evidence
of its dumped character.Indeed, the collapse of the well shaft was occasionally so massive
that its excavationbecame dangerousand had to be abandonedbefore reachingthe original
ancient depth. Alternatively,certain wells, especially those to the east of the Panathenaic
Way,were found to produce ratherlittle water at the time of excavation. The discoveryof
dumped debrisat the very bottom of one of these might suggestthat the well had not yielded
an abundantsupplyof water in antiquityand thus came early to be a receptaclefor refuse.
A third general category in the stratigraphyof well contents is the supplementaryfill
occasionallyencounteredat the top of the shaft. The reason for its existence will be clearly
understoodby anyone who has tried to refill a deep pit with freshlydug earth. After a few
years and some rainywinters,the new fill becomes compacted and sinksinto the pit, so that
more earth has to be thrown in to cover its mouth once again. Because a supplementary
fill resultsfrom a naturalprocess involvingthe passage of time, it almost always produces
material somewhat later in date than the other contents of the well; but its date has no
necessarybearing on the history of the use of the well or on the date of its original closing,
which may have been many years earlier.It is the significanceof the closing of a well which
most needs to be emphasized,for it is easy to lose sightof this in an archaeologicaldiscussion
of its contents.Without exception, wells were dug, at no little expenditureof effort, in order
to tap a source of fresh water,a substancevital to the conduct of daily life in a notoriously
dry country.The closing of a well chokes off that source; for whatever reason the closing
6

Cf. AgoraXII, p. 44.
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transpired,it signalsa disruptionof some kind in the daily activitiesof those who drew their
water from that well.
The stratigraphiccharacteristicsjust describedapply to the group of 21 deposits here
under discussion.The variousfillingsof the wells are noted in the deposit summariesand are
illustratedin the section drawings(Figs.5-10), where the relativedepths and compositionsof
the variousfills are presentedgraphically.The similarstratificationin many of the wells and
in all the pits of debrisis the firstindicationthat they are closelyinterrelatedas a group. Only
6 of the 16 wells preservedany accumulationof materialfrom their period of use, and in one
of those (Q 21:3) the evidence was so slight that the excavatorexpresseduncertaintyabout
the identificationof the lowestlayerof fill. On the other hand, all 21 depositsproducedheavy
dumped fills, like that of the Rock-cut Shaft, of which the deepest (R 12:4) was 11.00 m.
of absolutelyhomogeneous material, plainly thrown into the open well shaft at one time.
In 5 wells and all 5 pits of debris, the fill consisted of a single dump without stratigraphic
subdivision,and in the wells fragmentsof potter from widely varyingdepths were found to
join each other.The other 11 wells all had dumpedfillsin the upperpartsof the shaft, and in
6 cases the excavatorswere able to distinguishbetween upper and lower dumpedfills. Of the
wells with multiple fillings, only 3 showed a marked chronologicaldifferencebetween the
upper and lower deposits: B 18:6 was a collapsed well of the Geometric period of which
only the upper dumped fill is pertinent to this study. Similarly,the lower fill of G 6:3 (the
Rock-cut Shaft)and the period-of-usefill of G 11:8 (the earlierwell of BuildingF) produced
significantlyolder materialthan the upper dumpedfills.Three other wells (D 17:10, E 15:6,
and H 12:15)had supplementaryfillingsin the topmost half meter of the shaft.
Some featuresof stratification,observedin only a few Agora deposits,neverthelessshed
interestinglight on the circumstancesof the final use and closing of the well. In the lower
dumped fill of R 12:1 was found a large quantityof animal bones, principallythe skullsof
oxen. That garbagefrom the slaughteringof animalsshould have accumulatedin the lowest
4 meters of the shaft suggestsa well which did not yield a copious supply of water and thus
was put to other purposes. In two cases (B 18:6 and G 11:8), the soft bedrock walls had
given way and filled the shaftswith a mass of rubble that undoubtedlyended their use as
wells and encouraged the dumping of debris in their upper shafts.Another well (D 17:10)
collapsedso badly duringthe course of excavationthat it was possible to clear the shaft only
to a depth of 6.10 m. Three of the Agora depositswere recoveredfrom unfinishedwell shafts
which had been abandoned, for no apparentreason, by the original ancient well diggers:
E 14:5, F 19:5, and M 17:4. The shaftshad been sunk to depths of only 5.50 m., 3.05 m.,
and 2.50 m. respectively,but the excavatorof F 19:5 noted specificallythat the shaft was
begun with the intention of digging a well since footholds were cut in the sides and that
the bedrockwas quite firm and suitablefor the purpose.
CoNTENrs OF THEDEPOSITS

The 21 closed deposits differ enormouslyin the quantitiesof materialwhich compose
their total recovered assemblages.The upper fills of G 6:3 (the Rock-cut Shaft) and well
Q 12:3 are among the largestand richestdepositsof pottery ever recoveredin the slxty-year
history of the excavation.The latter yielded no less than 506 inventoriedobjects, of which
well over half are figured pottery,while the Rock-cut Shaft produced a total inventory of
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452 items, with an additional89 tins and 20 smallercontainersof fragmentarypottery from
its upper fill alone. At the other end of the scale, well D 17:10 yielded a total assemblage
of 15 inventoriedartifactsand 233 pottery fragments;only 4 pots and 243 fragmentswere
recoveredfrom well B 19:10; and the smallest of all the groups was that from pit Q 20:1
which compriseda total of 6 fragmentarypots and 11 miscellaneousobjects.Between these
two extremes,the other depositsfallroughlyinto threecategories:fourwells with inventories
of somewhatover a hundredobjectseach;7four other groups rangingfrom 50 to 75 items;8
and eight groups which include no more than a dozen or two inventoriedpieces.9 Among
the smaller deposits, the cataloguedpottery is by no means representativeof the group as
a whole, and for that reason the descriptionsof the ten smallest groups, including all the
pits of debris, are based upon examinationof all fragmentsfound in the deposit.'0 In the
case of the largerwell groups, the range of shapes and types of pottery is more accurately
representedby the inventorieditems, and thus no attempt has been made to estimate the
numberof duplicatesof each type now storedin tins of sherds,which often exceed a dozen or
more for each well. Although this procedure skews any statisticalconclusions based upon
the actual number of pots of a glven type spread across all the deposits, analysisof all the
fragmentarymaterialfrom the smallerdepositsservesto illustratemore faithfullythe range
of shapes representedin each. This has the advantagethat it emphasizesthe homogeneous
characterof the 21 depositsin relationto each other.Moreover,it drawsparticularattention
to the unusuallyfragmentarycondition of much of the material: those deposits with the
smallest inventoriesare obviously the ones which yielded the fewestjoining fragments. It
is importantto understandalso that many objectswhich have received inventorynumbers
are neverthelessonly a small part of the original vessel, and this is especially true of the
figuredpottery.There can be no doubt that, in many instances,the pottery was subjected
to heavy breakagebefore it came to be dumped into the wells and pits here under discussion.
The contents of the deposits can best be viewed in summaryform in Tables 2, 3, and
4, which show the distributionof potteryby shape, dievidedinto the four generalcategoriesof
Attic black-figuredpottery,red-figuredpottery,plain black-glazedware, and householdware,
includingboth semiglazedjugs and lekanaias well as cooking-warevessels.Foreach deposit,
the number of pots of a given shape is shown, while the two columns at the right end of
each table show the number of deposits in which that shape occurs and the total number
of pots representedby the survivingmaterial. It is, of course, this total number which has
been drasticallyaffected by the fact that the figures given for the ten smallest groups are
based upon a count of all fragmentsin the total assemblage,whereas in the eleven large
wells only the inventoriedpottery has been counted. The figure is thus a minimum, not
a realisticestimate of the total number of pots involved, and is included only to provide a
general notion of which shapes occur most frequently.The numbersneed also to be viewed
with cautionfor the furtherreasonthat the proportionof figuredpotteryto blackglazed is far
7 E 14:5, G 11:3, H 12:15, R 12:1. The inventoryof each deposit is listed in the Deposit Summaries;see

pp. 429-472 below.
8 D 15:1 E
15:6, F 19:5, R 12:4.
9 B 18:6, D 17:2, G 3:1, 11:8, H 13:5, L 5:2, M 17:4, Q21:3.
10 The ten depositsforwhich the total assemblageoffragmentshas been examinedand counted are indicated
by a large dot in the bottom row of Table 3. The count of fragmentsis shown in the summaryof each deposit.
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too high, while the proportionof householdpotteryto decoratedpottery is far too low. Over
the years,excavatorshave been more assiduousat collecting,restoring,and recordingfigured
potterythan any other kind,while they were often content to leave manyjoining fragmentsof
a black-glazedpot in the storage tins. On the other hand, the plain and coarse household
wares which form the bulk of most excavatedlots of pottery have been heavily selected in
almost all cases, and the many unidentifiablewall fragmentshave been mostly discarded.
Despite this necessarycaveat, the picture that emerges from the 21 deposits is one of
extraordinarysimilarity.Close comparisonof vesselsof the same shape acrossall the groups
revealsthe strikingconclusionsthat most of the depositsmust have been buried at the same
time and all the restwere closed within a very shortperiod thereafter.The point of departure
for this studywas the upperdumpedfill of the RectangularRock-cutShaft(G 6:3), and it will
now be instructiveto compareits contentswith those of the other depositsas the clearestway
of demonstratingtheir contemporaneity.
Since the greatestbulk of the materialin most of the deposits undoubtedlyoriginated
in the china cupboardsof Athenian households, it is not surprisingthat the black-glazed
and household wares should greatlyoutnumberthe figuredpottery.Among both the blackglazed and the figuredware, however,it is interestingto observe the predominanceof cups
for drinkingwine, both in the Rock-cut Shaft and in the materialas a whole. Black-glazed
skyphoi, cups, and cup-skyphoiwere found in 17, 18, and 16 deposits respectively.Blackfigured cups and skyphoi each occur in 16 of the 21 deposits, while there are red-figured
cups in 14 deposits. Much more surprisingis the fact that the type of vessel which occurs
most frequentlyand in the largest numbers is the black-figuredlekythos. The inventoryof
the Rock-cut Shaft includes 104 such lekythoi, and that of well Q 12:3 has 246; from both
deposits there are fragments of many dozens, if not hundreds, more in the storage tins.
That the lekythoi should so greatly outnumber all the rest of the black figure from these
two wells has led previous students of the material to suspect that it derived in large part
fromthe stockof local potter'sshops." Althoughthis may well be the case, the little oil flasks,
usuallyassociatedwith the burialof the dead and most frequentlyuncoveredin cemeteries,
neverthelessappearin all but one of the 21 depositsCrable2). All 16 wellsproducedexamples
or fragmentsof black-figuredlekythoi,but of the 499 specimenscounted, only the three from
well G 11:3 and a small scrap in black glaze (reusedfor a graffito)from E 15:6 were found
in fill accumulated during the period of use. All the others came from dumped fills, and
indeed the preponderanceof these vessels, so inappropriateto the functioning of wells, is
a clear indicatorof the dumped characterof much of the material.
A graphic demonstrationthat all 21 deposits are closely contemporary comes from
analysisof the figuredpottery not by shape but by the makersto whom the pieces have been
attributed.Table 1 showsthe distributionof blackfigureand red figureby painters,groups,or
classeswhose productshave been found in more than one deposit. There are no less than 20
such multipleappearancesin the black-figuredassemblageand 7 in red figure.The Rock-cut
Shaft produced sizeable groups of pottery from two related branches of a workshopwhich
specialized in the mass production of small lekythoi and skyphoi, often with sketchy and
hastilypainted decoration.A group of 15 skyphoiand 31 lekythoiis attributedto the manner
11 Thompson 1955, pp. 62-66; AgoraXII, p. 397.
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of the Haimon Painter,12 whereas the workshop that manufactured lekythoi of the Class of
Athens 581 left 14 of its products in the upper dump of the Rock-cut Shaft.13 Products of this
workshop or of its related branches appear repeatedly, often side by side, in the 21 deposits.
Of the great hoard of lekythoi in well Q 12:3, no fewer than 210 belong to the Class of
Athens 581 or to one of its subgroups; 11 of these are Haemonian and one is perhaps by the
painter himself. Three skyphoi, another lekythos, and a pyxis are also painted in the manner
of the Haimon Painter. Lekythoi of the Class of Athens 581 occur in 15 deposits and 247
examples, including both varieties of the type, distinguished by their characteristic shoulder
decoration. The Class of Athens 581, i, with hanging lotus buds on the shoulder and tongues
above (P1. 81:a), is represented by many fewer specimens, while the Class of Athens 581,
ii, with rays on the shoulder and tongues above (P1.81 :c), forms an overwhelming majority.14
The Haimon workshop was also at the height of its production when the contents of the
21 deposits were being formed, for a total of 77 pots or fragments in the manner of the
Haimon Painter found their way into 11 deposits. As in the two groups just mentioned (G 6:3
[the Rock-cut Shaft] and Q 12:3), they are all shallow skyphoi, mainly of Ure's Class K2
(P1.81 :d), or tall, slender lekythoi of Haemonian type, with the foot in two degrees where it is
preserved (P1.81:b). 15
Another variety of black-figured lekythos has attracted less scholarly interest because
its decoration consists only of upright palmettes set on a chain of circles and circumscribed
by arcs in added white.16 The decoration is so characteristic, however, that lekythoi of this
type can be recognized even in tiny sherds, and it is interesting to observe that 9 of our
deposits have produced 25 examples or sherds (Pls. 82, 83). Most of the palmette-lekythoi
also belong to the Class of Athens 581, but in Table 1 they have been counted separately.
As in the case of the figured lekythoi, examples of the second variety of the class, that with
rays and tongues on the shoulder, greatly outnumber those of the Class of Athens 581, i.

Among the lekythoiof the group with rays and tongues, there are some variationsthat have
long been noted: some have a double palmette pattern with circles between,17 although
the single upright ornament separatedby lotus buds is far more common. Lekythoi with
single palmettes normally have bold dots more or less centered in the circles beneath the
floral ornament, but one of the two examples from well G 11:318and two fragmentsfrom
H 13:5 have open circleswithout dots. One of the five pieces from the Rock-cut Shaft has
been assigned to the Cock Group.'9 Also the product of a differentworkshopis the single
12

Pp. 446-447 below. For the Haimon Painter and his associates,see ABL,pp. 130-141, 241-249; ABV,
pp. 539-571; Paralipomena,
pp. 269-287; AgoraXXIII, pp. 95-96.
13 P. 446. For the Class of Athens 581, see ABL,pp. 89-94; ABV,pp. 487-506; Paralipomena,
pp. 222-246;
AgoraXXIII, pp. 4647.
14 AgoraXXIII, oc. cit.
15 For the skyphoi, see Ure 1927, p. 68; ABV, pp. 568-571; AgoraXXIII, pp. 60-61. For the Haemonian
lekythoi,see ABL,p. 131; Paralipomena,
pp. 232-233; AgoraXXIII, p. 47.
16 Forpalmette-lekythoiin the Class of Athens 581, see ABL,pp. 93-94, 185-186 and Paralipomena,
pp. 242243.
17 P 16770 (G 6:3), p. 447 below (P1.82:k); P 24119 (Q 12:3), p. 464 below (P1.82:1);in the "feathery"
style describedin ABL,pp. 185-186.
18 P 12766, p. 449 below (P1.82j).
19 P 16767, ABV,p. 471, no. 116; p. 447 below.
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palnette-lekythos from well R 12:1 (P1.82:j), which has palmettes on the shoulder as well
as on the body and a broad reservedband beneath the decoration.
Among the pottery from the Rock-cut Shaft is a class of 13 small cups (P1.82:a, b, d,
e), whose black-figureddecoration is limited to the handle zone filled with palmettes and
lotus buds set on a chain of circlesin a mannerhighlyreminiscentof the palmette-lekythoi.20
Some have circumscribedarcs aroundthe palmettesand added white for the buds between
them, while the circlesbelow sometimeshave centraldots in eitherblackor white. The more
carefullymade examples also have white dots around the hearts of the palmettes. The 13
small cups are of various shapes. Some have plain rims, and some are concave, but all are
glazed above the palmettes, and there is usually a narrow reserved band articulatingthe
lower wall. Three palmette-cupsof this type were found in well Q 12:3 (P1.82:c, f, i);21
fragmentsof 2 others come from pit G 3:1 (P1.83:c);and the assemblagefrom well M 17:4
includes fragmentsof 5 more (P1.83:d). In a debased sub-classof miniaturepalmette-cups,
the palmetteshave degeneratedinto blackblobs;the budsbetween them have become dots or
smearsof glaze;and white dots are all that remainsof the chainsof circlesbeneath them. The
decorationis so cursoryand so hastily applied that the only compensationfor its execrable
qualitywill have been the advantagesinherentin the mass productionof inexpensivegoods.
Single examples of these miniaturecups have turned up in four deposits;22the first three
cups are so similarthat they must be the productsof a single workshop(P1.82:g, h).
Four classes of black-figuredpottery recur most frequentlyin the 21 deposits: lekythoi
of the Class of Athens 581, skyphoi and lekythoi from the Haimon workshop, palmettelekythoi,and palmette-cups.Examplesof one or more of these classesappearin 18 deposits,
as the figuresin Table 1 show;moreover,two of the three remainingsmall deposits (Q 20: 1,
Q 21:3) are related to the other groups by close parallelswith pots from well Q 12:3. A
small lekythosfrom well Q 21:3 bears close resemblanceto one near the Little-lion Class,
with largepalmettesand smallfigureson the body and with plump raysand smalltongues on
the shoulder.23The smallestof the 21 deposits(Q20: 1)produced a miniatureblack-figured
skyphos24that has the same general kind of decoration as the palmette-cups(P1.83:e). In
the handle zone is a row of alternatingpalmettesand single petals below a glazed rim, and
a reservedband sets off the lower wall, which is pinched in sharply toward the foot. The
piece is one of a small class of miniatureskyphoiconnected with the Pistias Class and is of
importancehere because it relatesQ 20:1 to three of the other depositsin which miniatures
of this class have also come to light. An example from Q 12:3 is likewise missing its foot
and handles(P1.83:h).25A betterpreservedone fromthe Rock-cutShaftshowsthe fullprofile
of the shape (P1.83:g);26but a fragmentaryrim fromM 17:4is recognizablya member of the
same class (P1.83:f). The overall distributionof black-figuredpottery thus shows a limited
number of classesrecurringrepeatedlyin 20 deposits.
20 P. 446 below; Vanderpool 1946, pp. 314-315.
21 P.464 below; Roberts 1986, nos. 32-34.
22 P 31847 (B 19:10),P 12565 (G 11:3),P 20766 (R 12:1),P 24678 (R 12:4).
23 P 29364 (Q21:3); cf. P 24546 = AgoraXXIII, no. 1156; Paralipomena,
p. 252; Roberts 1986, no. 306.
24 P 26230 = Paralipomena,
p. 309; p. 468 below.
25 P 24570 = Roberts 1986, no. 53; p. 464 below.
26 P 16776 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 115;ABV,p. 628, no. 1;p. 446 below.
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The assemblageof red-figuredpottery presents some interestingdifferencesfrom the
black figure. Since the original excavatorssaved virtuallyevery figured fragment, most of
which eventuallyreceivedinventorynumbers,the total numberof pots of a particularshape
providesa much more reliable indication of the proportionsin which they were deposited
in antiquity.Thus the total numbers in the assemblagemay be considered more realistic.
Tables 2 and 4 show that 1,220 black-figuredpots and 100 red-figuredpots form the total
body of figuredmaterial.Although excavatorsin Athens have long sensed that black figure
enjoyed greater popularity in the place of its manufacture,the figured assemblage from
the 21 deposits shows a discrepancywhich is quite staggering: the black-figuredpottery
comprises 92.4 percent while the red-figuredmaterial is restrictedto 7.6 percent of the
figured assemblage. It cannot be thought that red figure was new and unfamiliar when
the 21 deposits were closed because the pieces are scatteredfairlyevenly over 16 deposits,
except for the two large groups of red figurefrom G 6:3 and Q 12:3. Noticeable also is the
small incidence of pieces from the same workshopin differentdeposits.The greatestof such
multiple appearancesis 7 pots attributedto the Pithos Painterfound in 3 differentdeposits
(whereasblack-figuredlekythoiof the Classof Athens581 were foundin 15 deposits).Even so,
the evidence of the red figurestrengthensthe convictionthat the depositsare contemporary,
because a conspicuous group of 6 red-figuredcups, all works from the hand of the same
artist,was divided between H 12:15 (2) and Q 12:3 (4).27
Also in markedcontrastwith the black-figuredpottery is the range of shapes.Red figure
appearsin only half the number of shapes as black figure and less than half the number in
plain blackglaze. Striking,too, is the differencein the distributionof shapes.The red-figured
potteryfound in the 21 depositswas clearlymade for the symposium,as can be seen from the
types of vessels occurringmost frequently.Table 4 shows 64 examples of red-figuredcups
in 14 deposits and 11 examples of kratersin 7 deposits; this represents 75 percent of the
red-figuredassemblage,while all other shapes appear in only a few examples, many only
once or twice.
For the purposes of the present study,it is of interest to notice where the red-figured
materialfrom the 21 deposits falls in relationto the overalldevelopment of red-figurevase
painting.As a resultof the largenumberof cups in the assemblage,the earlycup paintersare
the group of artistsbest represented.By and large,they are not paintersof the highestquality,
as might be expected for materialwhich originatedin domestic contexts; nor are they the
earliestpioneers of the red-figuretechnique.Rather,the style has undergone a development
of a generationand more. Two cups by Epiktetosfrom Q 12:3 are late in the sequence of his
work.28Typicalof the deposit materialare the 7 cups by the Pithos Painterin E 15:6, G 6:3,
and H 12:1529and 7 others by artistsmore or less closely related to him, possibly in the
27 The Painter of Agora Chairias cups, ARV2,p. 176; Talcott 1955. From H 12:15: P 23146, P 23165,
pp. 454, 455 below.FromQ12:3: P 24102 = Roberts 1986, no. 9; P 24115 = Roberts 1986, no. 24; P 24116 =
Roberts 1986, no. 14; P 24315 = Roberts 1986, no. 29, pp. 464, 466 below.
28 P 24110 = Roberts
1986, no. 22; ARV2,p. 76, no. 82; P 24114 = Roberts 1986, no. 23; ARV2, p. 76, no. 81.
29 From E 15:6: P 6636 = ARV2,p. 140, no. 54; from G 6:3: P 1382 bis = Vanderpool 1946, no. 39; ARV2,
p. 139, no. 7; P 2579 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 45; ARV2,p. 139, no. 18; P 16781 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 55;
ARV2, p. 140, no. 53; P 2765 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 56; ARV2,p. 141, no. 68; P 2800 = Vanderpool 1946,
no. 60; ARV2,p. 140, no. 37; and from H 12:15: P 23125 = ARV2, p. 139, no. 10.
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same workshop,which link togetherD 15:1, G 6:3, and H 12:15.30It is well to note, however,
that a few pieces have been assignedto vase painters of the late Archaic group. Fragments
of three column-kratershave been attributedto Myson (D 15:1, G 3:1),31 while a skyphos
and a cup are painted in the manner of the Antiphon Painter (G 6:3) and in the manner
of Douris (E 15:6).32Also from E 15:6 is a single fragmentof the once splendidcalyx-krater
by the Kleophrades Painter,33of which 15 shatteredscraps have come to light at various
points along the streetleadingsouthwestwardfromthe Tholos throughthe industrialdistrict.
Examinationof the black-glazedtable ware and household pottery,in much the same
way as of the black figure, reveals the unusuallyhomogeneous character of the material.
Several vessels for the service and consumption of food and drink appear in 16 or more
deposits, in roughly the same proportions.Thus we plainly find ourselves at a moment in
the developmentof Athenianpotterywhen the favoreddrinkingvesselwas the stemmed cup.
Table 3 shows that 323 examples of cups are representedin 18 deposits, whereas the next
largestgroup is the skyphoiof Corinthiantype, which appearin 17 depositsbut in numbers
are only two-thirdsof the cups.34By contrast,the skyphosof Attic type and the stemlesscup,
both of which were to enjoy such popularityat Athens duringthe Classicalperiod, are found
here in only 12 and 7 depositsrespectively.If one observes,however,that nearly70 percentof
the stemless cups and 75 percent of the Attic skyphoibelong to a single deposit, H 13:5,
there can be no doubt that the greatestproductionof these shapesstilllay in the futurewhen
these 21 deposits were closed. A similar contrast is to be noted between the two varieties
of one-handler.Thus the depositsclearlybelong to the period when the banded one-handler
was at the peak of its production, but the black one-handler, which would become the
standardform of the shape throughoutthe Classicalperiod, had onlyjust begun.35Nineteen
deposits include 152 banded one-handlers,while the black-glazedversion of the shape is
found in only 8 depositswith 31 examples,of which 23 belong to H 13:5. It is interestingto
observethe presence also of severalother shapesthat by the Classicalperiod would virtually
cease to be manufacturedby Athenianpotters.Most numerousare the sturdycup-skyphoi,of
which 195 examples appear in 16 deposits, but 125 little stemmed dishes and 85 banded
oinochoaiwith roundmouthshave also been found in 17 and 16 depositsrespectively.36Both
shapeswould appear to be at the height of their fairlyshort-livedpopularity.
FromD 15:1: P 11026 = ARV2,p. 143, no. 5, Heraion Painter;from G 6:3: P 2576 = Vanderpool 1946,
no. 42; ARV2,p. 142, no. 2; P 2577 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 43; ARV2, p. 142, no. 3; P 2578 = Vanderpool
1946, no. 44; ARV2,p. 142, no. 1, Painterof Agora P 2578; P 2736 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 54; ARV2,p. 143,
no. 6; P 2786 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 57; ARV2,p. 143, no. 21, Heraion Painter;and fromH 12:15: P 23178 =
ARV2,p. 142, no. 7, Group of Adria B300.
31 FromD 15:1: P 10578 = ARV2,p. 242, no. 70; P 11025 = ARV2,p. 241, no. 53; and from G 3:1: P 14711
= ARV2,p. 240, no. 38.
32 From G 6:3, P 2787 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 58; ARV2, p. 347, no. 115; from E 15:6, P 6159 =
ARV2,p. 448, no. 4.
33 P 6103 = ARV2,p. 185, no. 39; Ashmead 1966, p. 25, no. 4.
34 For cups of Type C, see AgoraXJI, pp. 91-92, 263-265; for skyphoi of Corinthian type, pp. 81-84,
256-259.
35 For banded and black one-handlers,see AgoraXII, pp. 124-127, 280-290.
36 Cup-skyphoi:see AgoraXII, pp. 109, 275-276; stemmed dishes, pp. 138-142, 303-306; banded roundmouth oinochoai, pp. 63-66, 246-247.
30
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Among the household pottery (fable 4), the incidence of storage amphoras and their
fragmentsin every deposit will be no cause for surprise.If these large, sturdyjars were no
longer needed for storing wine or oil, they could convenientlybe put to use for drawing
water fromwells. They vastlyoutnumberthe vesselsspecificallydesignedfor handlingwater:
the hydriaand kados together come to just over half the number of storage amphoras and
occur in only half the deposits. The recovery of such water pots from wells is, of course,
directlyproportionateto the amount of fill allowed to accumulateduring the period of use,
which is only a small fraction of the excavated fill (pp. 384, 386 above). By far the most
numerousof the household vessels are the semiglazedlekanai, of which 294 examples have
been counted from 18 deposits. Since these large mixing bowls were made with a great
variety of profilesfor their rims and feet, it is easy to be sure when two isolated fragments
can or cannot have belonged to the same vessel. Of the many wall fragments,most were
not includedin the count unlesstheyjoined pieces of rimsor feet; thus the total of 294 lekanai
shouldbe regardedas a conservativeestimate.Big, open bowls are obviouslyjustas much out
of place in wells as the black-figuredlekythoi,not to mention such kitchenutensilsas mortars,
chytras,and griddles,of which mortarsand chytrasappearin about the same numbersas the
hydrias.The messageof the householdpotteryis as plain as that of the fine black-glazedtable
ware: the contents of most of the 21 depositswere formed by the breakingup of household
goods and by their disposal after breakagein handy nearby wells, which their owners, for
whateverreason, had abandonedas sourcesof water.
Nothing demonstrates more strikinglythe chronological interrelationshipof the 21
deposits than comparison of specific shapes of pottery among the several groups. Over
and over again, the quest for comparandafor a particularpiece brings one to examples
of the same shape in one or more of the other deposits. Many of these similaritieshave
been observedand publishedby other scholars;37they are noted, togetherwith many more
from among the fragmentarymaterial,in the depositsummaries(pp. 429-472 below),where
the closest published parallel has been cited for all unpublished pots and fragments. In
orderto comprehendthe complex networkof interrelationships,it is convenientto set out in
tabularform the comparandafor specificpublishedexamplesin each of the most frequently
recurringshapes.
OINOCHOE,BANDEDROUND-MOUTH

E14:5

P8864=AgoraXII,no. 148

G 11:3

P 8866 = AgoraXII, no. 149
P 12772 =AgoraXII,no. 146

H 12:15 P 23186 = AgoraXII, no. 150
R 12:1

P 20795 = AgoraXII, no. 144
P 20796 = AgoraXII, no. 145

cf. P 11064 (D 15:1); 2 double handles (D 17:10); P 6643
(E 15:6); mouth/double handle (G 3:1); foot (G 11:8); 2
mouths/shoulders, foot (H 13:5); 2 feet, 3 mouths/shoulders,
handle, wall (M 17:4)
cf. mouth/shoulder/handle (M 17:4)
a pair with P 12773 (G 11:3); cf. mouth/handle (B 19:10);
P 12774, P 12787 (G 11:3);mouth, 3 handles (M 17:4)
a pair with P 23187 (H 12:15);Cf.P 31846 (H 13:5);P 25763P 25766 (Q 12:3)
cf. P 15936 (F 19:5);foot/handle (B 18:6);full profile (D 17:2);
P 6549 (G 11:8);neck, shoulder,4 feet (H 13:5)
cf. P 15937 (F 19:5);bottom (D17:2);5 rims/necks, 2 handles,
bottom (H 13:5)

37 See the comparandacited in the catalogueentriesof AgoraXII for each of the examples listed below.
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C, CONCAVE LIP

P 6126 =AgoraXII, no. 409
P 6123 = AgoraXII, no. 411
P6120 =AgoraXII, no. 412

Q 12:3 P 24594 = AgoraXII, no. 401
P 24597 = AgoraXII, no. 408
P 24596 = AgoraXII, no. 410
R 12:1 P 20757 = AgoraXII, no. 404

cf. P 8825 (E 14:5);2 feet (D 17:2);stem (G 11:8)
cf. P 11040 (D 15:1);P 23331 (H 12:15)
cf. P 2802, P 2696, P 2733, P 2704, P 2705 (G 6:3); foot
(B 19:10);stem (M 17:4);P 31367 (Q 12:3)
cf. ri, foot (L 5:2);foot (B 18:6);foot (D 17:10);2 feet (M 17:4)
cf. rim, 3 feet (B 19:10);rim (D 17:2);2 rims (D 17:10);4 rims
(G 3:1); P 12782 (G 11:3); rim (G 11:8); P 23339 (H 12:15);
5 rims (H 13:5);4 rins, foot (M 17:4)
cf. 2 rins (B 19:10);3 rins, foot (D 17:2);rin, 2 feet (D 17:10);
P 8826 (E 14:5); rimn,foot (G 3:1); 4 rins (H 13:5); 6 rins
(M 17:4)
cf. P 6119, P 6125, P 6172, P 6630 (E 15:6);P 14950 (F 19:5);
P 27886 (H 13:5)

CuP, TYPE C, PLAIN RiM

Q 12:3 P 24600 = AgoraXII, no. 417
P 24601 = AgoraXII, no. 420

cf. P 2649 (G 6:3);P 20759 (R 12:1);rim, reservedwal (D 17:10)
cf. foot (B 18:6);rim/2 handles (D 17:2);foot (D 17:10);P 1306
close, P 2734 (G 6:3);P 5278 (G 11:8);P 27850, 3 feet (H 13:5);
foot (L 5:2); 2 rims, foot (M 17:4); P 24602, P 24603 by the
samepotter (Q 12:3);P 20758 close, P 20788, P 20789, P 20792
(R 12:1)

CUP-SKYPHOS

E 14:5 P 8830 = AgoraXII, no. 577
G 6:3 P 2615 = AgoraXII, no. 573
Q 12:3 P 24583 = AgoraXII, no. 568

P 24111 = AgoraXII, no. 575
P 24584 = AgoraXII, no. 578

cf P 8832 (E 14:5);P 24586, P 31017 (Q 12:3)
cf. P 11035 (D 15:1);rim, 3 feet (G 3:1);foot (M 17:4)
cf. 2 feet (B 19:10); 2 rims (D 17:2);rim, foot (D 17:10); foot
(G 3:1);P 2751 (G 6:3);2 rims(G 11:8);4 rims,7 feet (H 13:5);6
rims, 3 feet (M 17:4);P 20771 (R 12:1)
cf. foot (B 18:6);foot (D 17:10);rim, foot (G 3:1); 2 rims, foot
(G 11:8);5 rims, 3 feet (H 13:5);3 rims, foot (M 17:4)
cf. rim (B 19:10); foot (D 17:10); 3 feet (G 3:1); foot (G 11:8);
2 rims, 2 feet (H 13:5);2 feet (M 17:4)

ONE-HANDLER, BANDED

E 14:5
F 19:5
G 11:3
H 12:15

P 8823 = AgoraXII, no. 728
P 15933 = AgoraXII, no. 733
P 12546 = AgoraXII, no. 730
P 23192 = AgoraXII, no. 737

Q12:3

P 24056 = AgoraXII, no. 732
P24063 =AgoraXII, no. 734
P 24631 = AgoraXII, no. 735

cf. rim, foot (H 13:5);P 28781 (Q21:3)
cf. P 24621 (Q 12:3);foot (G 11:8)
cf. very similarP 10751, P 11050, P 11051 (D 15:1)
cf. 3 feet (B 19:10); similar P 8820 (E 14:5); P 1294, P 1385
(G 6:3); 6 feet (H 13:5); 2 rims, 6 feet (M 17:4); P 24619,
P 24620 (Q12:3); P 20775, P 20776 (R 12:1)
cf. P 20874 (D 17:10);2 rims (G 3:1); P 1335 (G 6:3); 5 rims,
3 feet (H 13:5);2 rims (M 17:4)
cf.P12568,P12771 (G 11:3)
cf. full profile, rim (B 18:6); 2 feet (B 19:10); foot (D 17:2); 2
feet (G 3:1);handle, 6 feet (H 13:5);4 rims, 2 feet (NA17:4)

STEMMEDDISH

D 17:2 P 20560 = AgoraXII, 984
E 14:5 P 7895 = AgoraXII, no. 958

cf. foot/stem, 2 feet (D 17:10);P 2595 (G 6:3);foot (G 11:8)
cf. by the same potter P 24604, P 24605 (Q 12:3); P 11037
(D)15:1);5 rims, stem, foot (H 13:5);rim, foot (M 17:4)
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P 8813 = AgoraXII, no. 966
P 8811 =AgoraXII, no. 978
G 11:3 P 12566 = AgoraXII, no. 985
P 12573 = AgoraXII, no. 987
Q 12:3 P 24614 = AgoraXII, no. 968
P 24612 = AgoraXII, no. 973

P 24611 =AgoraXII, no. 976

cf P 12791 (G 11:3);P 20762 (R 12:1)
cf. P 23335, P 23336 (H 12:15);P 31022 (Q 12:3)
cf P 15925 (F 19:5)
cf close P 20764 (R 12:1);rim (B 18:6)
cf rim (L 5:2);2 rims, foot (M 17:4)
cf by the same potter P 24613 (Q 12:3); rim (B 19:10); foot
(D 17:2);P 12574 (G 11:3);foot (G 11:8);foot (H 13:5);3 rims
(M 17:4)
cf. rim, foot/stem (D 17:10);foot (G 3:1);P 12767 (G 11:3);foot
(M 17:4)

LEKANE

G 6:3

Q12:3

P 2617 = AgoraXII, no. 1766

cf. 2 rims(B 18:6);rim (D 17:10);8 rims (H 13:5);2 rims (L 5:2);
4rims(M 17:4)
P 16773 = AgoraXII, no. 1787
cf. 2 feet (B 18:6); 4 rims, 2 feet (H 13:5); 3 rims (M 17:4);
P 25775 (Q 12:3)
cf. rim, foot (B 18:6);rim(B 19:10); P 1067 (I) 15:1); 2 rims
P25756=AgoraXII,no. 1784
(D 17:10);P 8871, P 8872 (E 14:5);P 15909 (F 19:5);P 23379
(H 12:15);rim, foot (H 13:5);rim/wall (L 5:2); rim/handle, 4
rims (M 17:4);P 20797(R 12:1)
P 24124 = AgoraXII, no. 1789
cf P 16785 (G 6:3)
P 25780 = Roberts 1986, no. 375 cf rim/handle (B 19:10);rim (D 17:2);3 rims (M 17:4)

The listsof comparandaillustratethe extent to which the potteryfindsits closestparallels
in other deposits among the 2 1. Examples of banded round-mouthoinochoai from all 16
deposits in which the shape occurs each compare most closely with one of six vessels in 4
of the wells. In 5 deposits,the pitchersturned up in pairs,footed and footless,as if they were
purchasedas sets. Cups of Type C from each of 18 deposits are similarlycomparablewith
examplesfrom only 3 of the wells. Stemmed dishesfrom all 17 depositsthat produced them
find their best parallelsin 4 of the groups,while the discoveryof a dish in E 14:5made by the
same potter as two in Q 12:3 again servesto strengthenthe inference that the two deposits
are very nearly contemporary.Cup-skyphoi,banded one-handlers,and household lekanai
show many more variationsin theirshapesthan the alnost standardizedcups and oinochoai,
and their closest comparandaare thus more wide ranging.Nevertheless,cup-skyphoifrom
13 depositsare best paralleledby four examplesin wells E 14:5, G 6:3, and Q 12:3. Only 2 of
the 19 depositscontainingbanded one-handlersare not representedamong the comparanda
listed above for that shape. The singlewall fragmentfrom L 5:2 preservestoo little of the pot
to permitmore accuratecomparisonwith others;thus only the one-handlerfromE 15:6finds
its closest parallel outside the 21 deposits. Among the lekanai, examples from 14 deposits
are best comparedto only five pieces from well Q 12:3 and the Rock-cutShaft (G 6:3).
Three of the smallerdepositsare conspicuouslyabsent from the comparandafor the six
shapesthat occur most often. Tables 3 and 4, however,show that no example of any of these
shapes was found in pit Q 20:1 or in the period-of-usefill of well R 12:4, which produced
mostlywaterpots. Both of these depositshave alreadybeen shown to relateto the restby way
of their black-figuredpottery. The connection of R 12:4 with the other deposits is greatly
strengthenedalso by the black-glazedoinochoe of Shape 3 (chous)which compares closely
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with one fromwell H 12:15,anotherfromG 11:3,and a thirdfrom Q 12:3.38These pitchers,
together with three more pieces from H 12:15, are among the earliestexamples of a shape
that would proliferatein the Classicalperiod.39The small group of pots from well Q 21:3
has been related to the other deposits only by the black-figuredlekythosmentioned earlier
(p. 395) and by the banded one-handlerlisted above (p. 399) that compareswith one from
well E 14:5. Among the inventoriedobjects from well Q21:3 are also two saltcellars:one,
with convex wall, finds a close parallelfrom well D 15:1,4?while the second, with echinus
wall, is similarto one of the collectionof saltcellarsfromthe Rock-cutShaft.41Comparisonof
specific shapes throughoutthe assemblageas a whole thus reveals a tightly woven web of
interrelationshipwhich ties together all 21 deposits. In repeated instances, pottery is seen
to have progressedto the same point in the developmentof the shape by the time the deposits
were closed; this can only have happened if their contents were dumped into the wells and
pits within a very shortperiod of time.
EVIDENCE FOR DESTRUCTION

The foregoing discussion has emphasized two stratigraphiccharacteristicsshared by
many of the wells and pits: the great preponderanceof dumped fill in every deposit and
the unusuallyfragmentarycondition of much of the pottery.The contents of the deposits
also included artifactsof other kinds that, like some of the pottery,have no naturalplace in
the shafts of wells. The material in question can best be described as architecturaldebris
and consistsprimarilyof broken roof tiles, mud bricks,field stones of the size used for the
construction of rubble walls, and some recognizable pieces of stone architecture,plainly
broken up and discarded. Each occurrence of such debris has been noted in the deposit
summaries(pp. 429-472 below), and its presence in 14 deposits is another characteristic
featurewhich relatesour groups to each other. Brokenroof tiles formed a sufficientlylarge
proportion of the assemblagein 11 cases so that a significantsampling of them was kept.
The numbersavailablefor studytodayvarywidelyfromtwo inventoriedpieces in well F 19:5
and eight fragmentsin pit D 17:2 to five tins from the Rock-cut Shaft. Since these homely
articlesare usuallyheavy and coarse, have frequentlysurvivedin awkwardshapes and sizes,
and often refuse to fit convenientlyinto storage containers, they are regularlyamong the
first materialto be discardedby excavators.The existing numbers of tile fragmentsin the
21 deposits should, therefore,be read to mean only that a great many were found. The
excavatorof well H 12:15recordeda mass of stonesand brokenroof tiles comprisinga depth
of 1.15 m. of the upper dumpedfill,while in H 13:5the excavatordescribedroof tiles in large
numbersfound all in one layertowardthe bottom of the wide trench into which that deposit
had been dumiped.
Sun-driedmud brickthat is exposedto waterdisintegratesinto thick,viscousmud. When
this is dumped togetherwith stonesremovedfrom the rubble-masonrysocles on which mudbrickwalls were normally built, a distinctivecombination of stones and stickymud results.
P 24662 (R 12:4),cf. P 23194 = AgoraXII, no. 109 (H 12:15);P 12543 (G 11:3);P 24122 (Q 12:3),all choes.
The other three choes fromH 12:15: P 23190 = AgoraXII,no. 106; P 23341 = AgoraXII, no. 107; P 23191
= AgoraXII, no. 108.
40 FromQ21:3: P 28780, cf. P 11042 = AgoraXII, no. 890.
41
FromQ21:3: P 29362, cf. P 2597 = AgoraXII, no. 899.
38
39
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Rubble of this kind composed the whole lower layer of pit L 5:2; it filled the lower shaft
of well Q 12:3 to a depth of 3.45 m.; and the excavatorreported a packing of mud and
stones 6.00 m. deep, virtuallydevoid of sherds, as the upper dumped fill of well G 11:3.
In the lower dumped fill of well H 12:15, a layer 0.40 m. thick consisted entirely of large
hunks of mud bricks which still partiallyretained their original squared form despite the
plentifulwater in the well. The deepest of the dumped fills, except for the Rock-cut Shaft,
was that in well R 12:4. Here a solid packing of field stones filled the shaft for a depth of
11.00 m., of which the lowest 4.00 m. producedonly a few scatteredsherds.
From the pits of debris there came also broken pieces of more formal architecture.
Pit G 3:1 produced three pieces of dressed marble blocks, one of which is quite possibly
to be recognized as the top fillet of a marble metope; all three are heavily calcined by fire.
In H 13:5 the excavatornoted pieces of more than one unfluted poros column, together
with a fragmentof a stylobateblock bearing the semicircularimprint of a column of small
diameter at its joint edge. Also from this deposit came part of a fluted Doric column, a
poros wall block, a much batteredpiece of a cornice block, and a molded fragmentfrom the
capital of a marble pedestal. The list of material found in pit L 5:2 (p. 460 below) shows
13 pieces of poros architecture,among which are fragmentsof two differentDoric capitals,
two dressedwall blocks, and severalpieces, both large and small, of fluted Doric columns.
The last items are of special importance because one of the Doric capitals and no fewer
than six pieces of column shaftcan be identifiedas belongingto the interiororderof columns
in the Stoa Basileios,which stood some fifty-fivemetersdirectlywest of pit L 5:2. The broken
pieces from that pit of debris are made from the same distinctiveyellow poros stone as the
lower stump of the southernmostinterior column, which survivesin situ in the stoa. Like
the stoa column, the fragmentsfrom L 5:2 have only 16 shallowflutes,instead of the normal
20, and share the same slender diameter, 0.448 m. To the same category of broken and
discardedmaterial belongs the fine piece of an Archaic marble head found in pit Q 20:1.
Preservedare the beard, mouth, and mustacheof a male head, or possiblya herm, delicately
executed and of sufficientlyhigh qualityto suggestthat it might originallyhave stood on the
Akropolis.What came to be buriedin Q20: 1, however,can only be describedas a shattered
fragment.42

That the odd bit of roof tile and a few smallstonesshouldturn up in a well shaftwould be
no causefor comment;indeed, theirpresencein a depositwould quite naturallybe attributed
to the merest accident. The vagaries of chance, however,will not satisfactorilyexplain the
conditions encounteredin the 21 deposits,where in repeated instances heavy dumped fills
consisted of buildingstone, mud bricks,and layersof broken tiles. Moreover,it is stili more
difficultto suggestby what kind of accident standingstone columns and masonry walls are
reduced to hunks of debris. Taken together, the collective evidence of the wells and pits
implies that their contents derived not only from the breakingup of household goods, as
inferredearlier from the fragmentarystate of the pottery,but also from the destructionof
the buildingsthemselves.Mud-brickand rubble walls, tiled roofs, and clay floors form the
basic fabric of early domestic architecture;this should now be recognized as the most likely
sourcefor the heaps of debriswhich closed the deposits.
42

S 1997: see Thompson 1958, p. 154, pl. 43:a.
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Close examinationof the dumpedfillsin the 16 wellsleads to the startlingconclusionthat
many of them were filledup quite deliberatelyso as to terminatetheir usefulnessas sourcesof
water. Several of their excavatorsdescribedwith care how the shaftswere filled to various
depths with loose masses of soft dug bedrock. In itself, the appearance of this kind of fill
is not particularlysignificant,for the unlined shafts of early wells are sometimes found to
be clogged with soft bedrockthat collapsedfrom the sides of the well and blocked the water
source. This is, in fact, just what happened to two of the wells, B 18:6 and G 11:8; in the
latter instance,the collapse of the shaft depositedsome 3.00 m. of sterilebedrockabove the
accumulationfromthe period of use of the well (Fig.8). On the other hand, it is not so easy to
explain deep dumped fills of dug bedrockin well shaftswhich upon excavationare found to
be perfectlyintact. In H 12:15 a layer2.45 m. deep separatedthe lower dumped fill from the
upper dumped fill (Fig. 7), and the excavatorrecordedthat this dump consisted of nothing
but crushedbedrock,without a single sherd or stone. The fillingremovedfrom well B 19:10
again consistedentirelyof dug bedrockfromtop to bottom, withoutany stratigraphicchange
in a depth of 8.60 m. (Fig.5). In this case, the smalldepositof batteredsherdswas found at the
top of the shaftextendingdown to a depth of 1.50 m.; the well producedonly a scatteringof
sherdsbetween - 1.50 m. and -4.20 m.; nothing at all came from the lower half of the shaft.
Anotheruniformfillingof dug bedrockformedthe upperdump of well Q2 1:3extendingto a
depth of 7.25 m. (Fig.9); here the pottery deposit came mostly from the lower half of the
dumped fill, and only a little over ten percentof the sherdswas found in the upper half. The
excavatorof R 12:1reporteda fillingof dug bedrockin the upperpart of the shaftfor a depth
of 7.00 m., and althoughthe dug bedrockproducedpracticallyno sherds,it sealed the large
deposit of dumpedpotterythat filledthe lowest 3.80 m. at the bottom of the well (Fig. 10). In
each of these fourwells,the bedrockwallsof the shaftsurvivedin excellentcondition, and the
excavatorswere even able to count and record the neat rows of footholds cut in the rock
walls by the original ancient well diggers.It is thus out of the question here that collapsing
walls caused many meters of bedrock to subside into the shafts, and we can only explain
the deep fills of dug bedrock as having been intentionallyshoveled in from the surface by
people who wished to fill up the wells.
Much the same conclusionis to be drawnfromtwo otherwellswhere dumpsof a different
material were used to the same effect. In well E 15:6, a mass of pure clay, 1.50 m. deep,
separatedthe period-of-usefill from the dumped fill in the upper shaft (Fig.7). The clay was
of darkbuffcolor and thick,stickyconsistency,pure but not refined,and mixed with plentiful
cinders.The excavator'simpressionwas that the clay was a potter'sraw materialwhich had
been thrown out unused. Below the principal mass of clay, from -7.50 m. to -8.50 m.,
layers of pure clay alternated with layers of ordinary mud which produced quantities of
sherds, although no sherds came from the clay itself. Stratigraphyof this kind would have
formed if the well had been filled by people who shoveled alternatelyfrom a pile of clay
and from a dump of brokenpottery;but there is no way that a filling of this sort could have
resultedwithouthuman agency.The uppershaftof D 17:10was filledwith a similardump of
potter'sclay, about 3.50 m. deep, and like the clay from E 15:6, it yielded only a handful
of sherdsand virtuallynojoining fragments(Fig.6). The dumpedclay rose high in the shaftto
a point only 2.60 m. below the mouth of the well. Although nothing is known about the
stratigraphyof the lower shaftbecause its clearinghad to be abandonedat a depth of 6.10 m.
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when the soft bedrockwalls collapsed,neverthelessthe well can scarcelyhave suppliedwater
after the potter'sclay was thrownin.
If the deep fillsof bedrockandpotter'sclayare correctlyinterpretedas deliberatedeposits,
it becomes easier to understandlayersof dug bedrocksealingthe tops of three wells and one
of the pits of debris.Dug bedrockto a depth of 1.40 m. filled the top of well D 17:10 (Fig.6),
and a similarfill formed a thick layer over the dump of rubble and architecturaldebris in
pit L 5:2. In well G 11:8,the upper dumpedfill consistedof dug bedrockwith abundantsigns
of burning; as was true of some of the other bedrock fills, the highest 2.00 m. of the well
producedvery few sherds.Most of the potteryfrom the upper dumped fill was concentrated
in a layer of mud, from -2.00 m. to -3.35 m., and this separatedthe dug bedrock at the
top of the shaft from the deep, sterile mass which had fallen from the walls and put the
well out of use (Fig.8). The evidence of G 11:8 and of its neighbor and successorG 11:3 is
particularlyinteresting.43As noted earlier(p. 384 above),the two wellswere locatedjust over
two meters apart in the western service court of Building F (Fig. 2). Both wells had deep
accumulationsfrom their periods of use, but the pottery from the lowest fill of G 11:8 was
appreciablythe earlier.Afterthe collapseof its wallsfilledmuch of G 11:8,the shaftof G I 1:3
was sunk a short distanceaway,and no doubt the experiencewith its predecessorsuggested
the laborious precaution of lining the new shaft from top to bottom with neat polygonal
masonry.In due course,G I 1:3was closed by fillingthe upper 6.00 m. of its shaftwith rubble
and mud, which, as suggestedabove, is likelyto have been debris from the destructionof a
nearbybuilding.The dug bedrockformingthe upperdumpedfill of G 11:8was not confined
to the top of the well shaft.The same fill, brokenchunksof bedrockinterspersedwith reddish
clay from disintegratedmud brick and with clear traces of burning, was spread in a thick
layer over the whole area of the courtyard.This layer sealed the mouths of both wells to
a depth of 0.30 m. and lay as deep as 0.45 m. furtherto the west;more important,it covered
the ruined foundations of the small structure,designated H by the excavator,one corner
of which projected between the two courtyardwells.44The stratificationof this area thus
providesformalproof that when the two wells G 11:3and G 11:8were closed and sealed, the
neighboringstructure,one of the outbuildingsof BuildingF, also lay in ruins.
The picture that has graduallyemerged from the dumped fillings of the 21 wells and
pits is one of extensive damage. We can still discern in the archaeologicalrecord signs of
destructionwhich reached all quartersabout the Agora. It touched private dwellings and
their furnishingssouthwestof the marketsquare and equally shops and houses east of the
PanathenaicWay,as well as on the Kolonos to the west; it damaged public buildingsalong
the west side; it left pits of debris to the nortll and northwest;and it closed courtyardwells
on the slopes of the Areopagosto the south. Moreover,examinationof the pottery deposits
has shown that all this must have transpiredwithin a very short period of time. Fully in
keepingwith these conclusionsare certainaspectsof severaldeposits,which combine to give
an impressionof hasty abandonmentfollowedby subsequentdislocation.
43 For earlierdiscussionof the two wells G 11:8 and G 11:3, see Thompson 1940, pp. 25, 28-33.
44 The relation of well G 11:3 to the foundationsof Building H is visible in the photograph in Thompson
1940, p. 26, fig. 20 (see also Fig. 2).
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It has alreadybeen noted that threeof the wells (E 14:5,F 19:5,and M 17:4)were, in fact,
not wells at all but unfinishedwell shafts,begun but nevercompletelydug in antiquity.There
was no apparentreason for their abandonment, and in each case the rock walls appeared
suitablyfirm and unlikelyto cave in. In E 14:5, the well diggers stopped work at a depth
of 5.50 m.; this was far too shallow for them to despair of the shaft producing water, for
the water level in D 15:1, only 42 meters distant, was at a depth of 8.50 m. The digging
of F 19:5 stopped at a depth of 3.05 m., and the abortiveshaft was then filled with debris.
Subsequently,however,anotherwell shaft(F 19:4)was sunkjust 10 meters away,probablyin
the same courtyard.Since water did not rise above a depth of 5.30 m. in that well, the diggers
of F 19:5 had again not reached sufficientdepth to tap the water source before abandoning
their task. Much the same thing can be said for well M 17:4, which was sunk to a depth
of only 2.50 m. before work stopped and the open pit was filled up with broken pottery.
Deposit H 13:5 presentsa similarimpressionof work abandoned and never resumed. The
broken pottery,roof tiles, and architecturalfragmentsof this deposit were dumped into a
trenchdug in bedrockbeneath the streetwhich passedthe two extant boundarystones of the
Agora and entered the public square at its southwestcorner.This trench measures 1.90 m.
in width and 1.30 m. in depth, and though not excavatedfor its full length, it was traced
for a distance of at least 10 meters. The dimensionsare close to those of the Great Drain
of the Agora, and the excavated channel precisely aligns with the earliest section of that
drain furthernorth, where it traversesthe west side of the square and debouches into the
EridanosRiver. The availableevidence suggeststhat a major excavationproject had been
undertakento extend the GreatDrain southwardsto the lowestslopesof the Areopagos.The
workwas interruptedbefore completion, and the excavatedtrenchwas then used as a place
for dumping destructiondebris. In the event, the extensions of the Great Drain followed
differentcourses, southwestwardthrough the valley of the industrialdistrict and eastward
acrossthe southernpart of the Agora.
The same odd sense of discontinuitycomes from the position of certain wells with
respect to the buildings around them. Because of the extremely ruinous condition of the
private domestic architecturein districtsadjacentto the Agora, it is possible to observe the
relationof the wells to the houses in only five instances.In every one of these, however,the
builders of the Classicalperiod took no cognizance whatsoeverof the location of Archaic
wells in the designs of their houses. We should normally expect to find household wells in
open courtyardsor garden plots, but 5 of the 16 wells came to light beneath rooms or even
walls of Classical houses, and their whereaboutswere plainly unknown or of no concern
to the builders.Thus well B 19:10 lay partiallyunder a partitiondividingtwo of the southern
rooms of House C in the industrialdistrict.45Well B 18:6 was found under the floor of the
west room of the neighboring House D.46 Well D 17:10 lay directly beneath the narrow
central corridor of the Poros Building;the mouth of the well had been disturbedwhen a
drain was set down into the clay floor of the corridor.47The buildersof the Classicalhouse
45 See Young 1951, pp. 189, fig. 7; 208-209. The well lies partiallyunder the east wall of Room 9.
46 Young 1951, pp. 144-145; 189, fig. 7; 218. The well lies under the middle of Room 6. Only the upper fill

at the mouth of the well is of relevance,since the shaftitselfdated to the Geometricperiod, cf. AgoraVIII, p. 125.
4
Young 1951, pp. 136, fig. 1; 174.
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beside a boundary stone of the Agora partly obstructedwell H 12:15 with their interior
walls,48while the owner of a Classicalhouse on the Areopagos covered well Q 21:3 with
If a house should chance to be damaged or destroyedby
the paved floor of his andron.49
some local accident or naturaldisaster,the owner might logicallybe expected to rebuildhis
dwelling as swiftlyand economically as possible along much the same lines as it had been
built previously.Yet in five specific cases, it appearsthat the Classicalbuilderswere free to
build along totally differentlines and made little or no use of preexistingwalls, foundations,
or building materials,as if they set their new structuresupon a tabularasafrom which the
Archaicpredecessorshad been quite literallyswept away.
The evidencedetailedabovesuggeststhatthe 21 depositscame to be buriedin connection
with widespread destructionin and about the Agora. It needs to be emphasized also that
discussion of this evidence has involved certain features of 20 deposits, many of which
have been mentioned severaltimes. Most strikingof all, however,is the likelihood that no
fewer than 10 of the 16 wells were intentionallyput out of use and filled up with massive
dumps of bedrock, clay, or architecturaldebris; the locations of at least half of these were
forgotten or ignored when the householdersof the Classicalperiod came to rebuild their
dwellings.It takesno little time or labor to sinka circularshaftsome ten meters into bedrock;
moreover,the resultingsupply of water is essential to the conduct of life. Only pressed by
the direst circumstances,one supposes,can Athenian householdershave willingly espoused
such wanton waste. The sealed and abandonedwells ought surelyto signala generalhorizon
of destructionwhich considerablydisruptedthe city'slife.

Tim MARATHONTuMuLus
This study began as an attemptto reexaminethe contents of the RectangularRock-cut
Shaft (G 6:3) and to place them in the context of contemporary deposits, the collective
evidence of which must be taken into account if one would establishtheir proper place in
the chronology of Athenian pottery. The foregoing discussionhas sought to demonstrate
a close interrelationshipamong 21 groups of pottery from the Agora and to define their
relativeposition in the ceramic development. The moment has now come to consider in
absoluteterms the period of time within which the potterywas manufacturedand the actual
date at which it came to be dumped into wells and pits about the Agora. The accurate
dating of archaeologicalartifactsis possible only when the occasion for their burial can be
fixed with respect to dated events in the historical record. Fortunately,for the student of
late ArchaicAthenian pottery,just such a fixed point is establishedby the deposit of pottery
buried beneath the great conical mound that rises above the plain of Marathon, marking
to this day the tomb of the Athenian dead in the famous battle of 490 B.C.
The Marathontumuluswas partiallyexcavatedin 1890 and 1891 by archaeologistsfrom
the GreekGeneral Ephorateof Antiquities.Wide trenches,cut deep towardthe center of the
mound, went to a depth of about 3 meters below the modern surface of the plain, where
they exposed an artificiallayer of sea sand.50An area some 26 meters long and 6 meters
wide was eventually cleared, and the same layer of sand extended under the undug part
48
49

50

Thompson 1954, pp. 51-54.
Forthe andron,
see Shear 1973, pp. 152-153; the well appearson the plan, p. 149, fig. 5, under Room 5.
Mitsopoulos 1890, pp. 65-7 1; Stais 1890, pp. 123-132, pl. A; Stais 1893, pp. 46-63.
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of the mound in all directions.Spreadupon this surfacewas a layer,varyingin thicknessfrom
0.02 to 0.10Im., composed of ashes, charcoal, and human bones charredby fire; scattered
in broken pieces among the bones was the group of black-figuredlekythoi listed below
(pp. 408-409).51 All remains of the funeral pyre and offerings were subsequently sealed
beneath thick red clay as the tumulus was raised over the burial. Near the center of the
mound, the excavatorscame upon a brick-linedtrench, 10 meters long and 1 meter wide,
running diagonally beneath the mound from north to south. This trench contained the
charredbones of fowl and of sacrificialanimals,as well as eggshellsand ashes, all possiblythe
remainsof a funeralmeal.52The smashedfragmentsof a few more black-figuredpots were
mixed with the burntofferingsin the trench,andjust outsidelay the earlyblack-figuredneckamphoraby Sophilos.53Among the scatteredbones and lekythoithere came to light also the
Protoatticegg-shapedkraterwhich containedthe burntbones of a separatecremation.The
excavatorsconjecturedthat this might be the remainsof one of the two Athenian generals,54
accordedthe honor of separatecremationbecause of his rank,in which case we should have
to suppose that his bones were laid to rest in an ancestralheirloom. While there is nothing
inherentlyinconceivablein thisview,the earlypots might also representearlierburialson the
same site.55 For the purposes of the present study,that question is irrelevant.In the case
of the burnt and broken lekythoi, however, their fragments spread among the ashes of a
mass cremation, then sealed beneath a mound of earth over 12 meters high, it is difficult
to avoid the conclusionthat they were buriedin 490 B.C.
For those who would revise the chronology of Athenian pottery so as to lower the
dates by two decades and more, the evidence of the Marathon tumulus poses a difficult
dilemma. If, on the one hand, the excavated mound does not cover the Athenian dead,
then there was a second mass burial at the same site, not far removed in time. This second
tomb, known to Thucydides, seen by Pausanias,and believed to be haunted at night by
the dead themselves,was the famous polyandrionwhere Athenian ephebes offered crowns
and sacrifices,and whose denizens the people of Marathon worshipped as heroes.56This
tomb, alas, has thus far escaped notice in modern times. What we have instead is another
mass cremation of Athenian corpses buried in the fashion of Homeric heroes, but when
and in what circumstancesthey came to be there cannot be explainedwithout resortto free
invention.If, on the other hand, the tumulusdoes indeed cover the Marathon warriorsbut
the potteryis 25 yearslaterthan the battle,then the revisionistis constrainedto arguethat the
mortalremainsof Athens most heroic dead lay about in a field for 25 yearsbefore it seemed
good to someone to scramblesome appropriatelekythoiamong their ashes and to heap up a
propermound. Such an improbablesequence of eventscan resultonly from manipulationof
the evidence. A third and easier approachto the pottery from the Marathon tumulus is to
ignore it altogether;Francisand Vickersmake no mention of the pottery from the burial.
51 See Mitsopoulos 1890, p. 67; Stais 1890, p. 130, pl. A; StaYs1893, pp. 50-51; ABL,p. 92.

52

Staes1893,p. 49, sketchplanat r; pp. 53-54.

53 StaYs1893, p. 49, sketchplan at A; p. 55; ABV,p. 38, no. 2.
54 Stasl89O,p. 131.
55 Cf. ABL, p. 92. Koumanoudes (1978) attempted to dissociate the existing tumulus from the battle of

490 B.C., but his argumentsare unconvincing.
56
Thucydides 2.34.5; Pausanias1.29.4, 32.3-4; IG II2 1006, line 69; cf. Pelekidis 1962, p. 253; ABL,p. 91.
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The assemblageof potteryrecoveredfromthe cremationis best takenat face value. In the
case of an ordinarytomb in anyexcavatedcemetery,the objectscontainedin a singleburialare
understoodto be funeraryofferingslaid down with the dead at the time of interment,unless
there is compellingevidence for some later disturbance.There being no such evidence at the
Marathonmound, we shouldregardthe potteryas the originalofferingsof survivingrelatives,
buried with the remainsof the funeralpyre, no doubt within a few days of the battle, in the
earlyautumn of 490 B.C.57 The tumulusis no ordinarytomb, however:the date of the battle
providesa terminus
antequemfor the manufactureofthe potteryand a fixed datefor its deposit.It
isjust here that the assemblagefromMarathon,and the lekythoiin particular,take on special
relevancefor this studyof the Atheniandeposits.The 37 publishedpieces from the Marathon
tumulusare listed here togetherwith their attributionsand bibliographicalreferences.58
PROTOATTIC
Egg-shapedkrater
Athens, N.M. 1038 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:7
BLACK FiGuRE

Amphora (neck)
N.M. 1036 = CVA,pl.13 [21]:1, 2

Sophilos

Hydria (kalpis)
N.M. 1037 = CVA,pl. 14 [22]:1, 2 NikoxenosPainter
Lekythos
N.M. 1011 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:9
(Old Number 1892)
N.M. 1012 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:3
N.M. 1013 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:10
N.M. 1014 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:8
N.M. 1015 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:6
N.M. 1016 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:16
N.M. 1017 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:12
N.M. 1018 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:14
N.M.
N.M.
N.M.
N.M.

1019 =
1020 =
1021 =
1022 =

CVA,p1. 10 [18]:1
CVA,pl. 11 [19]:2
CVA,pl. 11 [19]:4
CVA,p1. 10 [18]:9

ABV,p. 38, no. 2
ABV,p. 393, no. 18

MarathonPainter

ABL,p. 22 1, no. 1;AthMitt18,
1893, p. 52, no.5
MarathonPainter
ABL,p. 221, no. 10
MarathonPainter
ABL,p. 221, no. 8
MarathonPainter
ABL,p. 221, no. 9
MarathonPainter
ABL,p. 222, no. 11
MarathonPainter
ABL,p. 222, no. 14
Class of Athens 581, ii
ABV,p. 498, no. 9
Manner of Haimon Painter
ABV,p. 544, no. 148
Haemonian, Class of Athens 581, ii Paralipomena,
p. 233

Manner of Haimon Painter
ABV,p. 542, no. 100
of
ii
Haemonian, Class Athens 581,
Paralipomena,
p. 233

N.M. 1023 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:6
57 The victory at Marathonwas celebratedon Boedromion6, Plutarch,Mor.349E, 86 IF; Camill.19.5; see
Mikalson 1975, p. 50. The date was sacred to Artemis Agrotera, and the vow to sacrifice she-goats to her
for the Persiandead (Xenophon, Anab.3.2.12) may have been made then, because the decision to engage the
Persiansat Marathon happened to coincide with her festival. See Parke 1977, pp. 54-55. The battle itself
was foughtten days later,just afterthe full moon (Herodotos6.106, 120),and so on Boedromion 16 (= October
11); see Dinsmoor 1934, pp. 444-445. The year is given as the archonshipof Phainippos = 490/89 in the
MarmorParium,FGrHist,239, ep. 48; Aristotle,Ath.Pol.22.3; Plutarch,Aristeid.5.7.
58
All CVAreferencesin the followinglist are CVA,Athens 1 [Greece 1].
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N.M. 1024 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:5

N.M. 1025 = CVA,p1. 10 [18]: 10
N.M. 1026 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:3
(palmette-lekythos)
N.M. 1027 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:2
(palmette-lekythos)
N.M. 1028 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:13
(palmette-lekythos)
N.M. 1029 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:5
N.M. 1030 = CVA,pl.11 [19]:l
N.M. 1031 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:11
N.M. 1032 = CVA,pl. 11 [19]:13
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Haemonian, Class of Athens 581, ii ABV,p. 498, no. 2; Paralipomena,
p. 233; AthMitt18, 1893,
p. 51, no. 2
p. 233
Haemonian, Class of Athens 581, ii Para1ipomena,
Class of Athens 581, ii Style 3
Paralipomena,
p. 243; cf. ABL,
pp. 185-186
Class of Athens 581, ii Style f3
p. 243
Paralipomena,
Class of Athens 581, ii Style f3
MarathonPainter

Paralipomena,
p. 243; cf. ABL,
pp. 185-186
ABL,p. 222, no. 12

Manner of Haimon Painter
ABV,p. 542, no. 101
p. 233
Haemonian, Class of Athens 581, ii Paralipomena,
cf. ABL,p. 166

N.M. 1033 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:12
(chimney-lekythos)
N.M. 1034 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:11
N.M. 1035 = CVA,pl. 10 [18]:4
(palmette-lekythos)
N.M. Old Number 1582

Manner of Haimon Painter

ABV,p. 547, no. 229; cf. ABL,
p. 140;AthMitt18, 1893,
p. 51, no. 1

AthMitt18, 1893, p. 51, no. 3
AthMitt18, 1893, p. 52, no. 4

Manner of Haimon Painter

ABV,p. 542, no. 99

p. 233
Haemonian, Class of Athens 581, ii Paralipomnena,
Class of Athens 581, ii Style 3
p. 242
Paralipomena,.

LidlessLekanis
N.M. 1043 = CVA,p1. 12 [20]:1, 2
Tripod Pyxis
N.M. 1040 = CVA,p1. 10 [18]:7, 8
REDFIGupRE
Cup, Type C, plain rim
N.M. 1044 = CVA,p1. 13 [21]:5
BLACKGLAZE

Cup-skyphos
N.M. 1041 = CVA,pl. 13 [21]:3
Coveredbowl
N.M. 1042 = CVA,pl. 13 [21]:4

cf. AgoraXII, no. 568 = P 24583 (Q 12:3)
cf. for rim and flange,AgoraXII, no. 1268 = P 24112 (Q 12:3);
cf. for foot and profile,AgoraXII, no. 1267 = P 23344 (H 12:15)

Plemochoe
N.M. 1039 = CVA,p1. 10[18]:15

Unlike the earlierpieces which may have come from the families of the deceased, the
28 black-figuredlekythoiwere undoubtedlypurchasedtogether specificallyfor the funeral.
They were painted by severaldifferenthands evidently associatedwith a single workshop.
The author of 7 of these lekythoi was named the Marathon Painter,after the tumulus, by
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C. H. E. Haspels,who firstdistinguishedhis hand and was able to attributea numberof other
lekythoito him.59She also recognizeda close stylisticaffinitybetween the MarathonPainter
and the hand that she called the Haimon Painter,and she pointed out the resemblances
also to a large class of lekythoimanufacturedby one workshop,the best examples of which
were decoratedby the Painterof Athens 581.60Most of these lekythoi,includingthose by the
Marathon Painter,were later subsumedunder the broader category of the Class of Athens
581 by J. D. Beazley,who distinguisheda variety of subgroups,one of which was painted
by the associates of the Haimon Painter in his manner.61No fewer than 8 lekythoi from
the Marathon tumulusfall into this category,while 5 others, including 4 palmette-lekythoi,
belong to the Class of Athens 581, ii. Almost half of the 499 black-figuredlekythoifound in
the Agora fallslikewisein the Classof Athens 581, and specimensof this type of lekythosare
representedin 15 of the 21 pottery deposits from our wells and pits (Table 1, 2). Moreover,
the large collection of 210 examples from well Q 12:3 finds its closest parallelsin the pots
fromMarathon.Both groupsexhibitexactlythe same stageof development;they were surely
manufacturedtogether during the firstdecade of the 5th century;and they were on sale in
Athenianpotters'shopsin 490 B.C. Among the 21 potterydepositsfromthe Agora, the second
largestgroupis the Haemonian lekythoiand skyphoi,of which 77 exampleswere found in 11
deposits; the 8 Haemonian lekythoi form the largest single group in the assemblagefrom
Marathon.The 25 palmette-lekythoifrom 9 of the 21 deposits,mostlyin the Class of Athens
58 1, ii, also bear close resemblanceto the 4 specimensfrom Marathon.
The lekythoi from Marathon thus provide a terminusante quemof 490 B.C. -for the
manufactureof a great many similarvessels in the 21 Agora deposits. This chronological
benchmarkis of crucialimportancefor understandingthe developmentof potteryin the early
5th century.Moreover,close comparisonof the assemblagefrom Marathonwith the groups
from the Athenian Agora quickly leads to another interesting chronological conclusion:
the lekythoi in Athens that find such close parallelsin the Marathon cremation are by no
means the latest pieces in the 21 Agora deposits. The pottery made and decorated in the
Haimon workshopillustrateswell the more advancedstage of developmentobservablein the
latest pieces among the Agora groups. Many lekythoi by the Haimon workshopfrom the
RectangularRock-cutShaft(G 6:3)and all those fromwell Q 12:3 have the stoutprofileof the
pots from Marathon.62The shoulderis distinctlywider than the foot and slopes perceptibly
upwardsto the base of the neck, while the lowerbody tapersin gentlytojoin the foot (P1.81 :a,
c). By contrast, the later Haemonian lekythoi from the Agora are tall, slender vessels, the
shoulderrarelymuch wider than the foot and noticeablyflatterthan its predecessors.The
upper wall is nearly cylindricaland may sometimesbe slightlyconcave beneath the sharp
angle of the shoulder;the lowerwall is sometimesroundedin abruptlyabove the foot, which
59 ABL,pp. 89-94, 221-223.

Forthe Haimon Painterand his resemblanceto the MarathonPainter,seeABL,pp.93,130-141,241-247;
for lekythoinear the PainterofAthens 581 and theirrelationto the MarathonPainter,see ABL,pp. 93, 224-225.
61 Forthe Class of Athens 581, see ABV,pp. 487-506; Paralipomena,
pp. 222-246. Forlekythoiin the manner
of the Haimon Painter,see ABV,pp. 539-555; Paralipomena,
pp. 228-229, 232-233, 269-283.
62 Compare P 2715+2722 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 148 = AgoraXXIII, no. 968 (G 6:3) and P 24059 =
AgoraXXIII, no. 969 (Q 12:3)with Athens, N.M. 1024, 1025 = CVA,Athens 1 [Greece 1], pl. 10 [18]:5 and 10
from Marathon.
60
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is normally in two degrees (P1.81:b). The development of the shape is best seen in two
lekythoiin the manner of the Haimon Painterfrom the Rock-cut Shaft (P 2715+2722 and
P 2695),63of which the formerbelongsin the firstdecade of the centuryand the latterin the
second. One of the two palrnette-lekythoifrom well G 11:3 is close to the examples from
Marathon, while the second shows the thin, straight-walledprofile of the later version of
the shape (P1.82:j).64The lekythos in the manner of the Haimon Painter from the same
well (P 12765) also has the slender profile of the 480's.65Pairs of Haemonian lekythoi of
the same shape were found in D 17:2and E 15:6,and a single example of the type appeared
in D 15:1 (P1.81:b).66
The style of the painting also shows the increasingeffects of mass production on the
quality of the decoration. If the later pots in the manner of the Haimon Painter from
the Agora are compared with the Haemonian lekythoi from Marathon, the chronological
development becomes clear. The drawing on the former is more sketchilyexecuted; both
human and animal anatomy are more cursorilyrendered;the incisions are few and hasty.
Female flesh is more often left black, and facial featuresare sometimes all but omitted. A
heavy,black mass passesfor drapery,often articulatedwith only two or three incised strokes
to suggest folds. The painting of the Haimon workshopafter the Marathon burial is best
representedby the seriesof skyphoifromthe Agora deposits.Three such skyphoiwere found
in wells Q 12:3 and H 12:15, while single examples occur in the assemblagesfrom D 15:1,
F 19:5, and R 12:1.67
Among the 12 skyphoi in the manner of the Haimon Painter from the Rectangular
Rock-cutShaft (G 6:3), a few pieces, such as P 2699, show sufficientdevelopmentto suggest
the passage of some years;the same can be said for P 23333, found in well H 12:15.68The
cumulativeevidence of the black-figuredpottery,especiallythe lekythoiand skyphoimade by
the Haimon workshop,points inexorablyto a date for the closing of the 21 Agora depositsin
the tumultuousyear 480/79, in connection with the titanic sequence of events which left
Athens in total ruins at the hands of Mardonios'army.
THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE DEPOSrrS

The general conclusion that the upper fill of the RectangularRock-cut Shaft (G 6:3)
and the 20 contemporarygroups of pottery were all deposited as a result of the Persian
destructionof Athens agrees well with the archaeologicalevidence so far reviewed: The
pottery assemblage taken as a whole is remarkablyhomogeneous. The vast bulk of the
See note 62 above and P 2695 = Vanderpool 1946, no. 147 = AgoraXXIII, no. 1198.
Compare P 12780 = Thompson 1940, pp. 30-31, fig. 23:a with Athens, N.M. 1026-1028, 1035 = CVA,
Athens 1 [Greece 1], pl. 10 [18]:2-4, 13. For the later developmentof the shape, cf. P 12766 = Thompson
1940, pp. 30-31, fig. 23:c.
65 Thompson 1940, fig. 23:b.
66 FromD 17:2: P 18502 = AgoraXXIII, no. 1225; P 18503 = AgoraXXIII, no. 1226; p. 435 below. From
E 15:6: P 6138 = AgoraXXIII, no. 1192;P 6137 = AgoraXXIII, no. 1211;p. 440 below.FromD 15:1: P 10575
= AgoraXXIII, no. 1197; p. 434 below.
67 From Q 12:3: P 24578, P 24579, P 31016, see p. 464 below. FromH 12:15: P 23147, P 23321 (P1.81:d),
P 23333, see p. 454 below.FromD 15:1: P 10674, p. 434 below;AgoraXXIII, pl. 102. From F 19:5: P 14946,
p. 442 below;AgoraXXIII, pl. 103. FromR 12:1 P 20742, p. 469 below.
68 ForP 2699, see Vanderpool 1946, pl. 48:93; and for P 23333, see AgoraXXIII, pl. 103.
63
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materialwas manufacturedover a period of not more than a generation;and referenceto the
dated potteryfrom the burialat Marathonshowsthat the Athenian depositswere assembled
in large part during the thirty years before 490 B.C. The date at which any assemblageof
pottery was actually buried is naturallyindicated by the latest pieces, which in almost all
instances form a small fraction of the whole. The latest pieces in each of the 21 groups
have been marked with an asteriskin the deposit summaries (pp. 429-472 below); they
comprise altogethernot more than 8.2 per cent of the total body of material (Tables 1-4).
These, of course, are the criticalpieces for determiningwhen the wells and pits about the
Agora were filled and sealed. We havejust seen that the black-figuredlekythoi and skyphoi
from the Haimon workshop show a clear ceramic development beyond the pottery from
Marathon;thus the latest black figurein the Agora deposits cannot have been made before
the second decade of the 5th century.The same conclusion emerges from another body of
evidencewhich consistsof thirty-sixostrakascatteredin smallnumbersthrough8 deposits,of
which fifteenwere found in the RectangularRock-cutShaft (G 6:3). Since we are specifically
told that the law of ostracismwas first applied in 487 B.C., 69 it is obvious that the deposits
containingostrakamust have been closed afterthat date.
At the time of their discoveryin 1932, the ostrakafrom the Rock-cutShaftwere a source
of greatexcitementto the excavatorsin the AthenianAgora, because eight bore the names of
Hipparchos,Megakles,and Aristeides,who are known to have been ostracizedfrom Athens
in 487, 486, and ca. 482 respectively.70Since this was the first important group of ostraka
found in the excavationsand includedthe firstostrakato bear the names of men whose dates
of banishmentwere known, it was a naturalassumptionat the time that they were inscribed
and cast in the years in which the men were known to have been ostracized.Now that many
thousandshave come to light, it is plain that this assumptionis not by any means necessarily
correct. The early excavatorsmay be forgiven,however,if their dating showed the zeal of
pioneers.It is equallyincorrectto supposewith Francisand Vickersthat "itis only the 'closed
deposits' [sic]from the Agora which preventthe vast quantitiesof Themistoklesostracafrom
being connected with the period in the late 470s. . . .,71 Surelyno one would now presume
to offer a precise date for any given ostrakonof Themistokles,who was certainly a prime
candidatefor ostracismat any time from its inceptionto his own exile at the end of the 470's.
Not all ostraka are of equal evidential value, however. It should be obvious that no
Athenian voter would waste his potsherdon someone who had alreadybeen ostracizedand
was known to be living in exile; thus the known date of a man'sostracismprovidesa terminus
antequemfor votes againsthim. Hipparchos,son of Charmos,was firstto be ostracizedand is
never heard of after the PersianWars,thus his ostrakamust date to the year 487 B.C. Even
if Megakles, son of Hippokrates,was ostracized twice,72votes can hardly have been cast
againsthim between 486 and 480, when he was servinghis period of exile. Xanthippos, son
69 Aristotle(Ath.Pol.22.3) says that the law was firstput to use two yearsafterthe victoryat Marathon,and so
in 488/7.
70 Hipparchos:
AgoraXXV, nos. 139, 140 = Vanderpool 1946, nos. 4, 10; Megakles:AgoraXXV; nos. 633635 = Vanderpool 1946, nos. 1-3; Aristeides:AgoraXXV: nos. 64-66 = Vanderpool 1946, nos. 12, 14, 15;
pp. 448, 449 below.Forthe dates, Aristotle,Ath.Pol.22.4 (Hipparchos);22.5 (Megakles);22.7 (Aristeides).
71 Francisand Vickers 1988, p. 145
72 Lysias 14.39, but [Andokides](4.34) says once; cf. Davies 1971, p. 376.
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ofArriphron,is lastknownas generalin 478, when he capturedSestos,and mustbe presumed
dead shordythereafter.73It is highly improbablethat any ostrakawere cast againsthim after
his ostracismin 484. Aristeides,son of Lysimachos,is knownto have been ostracizedca. 482;
votes may well have been cast against him in any previous year, but his ostrakaare much
less likelyto date to the 470's, the yearsof his high reputeas one of Athens'leading statesmen
duringthe formativestagesof the Delian Confederacy.Among the ostrakafromthe Rock-cut
Shaft, the two of Hipparchos,the three of Megakles, and the three of Aristeidesoutweigh
the evidence of the single ostrakon of Themistokles. The group of ten ostraka from well
E 15:6 includesone of Hipparchos,two of Xanthippos,and one of Aristeides,againsttwo of
Themistokles;74well D 15:1producedfive ostrakaof Xanthipposand one of Themistokles.75
Deposits F 19:5 and G 3:1 each contained a single ostrakonof Megakles,76and the meager
assemblagefrom pit Q 20:1 included a single ostrakonof Xanthippos.77Nothing prevents
this entire group of 36 ostrakafrom being dated to the 480's, and nothing favors its being
dated to the 470's. This is probablyas much as can usefullybe said about them in a discussion
of chronology.
Three classesof evidencethusfarexaminedall point to the Persiandestructionof 480/79
as the most likely date for the closing of the 21 Agora deposits. Of the 16 wells, no fewer
than 10 prove to have been put out of use by fillingtheir shaftswith masses of dug bedrock,
destruction debris, and potter's clay. This in itself suggests a moment of comprehensive
disruption in the life of the city. Nine deposits included in their assemblage of pottery
black-figuredlekythoi or skyphoi which had been painted in the Haimon workshop, and
comparisonwith the Haemonian lekythoi buried at Marathon in 490 B.C. shows that the
pots from the Agora were manufacturedduring the second decade of the century. Eight
depositsproduced ostrakawhich should have been inscribed,cast as ballots, discarded,and
scatteredbetween 487 and 480 B.C. Taken together,these three bodies of evidence pertain
to 17 of the 21 wells and pits. The momentous events of 480/79 coincide well both with
the physicalcharacteristicsof the stratigraphyand with the chronologicalindicationsoffered
by the potteryand ostraka.Moreover,as we shall see (pp. 416-417 below),the circumstances
which caused the closing of the depositsalso agree with well-knownevents in the immediate
aftermathof the Persianinvasion.
Close scrutinyof the latest pieces from each of the deposits reveals that they fall into
two groups, of which the larger,consistingof 13 deposits, has no material more developed
than the Haemonian lekythoiand skyphoiand no pottery necessarilylater than the ostraka
of the 480's. It is characteristicof the smallergroupof 8 deposits78that each one includestwo
or threepieces of black-glazedpotteryforwhich it is difficultto find exact parallelsamong the
other deposits, in that the shapes appear to be in transition,as if they were harbingersof
Herodotos 9.114-120, and cf. 7.33; Diodoros 11.37.5; Davies 1971, p. 456.
Hipparchos: AgoraXXV, no. 141; Xanthippos: AgoraXXV, nos. 1058, 1059; Aristeides: AgoraXXV,
no. 67; Themistokles:AgoraXXV, nos. 974, 975; see pp. 440, 442 below.
75 Xanthippos:AgoraXXV, nos. 1060-1064; Themistokles:AgoraXXV, no. 987; see p. 435 below.
76 FromF 19:5: P 15023 = AgoraXXV, no. 638; from G 3:1: P 14490 = Agora
XXV, no. 637; see pp. 443, 444
below.Both ostrakaare publishedwith incorrectproveniencesin AgoraXXV, p. 95.
77 P 25979 = AgoraXXV, no. 1068.
78 B 18:6, G 3:1, G 11:3, G 11:8, H 13:5, L 5:2, M
17:4, Q21:3.
73
74
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a new generationof potterymanufacture.Fromthe shallowupper dump of well B 18:6 came
the most developed cup of Type C with concave lip.79 Smaller and more delicate than its
predecessors,the cup, with its upward-slopingfoot, forms the transitionto the Vicups of the
470's and 460's. In fact, fragmentsof the earliestVicups are also to be found in the deposits.
Single pieces in well D 15:1 and the Rock-cutShaft suggestthat the shape was inventedjust
before 480, but there were also two fragmentsfrom well B 18:6 and four from H 13:5.80
Stemless cups appear only rarelyin the 21 deposits (rable 3 above), but it is interestingto
observeone example frompit G 3:1 and 21 fragmentsfromH 13:5which find as their closest
parallel the earliestin the series of small Rheneia cups.81 Similarly,the stemless cup from
well Q2 1:3is closer to the firstlarge stemlesscup with inset lip than to any earlierversionsof
the shape.82Several one-handlersshow a similarstage of developmentboth in the banded
variety (G 11:8, H 13:5, and M 17:4)and also in black glaze (H 13:5, Q21:3). Some with
heavy,torus ring feet and horseshoe handles and others in the varyingprofilesof their rims
also find their closest parallels in the 470's.83 The mouths of two globular lekythoi from
G 3:1 and H 13:5 show a clear advance in shape over the two examples from wells E 14:5
and Q 12:3.84The mouth has begun to flare at the top, the rim is rounded, and the upper
handle attachment is fixed below the drip ring. The clearest indication of changing styles
in pottery can be seen in the semiglazedhousehold lekanai because of the large number of
examplesin 18 deposits.The rims of these vesselsare particularlycharacteristic;those of the
late Archaicperiod are tightlyrolled and undercut,while those of the early Classicalperiod
are broad and outcurving.Fourdeposits (B 18:6, G 3:1, H 13:5, and L 5:2) have produced
eighteen examples of a rim which is transitionalbetween these two types, of which there is
only another single publishedspecimen from the Agora.85The same signal comes from the
appearancein H 13:5 of two distinctiveflat bottoms and centraltubes of deep askoi, a shape
of which there are no examplesfromthe Agorain blackglaze datingto the Archaicperiod.86
The message from all this evidence is quite plain: 8 of the 21 deposits continued to
gatherbrokenpottery and other debrisfor some years afterthe principalgroup of wells was
closed and sealed. It is of interestto note, however,that only two of these (G I 1:3, Q 2 1:3)
had been functioning sources of water immediatelybefore the PersianWars. Wells B 18:6
and G 11:8 had long since been put out of use by the collapse of their bedrock walls, and
79 P 19388 = AgoraXII, no. 413.
80 See AgoraXYI,p. 93, note 32, and pp. 432, 457 below.
81 The fragmentarystemlesscups fiom G 3:1 (p.444 below)and H 13:5(p. 457 below)compare most closely

with P 15015 = AgoraXII, no. 456.
82 Compare P 28779 (Q21:3) with P 16004 = AgoraXII, no. 469.
83 Fora banded fiagment fromH 13:5 (p. 457 below)and anotherfrom M 17:4 (p. 462 below), cf. AgoraXII,
no. 738; for the banded fragmentfiom G 11:8 (p. 452 below), cf. AgoraXII, no. 741; for the black one-handler
from Q21:3 (p. 468 below) and two fragmentsfrom H 13:5 (p. 457 below), cf. AgoraXII, no. 748.
84 For the fragmentsfiom G 3:1 (p. 445 below)and H 13:5 (p. 458 below), cf AgoraXII, no. 1103.
85 For three rims from B 18:6 (p. 432 below), one rim each from G 3:1 (p. 445 below) and L 5:2 (p. 460
below), and thirteenrims from H 13:5 (p. 458 below), cf. AgoraXII, no. 1788.
86 For the fragmentarydeep askoifrom H 13:5 (p. 458 below), cd AgoraXH, no. 1166, the earliestpublished
example fiom the Agora. The eighth deposit for which the closing date should be brought into the 470's is
well G 11:3, on the basis of the black-figuredskyphos P 12769 (= AgoraXXIII, no. 1542), connected with
the Lacut Group.
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well M 17:4 was an unfinished shaft abandoned at a depth of 2.50 m. At the time when
their dumped fillingswere deposited, they differedlittle from G 3:1 and L 5:2, which were
both shallow,amorphouspits; moreover,H 13:5, the abortivechannel to extend the Great
Drain, was unlike the others only in that it had a larger exposed area on the surface. All
six were simply convenient places to dispose of the unsightly debris from the destruction
of neighboringbuildings.It was no doubt only the greatercapacityof the long trench H 13:5
which caused it to fill more slowly and thus to have more material among the latest pieces
than any of the others (41 fragmentsof a total 1,542).
Everythingwe knowaboutthe destructionofAthensfromliterarysourcesagreesperfectly
with the chronologicalindicationsofthe potteryfromthe Agoradeposits.Herodotos'account
of the Persianoccupationof Athens is detailedand specificwith respectto the chronologyof
events. The battle of Salamis coincided with the great festival of the EleusinianMysteries
in late Boedromion.87Immediately after the defeat of the Persian navy, Xerxes departed
for Asia, and Mardonios, in command of the army, withdrew from Athens to winter in
Thessaly(8.113).The Atheniansthereuponreturnedto theirhomes and receivedMardonios'
messengersat Athens the followingspring (8.136, 140 if.). Later in the campaigningseason
of that year,MardoniosinvadedAttica a second time, took Athens without opposition, and
found the city deserted. Herodotos (9.3) notes particularlythat ten months had elapsed
between Xerxes' capture of Athens the previous summer and Mardonios' return early in
the summerof 479 B.C.88When he learnedthat the Peloponnesianforceswere on the march,
MardonioswithdrewfromAtticain orderto meet the combinedarmiesof the Greekstateson
the Boiotian plain, where the terrainwas more favorablefor the Persiancavalry.It was only
then, at their withdrawalfrom Athens in mid-summer479 B.C., that the Persiansdestroyed
the city:
-re Ta
tptv % -roCUser& HIauc7av(e &c-r6v 'Ic6yi6vioPafelv, 6ne,eXdapeeisunp7c;aoc
r V OtX7)1&rt&V ) -r6V tpo)V, n6vra
'A0'vag, xaot el xoV rL 6p06v 9v rCV -e&av
xarapakxv xal cuyvX(cag.
BeforePausanias'
forcesreachedthe Isthmos,he withdrewfromthe district,buthe burned
Athensfirst,andif anythingat allwasleftstandingof thewalls,or thehouses,or thetemples,
he hurledit downandreducedit to heapsof rubble.(Herodotos9.13.2)

By the end of the campaigning season of 479 B.C., the Greek land forces had repulsed
Mardonios'army at Plataia, and the Greek navies had pursued the retreatingPersianships
across the Aegean to fight another victorious engagement beneath the cliffs of Mt. Mycale.
Thereafter, the Athenian contingent continued northward to Sestos on the Hellespont,
87

Herodotos (8.65) implies that the battle was fought a day or so after the great procession of the mystai
to Eleusis,on Boedromion 19 (IG1121078, lines 18-21). Polyainos(3.11.2)dated it to Boedromion20; Plutarch
(Camill.19.6)says "aboutthe twenties"of Boedromion(cf.Phoc.28; Schol. Aristophanes,Frogs324; but Plutarch
[7hemist.15] puts Dikaios' vision on the day of the battle). See Mikalson 1975, p. 59; Deubner 1932, p. 72,
note 2. The known solar eclipse of October 2, 480 B.C. caused the Spartan Kleombrotasto retreatfrom the
Isthmos, apparentlyshortdyafter the battle (Herodotos 9.10), and provides the terminus
antequem.The most
likely date is Boedromion 24 or 25 = September 27 or 28. See Busolt 1895, pp. 702, note 2; 704, note; cf.
Dinsmoor 1934, pp. 443-444. The year is the archonshipof Kalliades = 480/79: Herodotos 8.51; Marnwr
FGrHist239, ep. 51; Diodoros 11.1.
Pariwm,
88 With Herodotos' account, compare Diodoros 11.28.5-6.
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where they besieged and capturedthe city and spentthe winterof 479/8. Thucydidesgives a
succinct and vivid narrativeof the situation at Athens immediately following the military
campaignsof that year:
a66oOtOot P&ppapotLx -XcT X6paCp
&alrXMov,
BtexoAtCovTo
'AT)vatcav U 'r6 xo0v6v, &7et8L
6Oet eOx0o tna;aq xat yuvatlaX xaot r*v Teptouocav
xa-racxeuAv,xat
e6O6q 60ev

r#%vt6Xv&voLxo8ojdv
xaotT&a
napsaWxeu&CovTo
-rX)C cou PeyapepLnXtpoouPpaxxa
EctO'rxetxat otx(at at isv itoXXat8ie7:i'sxecOaV,6XMyatbi nepLt)av, tv atk atYrol

eox)vc(av ot BuvaO0ol'&V l?pC7)V.
Meanwhilethe Athenianpeople,afterthe barbarians
had departedfromtheircountry,at
once beganto carryovertheirchildrenandwomen,and suchpropertyas survived,from
the placeswheretheyhad depositedthem,and theypreparedto rebuildthe city and the
walls.Foronly shortstretchesof the circuitwall had been left standing,and most of the
houseswerein ruins;thougha few survived,in whichthe Persiannoblesthemselveswere
quartered.(Thucydides1.89.3)

Fromthe descriptions
of HerodotosandThucydides,it is clearthatthe Atheniansreturned
home to a scene of utter devastation.Hardly a buildingin the city appearsto have survived
the destruction; moreover the Persians had intentionally demolished the city's circuit of
fortifications,which left Athens indefensible and vulnerable to enemy attack. Both the
Spartans and Themistokles at once recognized the critical importance of the Athenian
fortifications. There follows in Thucydides' account (1.90-92) the series of diplomatic
maneuvers whereby the Spartans sought to dupe the Athenians into leaving their city
unfortifiedand Themistoklessought time to rebuildthe walls of Athens.While Themistokles
pursuedhis embassyof deception at Sparta,the Atheniansat home were to devote all their
effortsto reconstructingthe fortifications,until the wall was of defensibleheight.

86 &v-carrcav&qel-co6qiv -cnn6XeLxal a6co6q xal yu)vaExa(xal na-Maq,
-cetXECtvUs

60v TLCcRp5)XEa
tEou iVrrX
B7fOaEOU OtXOBOVI4aULOCO
lOcat &5 x
YpMLOVVOUqVn5rC
xoct UXI) 1 olxo0ob4(oc
xoct vi3v &actv 6nt xax&
Epyov, a XX&XaOaLpOUVtXa;i&vxa....
ptL
aitouB&v&yFve-o ot y&p OeiXLtotiavtoEkovXLOcov
6n6xLvrat xal o1 (uvetpylajivcav
V
tariXaL
-cLv a, XX's; Exatc6v ntoce ipoapepov, noXXcaE
e
&aic6 aiqji&te&vxat XEOoL
EtpyaOc7IVOL &yXaCsEXi(YOaCV.

The whole populationof the city was to work on the wals, the Atheniansthemselves,their
wives, and their children, sparing no building either private or public which might be of
any use for the workbut dismantlingeveryting.... Even to this day the constructionshows
plainly that it was built in haste; for the foundationsare laid of all kinds of stones, and in
some places not even fitted together,butjust as they handed each one to the builders;and
many gravestonesand workedblockswere put in with the rest. (Thucydides1.90.3; 93.2)
Thucydides is quite explicit that what the Persians had reduced to piles of debris the
Athenians themselves now ransacked for building stone in their haste to reconstruct the city's
defenses. Although the historian states specifically that the wall was built in a short time
(1.93.1), nevertheless Themistokles' delaying tactics at Sparta were protracted enough to
become awkward (1.90.5). No matter how swifty the wall arose, the period of diplomacy and
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constructionmust have consumed several months of 478 B.C.89 In Thucydides' narrative,
these events are described prior to Aristeides' adroit statesmanship,which enabled the
Athenians to wrest the leadership of the Greek states away from the Spartans and which
led direcdyto the firstassessmentof contributionsfor the continuationof the war (1.95-96).
This last event is dated to the archonshipof Timosthenes (478/7), in the third year after
the battle of Salamis,presumablyin the springof 477 B.C.90 Thus nearlytwo years elapsed
before the Athenians were free to undertakea systematicrebuildingof private houses and
public buildings:the securityof the city depended on erectingthe walls first. Scavagingthe
ruins in haste for building stone, disposingof the useless debris, sweeping the wreckage of
householdbelongingsinto any availablehole in the ground,this is the processwhich created
the dumped fills of smashed pottery and broken-upbuilding materials in so many Agora
deposits. Carried out over a period of several years, it also accounts for the scatteringof
pieces datable to the 470's, when the greaterpart of the pottery by far was made and used
before the invasionand was undoubtedlybrokenup in the summer of 479 B.C.
One aspect of the stratigraphycalls for further comment: the intentional filling of
functioningwells, evidently for the purpose of terminatingtheir use as sources of water. It
is worth noting that Mardonios' troops at Plataia blocked up the spring which provided
water for all the Greek armed forces (Herodotos 9.49). This was plainly a deliberate
tactic of warfare; attacking or besieging armies not infrequently resorted to such an
attempt to destroy the enemy's water supply.9' In this passage, Herodotos employs the
verb 0uyX6vvu4L to mean that they heaped up earth so as to choke off the Greeks'
flow of spring water. The verb occurs several times in Herodotos and in other authors
specifically in the sense of spoiling the water supply, wells, or springs; it is used also
to describe the filling up of deep pits, trenches, or the burying of corpses.92The same
verb appears in Herodotos' descriptionof the destructionof Athens (9.13),93apparently
in the more general sense of heaping up the burnt rubble of ruined buildings, but the
Greek ear may possibly have heard also an allusion to the more specific usage of the
verb to describe the closing of wells. The ten Athenian wells filled with dug bedrock,
building debris, and potter's clay were purposefullyclosed, but by whose hands it is, of
course, impossibleto say. The rampagingdemolition squads of Mardonios'army may well
have done some of the work; or, since the Persians were known to have attacked the
Greek water supply at Plataialater that summer,the returningAthenians may have feared
a similar Persian tactic in the destruction of Athens. The sequel shows, however, that
many an Athenian householderfound it prudent to abandon his well to the rubbish of his
ruined home.
89 For the same events, cf. Plutarch, T7hemist.
19.1-2. Diodoros (11.40) puts his account of Themistokles'

embassyand the rebuildingof the walls of Athens under the archonshipof Timosthenes (478/7).
90 Aristotle,Ath.Pol.23.4-5; cf. Plutarch,Ansteid.23-24.
91 See e.g. Xenophon, Hel. 3.1.18.
92 With Herodotos9.49, cf. 4.120, 140 and Xenophon, bc. cit.,used of spoilingthe watersupply.Forthe same
verb, referringto filling pits and trenches and to burying corpses, see Herodotos 1.68, 7.225; Plutarch,Alex.
77.6; Diodoros 19.107. Forthe meaning to heap up a road block, see Herodotos 8.71.
93 Cf. also8.144.
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THm DATESOF THECIVic BUILDINGS

The foregoing analysis of the ceramic assemblage which resulted from the Persian
destructionof Athens now enables us to reconsiderthe chronology of the public buildings
along the west side of the Agora. The dates at which the principalcivic buildingswere built
have obvious bearing upon the architecturaldevelopmentof the market square;moreover,
the dating of these buildings,like that of the pottery,has recently been questioned by the
chronological revisionists.94The dating of architecturalmonuments before the Classical
period is notoriouslyfraughtwith difficulty.There is virtuallyno Archaicbuilding of which
the dating has not been subjectto scholarlydisagreement(if not to polemical controversy);
this is preciselybecause of the lack of fixed points in the early historyof Greek architecture.
At Athens, the problem is compounded by the general horizon of destructionin 480/79.
If a buildingwas constructedbefore that date, the archaeologicalrecord ought to preserve
some evidence of its destructionat the hands of the Persians,unlessthe literaryaccounts are
greatlyexaggerated.If an Archaicbuildingis known to have existed in the Classicalperiod,
there should be some indicationthat it was subsequentlyrebuiltor replacedby a successor.
In the case of buildings which have been stripped down to their foundations and to
which only occasionallycan fragmentsof architecturalsuperstructurebe assigned, there is
essentiallyonly one source of informationfor the dates of their construction,use, alteration,
and abandonment.These datesmustbe inferredfromfragmentarypottery buriedby chance
in layers of stratigraphythat have some specific physical relationshipto the architectural
remains;the latestpieces of potteryprovidea terminus
postquemfor the building activity.The
choice of stone, the style of construction,the tooling of the stonework,the use or lack of
clampsand dowels,the reuse of older material,even the design of architecturalmembers,all
these criteria offer only the broadest approximationof chronology,and by no amount of
specialpleading do they acquiregreaterevidentialvalue than the pottery.On this principle,
the excavatorsassignedinitial dates to all the architecturalremains on the west side of the
Agora.95The dates of the buildingswere all derived from the chronology of the associated
pottery; it is a failure of method to alter those dates without a detailed reexamination of
the pottery that providedthe originalchronology.
The public buildings here in question are three in number: the Stoa Basileios at the
northwestentranceto the Agora, the Old Bouleuterion,and the complex of BuildingF under
the Tholos.96The last two, lying adjacentto each other at the southwestcorner of the square
(Fig. 2), are closely interrelatedby the stratigraphy.The builders of the Old Bouleuterion
set down heavy foundationsof Akropolislimestone throughthe preexistingArchaic ground
level, which had served Building F on the north and east (Figs. 3, 4, Sections A-D). They
94 In additionto Francisand Vickers1988, pp. 151-164, see Thompson 1978;Thompson 1981, pp. 345-346;
Thompson 1982, pp. 136-137; Thompson 1988. For the same methods applied to other buildings, see Gill
1988.
95 Thompson 1937, pp. 47-53 (Stoa of Zeus), 83-84, 88-89 (remple of Apollo Patroos), 122-124, 126127, 153-156, 165-166, 194-195 (Metroon,Bouleuterion);Thompson 1940, pp. 28-33 (Archaicbuildings),
126-137 (Tholos).
9 For previous discussion of these buildings, see Shear 1971, pp. 243-255; Shear 1975, pp. 365-370
(Stoa Basileios);Thompson 1937, pp. 127-135 (Old Bouleuterion);Thompson 1940, pp. 15-39 (Complex
of BuildingF).
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FIG.2. Schematicplan of the Old Bouleuterionand BuildingF, showingpositions of stratigraphicsections

then dumped masses of loose, gray,dug bedrockinto the open squareof the foundationsto
establishthe floor level insidethe building.Partof this originalbuildingfilchanced to survive
at the southeastcorner of the Bouleuterion,where it was protectedby the later Ionic stoa of
the HellenisticMetroon. Here, the excavatorswere able to examine the earlierstratigraphy
within the building in two places: a small test just inside the southern foundation (Fig. 3,
Section B) and a largertrench,about 8 meterslong, carriednorthwardfromthe centerline of
the south room in the Hellenisticbuildingfor the full width of its porch (Fig. 3, Section A).
The building fill proved to have been deposited in three distinctlayers of crushed bedrock
separatedby stone chips and dust from the workingof blocks of pale yellow poros. These
workingchipswere spreadto a depth of 0.02 m. overthe whole area and had compactedinto
a smooth, firm surface.
The fragmentarypottery recovered from the three layers of building fill within the
foundations is listed after the deposit summaries (H 10:7; pp. 472-473 below), and the
assemblagepresents an interestingcontrastwriththat from the 21 deposits which we have
come to recognizeas characteristicof the Persiandestruction.Althoughmany of the deposits
include a scattering of earlier material, mostly Protoattic, the early wares from the Old
Bouleuterioncomprise383 fragments(35.5 percentof the total),and they range in date from
Late Helladic down throughProtogeometric,Late Geometric,and Protoatticto the early6th
century,with a handfulof Protocorinthianand Corinthian.As in the 21 deposits, stemmed
cups (36) outnumberskyphoi(27), and among the skyphoi,those of Corinthiantype greatly
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exceed those of Attic type (23 to 4). Most conspicuous is the absence of cups of Type C,
the single most numerousshape in the black-glazedassemblage(Table 3 above) during the
first two decades of the 5th century. There are only two fragmentsof Type C cups from
the building fill, and pieces of 14 black-figuredcups and 17 black-glazedfragments are a
generation earlier than anything in the 21 deposits. With respect to the lower limit of the
date, only 47 fragments out of a total of 1,086 can be dated to the last three decades of
the 6th century,and 16 of these have been marked in the list as the latest pieces. Half of
the latest pieces find close parallelsamong the 21 deposits.The foot of a banded oinochoe
compares with one in well R 12:1, and the mouth of a hydria with one in well G 11:3.
The two fragmentsof banded one-handlersare similar to two of the examples from well
Q 12:3.Three feet of stemmeddishesfind theirbest comparandain wells Q 12:3 and E 14:5.
The flangedrim of a lidded lekanisis finerand a bit earlierthan the piece in well E 15:6. The
rim of a kados is like one from G 11:3, and the rim of a semiglazedlekane is comparableto
an example from the Rock-cutShaft(G 6:3).It shouldbe emphasized,however,that all these
comparisonsare to vesselsthat belong to the great earlymass, not to the latestfraction,of the
pottery from the 21 Persiandeposits. In fact, there is not a single sherd from the building
fill of the Old Bouleuterionwhich needs to have been manufacturedafter 500 B.C.
Since the Old Bouleuterionwas set close against the slope of the Kolonos Agoraios,
it took considerablegrading and filling to establishlevel ground in front of the principal
southernfacade of the building.At the southwestcorner the naturalbedrockwas cut down
and smoothed off to form the ground level, whereasat the southeastcorner up to 0.70 m. of
fill had to be dumped in to bring the grade up to the same point. That fill consisted once
again of loose, crushed bedrock dumped directly over the earlierArchaic ground level to
the requireddepth and carefullysurfacedwith 0.05 m. of clean, brown clay.The excavator
described the ground level thus formed in front of the building as beautifullysmooth and
level and much trodden,more like an interiorfloor than an exteriorgrade.97The distinctive
filling of dug bedrock surfacedwith clay was encountered at about the same elevation in
variousplaces between the Tholos and the HellenisticMetroon: beneath the passageleading
to the New Bouleuterion, below its Hellenistic Propylon, and in all four trenches opened
up north of the Tholos in order to explore the northern rooms of its Archaic predecessor,
Building,E This artificialfilling,forming the ground level in front of the Old Bouleuterion,
covereda maximumarea extending 13.50 metersnorth to south and about 18 meters east to
west. The ruins of the exteriornorth wall of BuildingF and all four rooms (A-D) of its north
wing were found buriedbeneath this same filling,which stoppedabruptlyat the north face of
the south wall of the wing (Figs.3 and 4, SectionsB, C, D). Fromthis stratigraphicevidence,
Homer Thompson correctly concluded, in his publication of the Archaic structures,that
the buildersof the Old Bouleuterionhad createdmore space in front of its main fasade by
dismandingthe north wing of Building E98 Building F was thus the older building of the
two and was supersededin part, but not completely,by the constructionof the Bouleuterion.
Thompson's publication, however, does not sufficientlystress three important stratigraphiccharacteristicsof the groundlevelin frontof the Old Bouleuterion.Althoughsmooth
97 Cf. Thompson 1937, p. 130.
98 Thompson 1940, p. 27.
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and hard in places to the north and east, over the western half of Room A and south of the
Hellenistic Propylon (Fig. 2) the surfacewas describedby the excavator as ill-defined and
much disturbed,coveredin this areaby much ash and tracesof burning.Most important,the
excavatorspecificallydescribedthe surfaceof the bedrocklayeras spreadwith chips of yellow
poros with workedand finishedsurfaces,obviouslyfrom the breakingup of buildingblocks.
The excavationrecordsrefer repeatedlyto poros fragmentswith worked surfaces,some of
them even stuccoed, a finish that was only applied to the completed masonry of standing
buildings.Embedded in the same layer above Room A were large pieces of brokenArchaic
roof tiles and two Doric column capitals of poros stone, both of which had already been
trimmed down for reuse before being discarded.99Just south of the Hellenistic Propylon,
there came to light a tumbled mass of broken poros building blocks, lying on the ancient
groundlevel;althoughthe fragmentswere quite rough and irregular,they were recognizably
pieces of wall blocks. The fill of dug bedrockjust south of the Old Bouleuterion (Fig. 3,
Section B, layer 12100)included, as elsewhere,many workingchips of poros stone, among
them severalwith workedand polishedsurfaces.Most significant,however,are two fragments
brokenfrom finishedDoric triglyphs,with slots at the sidesfor insertionof separatemetopes.
Two other fragmentspreservethe edges of thin metope panels of fine, hard, pale tan poros,
and their fronts are surfacedwith fine, white stucco. Although the evidence here described
came to light in differentparts of the area and was found at differenttimes, even in different
seasons, the excavator,who carefullyrecorded each occurrence of the working chips with
finished surfacesand provided cross referencesto all the others, drew the inference, which
is surely correct, that the reworkingof old blocks indicated the building or rebuildingof a
nearbystructure.
With respectto the date at which poros buildingblockswere recut or brokenup in front
of the Bouleuterion,the fragmentarypotteryfromthe dug-bedrockfill providesan interesting
comparisonwith the 2 1 depositspreviouslyexamined.'01 Like the pottery from the building
fill within the foundations,the percentageof earlymaterialis unusuallyhigh, 381 fragments
comprising26.6 percentof the total. Of a total assemblageof 1,432 fragmentsin six separate
99 A 756, Doric capital:p.H. 0.254; p.W 0.635; H. of abacus0.122 m. The startof the shaft,as also two sides
of the abacus with part of the echinus, was cut away in antiquity.Wear from traffic subsequentlyoccurred
on these cut surfaces.Profileof echinusflaringand almost straight.Soft yellow poros, no stucco remains.
A 757, Doric capital: p.H. 0.215; H. of abacus 0.11; W of abacus 0.56 m. Less than half remains;the
top of the shaft was cut away in antiquity.The whole is much worn and rubbed by traffic.Very flat echinus
terminatingin an almost vertical shoulder and angular neck. The mid part of the top of the abacus over a
square ca. 0.42 m. on a side has a relieving surface 0.003 m. higher than the outer part. In the middle of
the top is a rectangularcutting0.075 m. deep; ca.0.12 x 0.14 m. in plan. Soft yellow poros;no stucco remains.
100 Section B, it will be noted, extends to both north and south the section originallypublishedby Thompson
(1937, p. 131, fig. 71); he correctlyemphasizesthe significanceof layer 12, the top surface of which formed
the grade level in frontof the Old Bouleuterion.That section has now been reproducedby Francisand Vickers
(1988, p. 159, fig. 5); according to its caption it illustrates"the area between the Old Bouleuterion and the
'Metroon',"and the authors reinterpretthe stratigraphythere illustrated,which they state to be "justnorth
of the Old Bouleuterion."On the contrary,both their section and Figure 3, Section B show the stratigraphy
just southof the Old Bouleuterionand the HellenisticMetroon, as Thompson'soriginal caption clearly states.
Francisand Vickers, having misplaced the section by 35 meters to the north, proposed new dates for all the
layers,in order "to resolvethe problemswhich arise from"Thompson'ssection.
101Deposit H 1-11:1, lower fill, pp. 473-475 below.
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lots, 69 pieces can be dated to the last three decades of the 6th century,and 32 pieces to the
firsttwo decades of the 5th century.Most of the lattergroupfind close parallelsamong the 21
Persiandeposits: for example, two rims of black-figuredpalmette-cupsare close to one from
the Rock-cutShaft (P1.82:d). In contrastto the pottery from the constructionfill inside the
foundations,one thirdof the latestpieces are rims of Type C cups;ten with concave lips and
one with plain rim comparecloselywith two examplesfromwell Q 12:3.A banded oinochoe
is similarto one from well E 14:5;two rims of stemmed dishes are best paralleledby a pot
from well Q 12:3; and five fragmentsof household kadoi find comparandain well G 11:3.
Nine fragmentsamong the latestpieces mustbe dated in the decade 490-480 B.C. The foot of
a cup-skyphosis more developedthan the specimenfromthe Marathontumulus102and finds
its best parallelin well Q 12:3.Two one-handlers,one banded and one black, compare with
others in deposits H 12:15 and H 13:5. They must date shordy before the destructionof
Athens, to judge from their place in the developmentof the shape, while four rims and two
feet of household lekanaihave profileslike those inscribedwith ostrakaof the 480's.
Since the pottery was gatheredfrom six separateplaces where the ground level for the
Bouleuterionappeared,it is of interestto note an exact correlationbetween the condition of
the hard groundsurfaceand the date of the pottery.Withoutexception, the sherdsdatableto
the 5th centurywere found above the rooms of BuildingF where the surfaceof the layerhad
been disturbedby buildingactivity.Immediatelysouth of the Bouleuterion(Fig.3, Section B,
layer 12)and beneath the HellenisticPropylon,where the surfacewas a hard, level, clay floor,
none of the pottery dates beyond the end of the 6th century.The stratificationover Room B
of Building F bears out this observation(Fig. 3, Section B, layer 2), for here the excavator
encountered in two places a separate layer of poros working chips, with finished surfaces,
above the ground level of the bedrockfill.103Although these small patches of stratification
yielded only 256 fragments,the chronologicaldispositionof the latest pieces was the same
as for the bedrockfill below: 13 pieces datableca. 500 B.C. and 8 sherdsbelonging to the first
quarterof the 5th century.Especiallynotable among the last group are two concave lips of
Type C cups,bestparalleledby one ofthe latestcupsin well Q 12:3, and two rimsof blackonehandlers,which, in relationto the developmentof the shape, should be placed near the time
of the Persiandestruction.Thus the physicalcharacteristicsof the stratigraphycombine with
the chronologicalindicationsof the associatedpottery to provide incontrovertibleevidence
for the earlyhistoryof the AthenianBouleuterion.Its foundationswere laid and packedwith
constructiondebrisin the yearsabout 500 B.C. At the same time, the northwing of BuildingF
was demolished in order to create a broad open court before the Council House, and the
whole area was adjustedto the grade of the new building.That groundlevel was scrupuously
maintainedfor twentyyears,and so it was that the originalsurfacecame to be damaged and
disturbedat the time of the destructionof the buildingin 479 B.C. The brokenbuildingblocks
with finishedsurfacesshow that the ruins were scavagedin 478 B.C. to provide stone for the
fortifications,and the masses of working chips suggest that the building was subsequently
rebuiltalmost immediatelyto serve the functionsof the Council.
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Athens, N.M. 1041 = CVA,Athens 1 [Greece 1], pl. 13 [21]:3, cf. AgoraXII, no. 568.
Deposit H 10-1 1:1, upper fill, pp. 475-476 below.
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The eventualfate of the southernpart of BuildingF paralleledexactly the historyof the
Bouleuterionnext door.That the colonnadedcourtyardand the southernwing continuedto
be used afterthe northernrooms had been dismantledis shownby the successivefloor levels.
Whereas there were only two floors in Room A and a single floor in Rooms B, C, and D
of the northernwing, the excavatorwas able to distinguishsix superimposedhabitationfloors
on the north side of the court and five in Room E of the southernwing (Fig.4, Section D).
The stratigraphyof Room E leavesno room for doubt that the southernpart of the building
sustainedheavy damage sometimeafterthe northernwing had been removed.104The mudbricksuperstructureofthe wallswas demolishedto floorlevel, and when the southernexterior
wall was subsequentlyreconstructed,the buildersincreasedthe width of its polygonal socle
by 0.25 m. The northernlong wall, separatingthe courtyardfrom the southernrooms, was
likewisetorn out to its lowest foundation,and the two highest clay floors of Room E passed
without break across the line of the earlierwall. This dispositionof the walls and floors of
Room E shows clearly that the southern part of the building was severely damaged, then
partiallyrebuilt and put back in use after the destruction.The excavatorfirst detected the
north wall of Room E as a trench, some 0.40 m. deep in places, from which most of the
stoneworkof the wall socle had been robbedout (Fig.4, Section D). The pillagingtrenchhad
been refilledwith a mass of ashes and burnt debristumbledtogetherwith disintegratedmud
brickand many pieces of fallen clay plasterfrom the finishedsurfaceof the demolishedwall.
All this material had been sealed by the first of two clay floors belonging to the partially
rebuiltsouthernwing of BuildingF
Recoveredalso from the plunderedwall trenchwas a smallamount of brokenpottery,105
the chronological indications of which agree well with other layers of the stratigraphic
sequence in Building F Although much the greater part of the 199 sherds consisted of
unidentifiablewall fragmentsin black glaze or plain household ware, six pieces could be
securelydated to the first two decades of the 5th century,and four of these to 490-480 B.C.
Of special interestis the fragmentof a black-figuredlekythosby the Haimon Painterwhich
has the narrowshoulderand slender,cylindricalupperbody characteristicof his workin the
decade after the Marathonburial.106Similarin date is a black-figuredplate which finds its
best parallelsfrom Attic sites other than the Agora.107Pieces of a kados and jug of plain
householdwareprobablycame fromthe same cupboardas complete specimensfrom G I 1:3,
the later well of Building F, a few meters to the west. The feet of two semiglazed lekanai
have profilesclosely comparableto pieces inscribedwith ostrakaof the 480's. The evidence
suggests a sequence of events analogous to that detected in so many of the well deposits
studied above. The walls of Building F were demolished to the ground, and some were
rebuilt soon after with raised floors inside the building, but a principal interior wall was
heavily plundered and its trench filled with debris from cleaning up after the destruction.
The pottery shows that this occurredat the same time as the wells behind the building,and
elsewherein the Agora, were closed and put out of use.
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Cf. Thompson 1940, pp. 27-28.
Deposit H 11:3, p. 477 below.
0' P 13266 = AgoraXXIII, no. 1182.
107 Cf Eleusis,
inv. nos. 905+937 (for rim pattern);Athens, N.M. 11558 (for profile);Callipolitis-Feytmans
1974, p. 394, pl. 86:2; p. 397, fig. 71:12.
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The history of Building F is precisely corroboratedby the evidence of its southern
annex, the long, narrowstructuredesignatedBuildingJ (Fig.2).108Excavationbeneath the
small, central rooms revealed that the building had a relativelyshort life-span divided into
two phases,before it sufferedseriousdamage and afterit underwentprompt reconstruction.
Homer Thompson'sbriefpublishedaccountof BuildingJ rightlyemphasizesthe importance
of the two superimposedfloor levelsand derivesdatesfor the two phases of the buildingfrom
the potteryfound under each of the floors.109Frombeneath the originalclay floor came 793
fragmentsof which 185 (23.3 percent)ranged from Middle Helladic through the early 6th
century.Of the latestpieces, 38 could be dated ca. 500 B.C., and 12 sherdsdescendedbeyond
the turn of the century,early in the period 500-480. Among the latter group may be noted
rim fragmentsof a black-figuredcup, of a black-glazedpelike, and of a black-glazedmug.
Two saltcellarsare comparableto examples from the Rock-cut Shaft, while two rims and
a foot of stemmeddishes are similarto a vesselfromwell Q 12:3.The pottery thus suggestsa
date for the constructionof BuildingJ just after the completion of the Old Bouleuterion,
in the firstyears of the 5th centuryB.C.
The later raised floor of BuildingJ was surfacedwith fine, reddish clay,which covered
a filling of miscellaneousdebris including clay, gravel, fallen stones and mud bricks, and
quantitiesof smashedpottery,conditionswhich are reminiscentof the dumped fills in the 21
Persian deposits. The assemblageof pottery consists of 1,028 fragments, of which 41 are
datableto the firsttwo decades of the 5th century,while the 21 latestpieces (see pp. 479-480
below)were made in the years ca.480 B.C. Of particularinterestis the foot of a black-figured
skyphosfor which the closestparallelis a skyphosin the manner of the Haimon Painterfrom
well H 12:15. Closely contemporaryis the foot of a black-glazedskyphosof Attic type. The
shapesrepresentedmost frequentlyare the stemmedcups, of which 52 fragmentsare divided
nearly equally between black figured and black glazed, and the black-figuredlekythoi, 21
of which were counted in the lot, including 3 belonging to the Class of Athens 581, ii and
1 palmette-lekythos.Among the latestpieces are no fewerthan 15 rimsof Type C cups which
bear closestresemblanceto one of the latestcupsof Type C fromwell Q 12:3.The rims of two
cup-skyphoiare very similarto one from well E 14:5, and the foot of a banded one-handler
is like the latest from well H 12:15. Particularlynotable is the broad, down-curvingrim
of a household lekane of transitionaltype, close in profile to those from the pits of debris
G 3:1, H 13:5, and L 5:2. The presence of a vessel of this type under the raised floor of
BuildingJ suggests, as in the debris pits, that the clean-up and rebuildingoperations took
place early in the 470's, two or three years afterthe destructionof the city.
The Old Bouleterion and Building F, two importantpublic buildings at the southwest
corner of the Agora, prove to be closely interrelatedstratigraphically.The characteristics
of the stratigraphyleave no doubt that both sustainedextensivedamage at the same time and
that both were subsequentlyrebuiltwithin a shortperiod. The potteryassemblageassociated
with the construction,damage, and rebuildingof both the Old Bouleuterionand the complex
of Building F ties the events of their history to the closing of the 21 wells and pits in the
Agora. There can be no questionthat such widespreaddestructionshould be ascribedto the
108
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Persian sack of Athens in 479 B.C.: the pottery offers not a single sherd to support a date
for the original constructionof the Old Bouleuterionin the late 460's, as the chronological
revisionistshave recently opined,'10 and the history of 5th-centuryAthens offers no other
occasion to explain such extensivedestructionand rapidrepairof public buildings.
Much the same picture emerges from the remainsof the Stoa Basileios,but in this case
the fabricof the structurehas survivedin better condition,so that pieces of its superstructure
can be readilyidentified.The date of the originalconstructionis indicatedby two pieces of
evidence.One of the 21 depositsalreadyexamined,pit L 5:2, was locatedbeneath the surface
of the PanathenaicWaysome fifty-fivemetersdirectlyeast of the Stoa Basileios.The contents
of the deposit include, among other architecturaldebris,six brokenpieces of Doric columns
and one fragmentaryDoric capital, all of which belonged originallyto the interior order
of the stoa.111 The interiorcolumnshad an unusuallynarrowlower diameter,0.448 m., and
unusuallyslender proportions.They were made of a distinctivesoft, yellow poros that was
also used for other parts of the superstructure;the columns were carved with 16 shallow
flutes and finished with fine, white stucco. In all three of these characteristics,dimensions,
material,and finish, the fragmentsfrom L 5:2 are identicalwith the lowerpart of an interior
column shaft still standing in the stoa. 12 The discoveryof these pieces in a pit of debris
attributableto the Persian destructionprovidesformal proof that the Stoa Basileios was a
buildingof late Archaicdate, constructedsome years at least before the PersianWars.
The second line of evidence bearing on the date of constructionconsistsof the ceramic
materialrecoveredfrom the buildingfill of the stoa. A detailedpresentationof this material
from the complex stratigraphyboth inside and outside the building goes far beyond the
scope of the presentstudyand will form an importantpart of the definitivepublicationof the
Stoa Basileios, which is now in preparation.For that reason, no comprehensivelisting of
the pottery from the stoa has been included here in the deposit summaries: rather a brief
outline of the ceramic analysiswill suggest the salient resultsand will usefullyanticipateits
complete documentationin the publicationof the stoa.
Within the foundationsof the stoa, the buildingfill formed two distinctlayers,of which
the lower,beginning at the level of the bottom of the stylobate,consistedof brown earth, red
clay,and much dug bedrock.Throughoutthis fill were many workingchips of poros, as well
as largerhunksof the same soft, yellow stone used for all the superstructure.Fromthe lower
buildingfill, a total of 1,089 fragmentsof pottery was recovered,and the group as a whole
bears significantresemblanceto the pottery from the buildingfill within the foundationsof
the Old Bouleuterion.The incidence of earlywares is once again strikinglyhigh, 409 pieces
or 37.6 percent of the total. The shape representedby the most examples (19) is again the
stemmed cup, but of the 7 rims of Type C cups, only one is to be dated among the latest
pieces. The 20 latest pieces bring the lower limit of the assemblageto ca. 500 B.C. Among
these may be noted fragmentsof a black-figuredkraterand of 2 black-figuredskyphoi. In
black glaze are 5 skyphosrims of Attic type and pieces of a Type C cup, of a cup-skyphos,
and of 3 stemmed dishes. Part of the original constructiondebris of the stoa was formed
110
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outside the building along its front step. Here a thin layer of compacted dust and chips
from workingyellow poros covered a deeper layer,as much as 0.25 m. in places, of poros
chips mixed with earth, stones, and some dug bedrock.This layer also covered the footing
trench along the krepidoma,likewisefilled with poros chips, where it came to light under
the north and south porches. The pottery from the layer of poros working chips consists
of 303 fragments,of which the latest 11 pieces again suggest a lower limit of ca. 500 B.C.
for the originalconstructionof the building.Notable among the latestmaterialare pieces of 3
skyphoiof Attic type, of 6 stemmed dishes,and of a saltcellar.
That the Stoa Basileios incurredviolent damage early in its history is manifest in the
fabric of the building itself. Pieces of its interiorcolumns were broken and buried in one of
the pits of debris (L 5:2) closed just after the Persiandestruction(see p. 402 above). That
the damaged interiorcolumns were replaced by others in the subsequentreconstructionis
obvious from the foundationswithin the building.As originallybuilt, the stoa had only two
interior columns, the foundationsfor which were preservedbelow the floor level. As the
buildingwas reconstructedafterthe PersianWars,the numberof interiorcolumns increased
from two to four,113ranged in a row along the central axis to supportthe ridge pole of the
roof. Such majoralterationto the principalroof supportscannot have been cared out unless
the roof had been completelydemolished.As foundationsfor three of the four new interior
columns, the 5th-centurybuildersreused partlyworkedDoric capitals,evidently discarded
from some interruptedbuilding project and now placed so that their recut abaci formed
plinthsbeneath the columns in the stoa.
For the date of reconstruction,one might logically have turned to the upper layer of
buildingfill within the stoa. The compositionof this layerwas in every way identical to the
lower buildingfill, except that it containedheavy concentrationsof poros workingchips and
stone dust around the four interior column plinths and clear evidence along the stylobate
of the fluting and finishingof new columns to replace the damaged originals.The ceramic
material from this layer shows that it was originallydeposited when the building was first
constructed, but the upper fill was disturbednot only by the builders who reconstructed
the stoa after the PersianWars but also by those who carried out various alterationsin the
last quarter of the 5th century.Thus, of a total of 823 fragments,the bulk of the pottery
is late Archaic,while 23 pieces are datableca.500 B.C. A scatteringof 24 fragments,however,
from all parts of the upper buildingfill, descend throughthe whole of the 5th century in the
followingnumbers: 1 piece from the firstquarter;4 pieces from the second quarter;9 pieces
from the thirdquarter;and 10 pieces from the fourthquarter.Clearly,this kind of evidence
provides no information about the specific date for rebuildingthe stoa after the Persian
destruction.Fortunately,the stratigraphyin front of the building,and especiallybeneath the
later south porch, providesmore precise evidence for the post-Persianrebuilding.The layer
of poros working chips from the original construction,referredto above, was everywhere
covered by the careful surfacingof hard, pebbly red clay which formed the grade level in
frontof the stoa. This groundsurfacewas maimtained,throughoutthe firstquarterof the 5th
century,in much the same way as the groundlevel south of the Old Bouleuterion,and during
this time no resurfacingof the grade was carried out. The first layer of earth allowed to
113 Shear 1971, loc.cit.and p. 245, fig. 1.
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gather over the original ground level had a hard surface of distinctivered earth, in which
many bits of broken pottery were embedded. Under the later south porch, this layer was
found to cover the step of the stoa, and here its top surfacewas covered with poros chips
and dust, plainly from the working of stone. Since the layer covered the step of the stoa,
the working chips cannot be attributedto its original construction,for surely the original
builderswould have left the step free of debris.The workingchips should then be assignedto
the post-Persianrebuildingof the stoa, and the latest pottery in the layer should indicate
the date of that event. The layeryielded 796 potteryfragments,of which 54 could be dated to
the second quarterof the 5th century,with a lower limit ca. 460 B.C.
Once again the pattern of Archaic construction, severe damage, and subsequent rebuilding strikesa familiar chord. It is plain that the principal civic buildings on the west
side of the Agora were all standing and in use by ca. 500 B.C., and all show signs of heavy
damage in the conflagrationwhich leveled the city in 479 B.C. In the archaeologicalrecord,
the sequel shows the same prioritiesthat the historicalrecorddescribes.The ruinswere first
pillaged for building stone to construct the fortifications;thereafter,the Old Bouleuterion
and parts of the complex of Building F were hastily rebuilt, no doubt to provide the city
with a seat of governmentfor the Council and magistrates.During the second quarter of
the century,Athens graduallyarose from the ashes of its Archaic past. By the late 460's,
the Stoa Basileios had been rebuilt along its original lines, like the Bouleuterion, and the
first new public buildings,the Tholos and the Stoa Poikile,took their places in the market
square to herald the next generation in the architecturalgrowth of the civic center. Such
is the historyof these monumentswhich emerges from the evidence of the stratigraphyand
of the pottery buried in its layers;at all points the pottery is dated by comparisonwith the
massiveassemblagewhich gatheredin wells and pits aroundthe Agora as Athenians sought
to dispose of the rubble of the Persiansack. This ceramic evidence offersno solace to those
who would lower by fortyyearsthe dates of the Athenian civic buildings.Scholarswho allow
the evidence to shape their views will resolutelyrejectthe lowered chronology.

DEPOSIT SUMMARIES
Closed deposits from the Agora are designatedin seriesby the alphabeticaland numericalcoordinatesof the
20-meter grid (see Fig. 1), so that B 18:6 means the sixth deposit excavatedin grid squareB 18. Depths of the
wells are measureddownwardsfrom the highestpreservedpoint of the shaftwithoutregardto actualelevations.
Deposits with multiple fills have been described from the bottom up, the lowest fill being first. For each fill
of each deposit, the pottery has been listed separatelyby type (i.e., early ware, black figure, red figure, black
glaze, and household)and then by shape, as much as possiblein the order adopted in AgoraXII. The number
in parentheses following the name of each shape is the total number of individual examples of that shape
representedin the assemblage. Often that number does not agree with the fragmentslisted after it because,
among the more standardizedshapes(e.g.,round-mouthoinochoai, skyphoi,cups, and semiglazedlekanai),it is
not alwayspossible to be sure that the many handles and wall fragmentseach come from a differentvessel.
Severalconventionshelp to make the summariesas brief as possiblewhile at the same time enabling the
reader to relate otherwiseintractablelists of inventorynumbersand unpublishedsherds to published pottery
from the Agora. In fact, most of the figured pottery and many pieces of black-glazedand household wares
have alreadyreceiveddetailedpublicationelsewhere.In the followingsummaries,P 19319 = AgoraXXIII, 1 81
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means that the black-figuredlekythoswith that inventorynumber has been fully described in the catalogue
of AgoraXXIII. P 31942, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1516 means that the unpublishedblack-figuredskyphos finds as
its closest publishedparallel a similarone describedin AgoraXXIII. (The abbreviationsRRCSand SGWare
used for Vanderpool 1946 and Roberts 1986 respectively.Lamps are Howland Types [AgoraM.) Wherever
unpublishedfragmentsare sufficientlywell preservedto make the identification,similarcomparandaare cited.
Fragmentsare listed as the part of the vesselpreserved.2 rims,cf. AgoraXII, 401 means that rim fragmentsfrom
two diffferentcups compare to the publishedexample.Rim, handle,foot, cf. AgoraXII, 401 means that different
parts of three cups are best paralleledby the same publishedpiece. Rim/wall/handle (5 frags.)describesone
pot of which several pieces, usuallyjoining, happen to be preserved.The latest pieces or fragmentsin each
deposit are preceded by an asterisk(*)before the entry in the lists.
WELLSAND PITS
B 18:6 Well
Section, Fig. 5
Diam. 1.20 m.; depth 5.80 m.; water at -2.75 m. Roughly cut into soft bedrockbeneath the westernmost
room of House D in the industrialdistrict,Young 1951, pp. 144-145, 218; plan, p. 189, fig. 7.
1. Lowerdumped fill, from -1.70 m. to -5.80 m. at bottom, consistingof fallen bedrockfrom collapsedupper
part of shaft.A few sherdsof the Geometricperiod from -1.70 m. to -3.00 m. No sherdsfrom -3.00 m. to
bottom.
Complete inventory:2 pieces
EARLY WARE

LateGeometric
(2). Oinochoe: P 19842 = AgoraVIII, 79. Two-handledcup: P 19843 = AgoraVIII, 128.
2. Upper dumped fill, from top to -1.70 m., consistingof loose gravel dumped in to refill collapsed upper
part of well shaft.
Total assemblage:4 inventoriedpieces; 343 fragments(Lot NN 888)
EARLY WARE

Protogeometric
(4).Amphora: wall/handle; foot (2 frags.).Skyphos:rim;wall, open shape
Late Geometric
(27). Amphora: 3 rims; shoulder; 3 vertical handles; 3 decorated walls; 3 banded walls.
Oinochoe: neck/handle; vertical strap handle; foot/lower wall (2 frags.);wall. Krater: decorated wall.
Skyphos:2 rims,flat bottom, cf. AgoraVIII, 131; 2 decoratedwalls;2 banded walls; 2 glazed walls
Protoattic
(11).Amphora: 2 decoratedwalls. Oinochoe: neck. Spouted bowl: flaringfoot, cf. AgoraVIII, 100.
Krater: rim, cf. Agora VIII, 104; lower wall. Bowl: disk foot, cf. Agora VIII, 107. Basin: high ring foot,
cf. AgoraVIII, 122. Skyphos: flaring foot/lower wall, cf. AgoraVIII, 134. Cup: handle, cf. AgoraVIII,
183. Standed krater:lower rim of stand, cf. AgoraVIII, 528
Corinthian
(2). Kotyle: rim. Pyxis: lid
Wall frags.:Archaicbrown glaze and banded (10)
BLACK FIGURE

Amphora (3): rim, cf. AgoraXXIII, 96; torusrim;wall
Krater,column- (1): wall
Oinochoe (1): shoulder,cf. AgoraXXIII, 736
Skyphos(8): *P 31942, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1516, manner of Haimon Painter;*rim/wall (7 frags.),silhouette
technique,cf. AgoraXXIII, 1555; *rim/wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1516; disk foot (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII,
1483; 2 ring feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 1486;*foot, cf.AgoraXXIII, 1532; foot, cf. AgoraXXIII,
1597, CHC Group;2 lower walls
Cup (1): foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1762
Lekythos(6): P 19319 = AgoraXXIII, 1181;ABV p. 523, no. 2, Athena Painter;wall, palmettes,cf. P 12766
(G 11:3);shoulder/wall; lower wall, patterned,white ground; shoulder/wall, Class of Athens 581, ii,
cf. AgoraXXIII, 948; foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1022
Wall frag.:closed shape (1)
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BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(3): torus rim, shoulder,cf. AgoraXII, 22; straphandle, cf. AgoraXII, 20
Krater,column- (1): foot in two degrees,cf. AgoraXII, 55
Oinochoe (5): heavy trefoil rim (3 frags.);2 walls (1 in 2 frags., 1 in 3 frags.). Banded, round-mouth:
ring foot/lower wall (6 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 144; straphandle (concave)
Olpe (7): trefoilrim, high handle, cf.AgoraXII, 240; 2 shoulders,cf.AgoraXII, 252; plain shoulder/handle
attachment,cf. AgoraXII, 255; black footlessbottom, cf. AgoraXII, 266; low straphandle
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (4): wall;floor;flaringring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 309; miniaturefoot
Skyphos,Attic type (8): 2 rims(1 with horseshoehandle),cf.AgoraXII, 338; 2 rims (1 with heavyhorseshoe
handle);*2 ring feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 339; handle;lower wall
Cup (9): *P 19388 = AgoraXII, 413; foot (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 401; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 420. Vicup:
*im (2 frags.),*foot, cf. AgoraXII, 434; 4 handles
Phiale (1): top of omphalos, cf. AgoraXII, 521
Cup-skyphos(7): inset concaverim, torusring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 572; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 575; 2 lower
walls, 2 handles
One-handler (3). Banded: full profile (3 frags.),rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 735. Black: *rim (3 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 746
Saltcellar(1): concave wall/flat underside,cf. AgoraXII, 926
Stemmed dish (5): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 979; rim, cf. AgoraX11, 980; concave rim, cf. AgoraXII, 987;
floor/short stem, cf. AgoraXII, 963; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 974
Plate (1): ring foot/floor
Lekythos(1): wall, black cylinder(2 frags.),cf. Corinth
XIII, 295-15
Lekanis(4): lid rim (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1232;lid (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1229;flat top; concave rim/flat
top (3 frags.)
Wall frags.:open shape (16), closed shape (3). Floors, open shape (2). Handle (1)
HOUSEHOLD

Storage amphora (14): 3 rims (1 in 2 frags.),cf. SGW,424; rim, cf. SGW,427; rim, cf. SGW,430; 2 rims,
cf. SGW,431; rim, cf. SGW,440; shoulder;2 handles;heavy knobbedtoe; toe, cf. SGW,425; miniature
toe/lower wall
Household lekanis(1): ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1551
Hydria (2): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1594; horizontalhandle, cf. AgoraXYI, 1595
Kados (5): ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1601; 3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1603; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1610
Jug (4): ring foot (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1641; 3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1659
Lekane (26): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1759; rim (2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 1765; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1766;
ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1767; 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1768; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1770; disk foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 1775; disk foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1777; 2 disk feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1780; rim,
ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1784; 3 rims, 2 disk feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1787; *3 rims (2 frags., 3 frags., and
7 frags.),cf.AgoraXII, 1788; 3 rims (2 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1825;rim, cf.AgoraXII, 1828; 8 handles;
45 wall frags.
Tub (2): projectingrim (2 frags.),heavy diskfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 1848
Mortar (1): disk foot, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1884
Chytra (5): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1925; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1926; handle. Lidded type: flanged rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 1945; flanged rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1947
Griddle (1): rim, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1983
Wall frags.:plain (4). Handles (3).Disk foot (1)
Lamp (5). Type 16 B: rim/wall, base, cf. AgoraIX 97. Type 19 A: rim, cf. AgoraIV, 131. Type 19 var.
rim/wall. Type 22 A: rim, cf. AgoraIf 194
Terracottafigurine(mold):T 2583
Pyramidalloomweights(5)
Roof tiles (2): heavy frags.
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B 19:10 Well
Section, Fig. 5
Diam. 1.00 m.; depth 8.60 m.; water at -2.00 m. Shaft sunk in soft bedrock.Uniform dumped fill of bluish
gray,dug bedrockfrom top to bottom.
Considerableamount of very fragmentarypottery from top to -1.50 m. Very few sherds from -1.50 m.
to -4.20 m. From -4.20 m. to bottom, no sherds,no change of fill, no deposit from period of use.
Total assemblage:4 inventoriedpieces, 243 fragments(LotNN 411)
EARLY WARES

Protogeometric
(2). Skyphoswalls
LateGeometric
(4). 2 walls;2 banded handles
BLACK FIGURE

Krater,volute- (1): P 18795 = AgoraXXIII, 491
Cup (2). Siana cup: floor,cf. CVA,BritishMuseum 2 (G.B. 2), pl. 8 [66], 2; *P 31847, palmettes(P1.82:h)
very close to P 12565 (G 11:3);P 20776 (R 12:1)
Lekythos(3): mouth/shoulder/wall (in 6 frags.),Classof Athens 581, ii; foot/lower body (3 frags.),Classof
Athens 581, ii; lower wall.
RED FIGURE

Wall frag.:open shape
BLACKGLAZE

Amphora (1): neck
Psykter(2): diskfeet/lower stems, cf. AgoraXII, 38
Oinochoe (3): shoulder/round mouth (in 18 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 146; handle/trefoil mouth; foot,
cf AgoraXII, 96
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (6): rim, foot, cf.AgoraXII, 310; 3 bell handles;lowerwall (in 2 frags.),Corinthian
fabric
Skyphos,Attic type (1): foot/floor (in 6 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 336
Cup (23): concave lip, 3 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 408; *2 concave lips (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 410; *foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 412; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 432; 4 stems/floors; 7 floors;4 handles
Cup-skyphos(7): 2 concave rims (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 564; 2 feet (1 in 3 frags.), cf. AgoraXII,
568; concave rim, cf. AgoraXII, 569; *concaverim, *foot, cf. AgoraXII, 578
One-handler,banded (8): 3 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 726; 2 feet (1 in 2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 735; *3 feet,
cf. AgoraXII, 737
Stemmed dish (2): foot, cf. AgoraXH, 960; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 973
Lekanis,lidded (4): flanged rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1213; flanged rim/horizontal ribbon handle, cf. AgoraXII,
1216; 2 lid knobs, cf. AgoraXII, 1232
Thurible (1): P 18794 = AgoraXII, 1355
Wall frags.:open shape (26), closed shape (16). Handles (6)
HOUSEHOLD

Table amphora (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1445
Storage amphora (9): rim/neck/handle (in 3 frags.),rim, toe, 3 handles, cf. SGW, 427; toe, cf. SGW,
424; wall, East Greek, cf. SGW,42 1; wall, streakybrown glaze
Hydria (2): horizontalhandles, cookingware
Kados (4): 2 feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1603; 2 handles;rim
Jug (2): rim/foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1659; complete body (in 4 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1672
Lekane (8): rim/handle, cf. SGW, 375; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1753; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1757; *foot, cf.
AgoraXII, 1767; *foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1774; *foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1777; rim (in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII,
1784; foot; floor; 5 handles;30 wall frags.
Mortar(3): P 18796 = AgoraXII, 1900;fullprofile,collarrim, cf. AgoraXII, 1899;*rim,cf. AgoraXII, 1901
Chytra(1): rim, flanged inside, cf. AgoraXII, 1945
Bean-parcher(1): rim, shallowpan, cookingware (in 2 frags.),cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1987
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Wall frags.:plain and coarse (20)
Lamp, Type 16A (1): roundedbottom

D 15:1 (D 15:2)Well
Section, Fig. 5
Diam. 1.10 m.; depth 9.85 m.; water at-8.50 m. Shaft neatly cut in bedrockwith footholds running down
the north and south sides.
Upper dumped fill, from top to -6.50 m., of late Roman date. A Roman well (D 15:2)was subsequentlydug
beside D 15:1, less than a meter distant. Later the party wall between the two wells broke at two points: a
hole, 0.60 m. high, at -3.70 m., and a largerhole, 1.50 m. high, at -8.00 m.
The Roman shaft(D 15:2)was lined with well tilesfrom -8.00 m. to -19.40 m. at bottom. Afterthe tiles had
been installed in the lower 6 meters or so of the shaft, but not yet high enough to cover the lower hole, a
fall of loose earth occurred from the bottom of the earlier shaft into the deeper, later shaft, filling its lower
part for a depth of 5.30 m. The sloping fill in the lower hole showed how it fell from one well to the other.
After the fall, the lower hole in the party wall was partly blocked by a coarse Roman amphora (P 10678),
found behind the highestpreservedrow of tiles.
Lower dumped fill, from -6.50 m. to -9.85 m. in D 15:1, and from -14.10 m. to -19.40 m. in D 15:2.
Manyjoins between the two partsof the dump.
Complete inventory:70 pieces
BLACKFIGURE

Amphora (1): P 11071 = AgoraXXIII, 205
Lebes gamikos(1): P 11032 = AgoraXXIII, 517
Oinochoe (1): P 11030 = AgoraXXIII, 741
Skyphos(4): *P 10674 = AgoraXXIII, 1504, manner of Haimon Painter;P 11029 = AgoraXXIII, 1583,
CHC Group;P 11027 = AgoraXXIII, 1590, CHC Group;P 11028 = AgoraXXIII, 1591, CHC Group
Cup (1): P 11031 = AgoraXXIII, 1776, LeaflessGroup: Caylus Painter
Lekythos(1): *P 10575 = AgoraXXIII, 1197, manner of Haimon Painter(P1.81:b)
Miniaturekantharos(1): P 11033 = Hesperia31, 1962, p. 374, no. 17;pl. 113 (Boiotian)
RED FIGURE

Krater,column- (2): P 10578 = ARV2,p. 242, no. 70, Myson; P 11025 = ARV2,p. 241, no. 53, Myson
Cup (1): P 11026 = ARV2,p. 143, no. 5, Heraion Painter
BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(1): P 11046, cf. AgoraXII, 19
Psykter(2): P 11047 = AgoraXII, 39; P 11048 = AgoraXII, 40
Oinochoe (1): P 11064, cf. AgoraXII, 148
Olpe (2): P 10755, cf. AgoraXII, 258, but unglazed;P 11045 = AgoraXII, 266
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (1): P 11036, cf. AgoraXII, 310
Cup (2): *P 11040, cf. AgoraXII, 411. Vicup: *P 11041, cf. AgoraXII, 434 and p. 93, note 32
Phiale (1): P 11049 = AgoraXII, 520
Cup-skyphos(1): *P 11035, cf. AgoraXII, 573
One-handler,banded (3): P 11050, cf. AgoraXII, 730; P 10751, cf. ibid.;P 11051, cf. ibid.
Saltcellar(3): P 11042 = AgoraXII, 890, cf. P 2600 (G 6:3), P 12784 (G 11:3),P 23350 (H 12:15),P 28780
(Q21:3); P11043, cf. AgoraXII, 890, a pair; P 11044 = AgoraXII, 926, cf. P 2694 (G 6:3), P 27849
(H 13:5)
Stemmed dish (2): P 11037, cf. AgoraXII, 958; P 11038, cf AgoraXII, 974
Plate (1): P 10677 = AgoraXII, 1080
Lekanis,lid (1): P 11039 = AgoraXII, 1232
Miniature(2): Hydria, P 10754 = AgoraXII, 1391. Kothon, P 11034 = AgoraXII, 1407
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HOUSEHOLD

Table amphora(1): P 10752 = AgoraXII, 1470
Storage amphora (9): P 11024 = AgoraXXV, 1063, shoulder, ostrakon of Xanthippos; P 11053 =
AgoraXXV, 1064, wall, ostrakon of Xanthippos; P 11066, cf. SGW, 441; P 11065, cf. SGW, 417
(Corinthian);P 11069, cf. SGW, 412 (Samian);P 11068 = Hesperia25, 1956, p. 3, no. 2 (Chian);
P 11067, cf. ibid.;SS 7616, SS 7803, stampedhandles
Pithos (2): P 11061 = AgoraXII, 1523; P 11059, cf. AgoraXII, 1526
Household lekanis(1): P 11052 = AgoraXII, 1549
Jug (2): P 11055 = AgoraXII, 1654; P 10672 = AgoraXXV; 987, banded wall, ostrakonof Themistokles
Askos (1): P 11054, cf. AgoraXII, 1725
Lekane (4): P 10671, cf. AgoraXII, 1784; P 11058, cf. AgoraXII, 1781; P 11063 = AgoraXII, 1782;
P 10756 = AgoraXXV: 1062, wall, ostrakonof Xanthippos
Lopas (1): P 11056, cf. AgoraXII, 1971
Eschara(1): P 11057, cf. AgoraXII, 2028
Coarse frags. (2): P 10749 = AgoraXXX 1060, ostrakonof Xanthippos; P 10750 = AgoraXXVX1061,
ostrakonof Xanthippos
Wellhead(2): P 11060 = Hesperia18, 1949, p. 126, no. 9; P 11062, cf. ibid.
Lamp, Type 16 B (1): L 3166
Bronze weight (3): B 492 = AgoraX, BW2; B 495 = AgoraX, BWL;B 497 = AgoraX, BW3
Terracottafigurine(3): T 1549, T 1550, T 1580
Porosbasin: ST 216
Spoon: BI 405

D 17:2 Pit
L. 1.05 m.; W 0.55 m.; depth 0.60 to 0.70 m. Roughly rectangularcutting in bedrock containing a small
deposit of brokenpottery and other household rubbish.Potteryvery fragmentarywith fewjoining pieces.
Total assemblage:9 inventoriedpieces; 382 fragments(Lot 00 744)
EARLYWARE

Protogeometric
(1).Amphora: wall
BLACKFIGURE

Oinochoe, trefoil(1): mouth/shoulder,cf AgoraXXIII, 736
Skyphos(3): foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1516; wall;lower wall
Lekythos (8): *P 18502 = AgoraXXIII, 1225, manner of Haimon Painter; *P 18503 = AgoraXXIII,
1226, manner of Haimon Painter,a pair; P 18504 (P1.82:j), cf. RRCS, 182; Thompson 1940, p. 31,
fig. 23:a; shoulder/wall (2 frags.), Class of Athens 581, ii, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1022; shoulder, Class of
Athens 581, ii, cf. AgoraXXIII, 990; wall; mouth;lower wall
RED FIGURE

Cup (1): floor (figuredtondo)
BLACKGLAZE

Krater (1): foot in two degrees
Oinochoe (19). Trefoil:mouth/handle (4 frags.);2 necks. Banded, round-mouth:rim/handle/shoulder/
foot (15 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 144; 3 rims (1 in 3 frags., 1 in 4 frags.);shoulder;2 strap handles;8 walls
(1 in 14 frags., 1 in 10 frags., 1 in 4 frags., 1 in 2 frags.);flat bottom (3 frags.)
Olpe (3): mouth/wall/disk foot (10 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 261; neck;low straphandle
Skyphos, Corinthian type (8): 2 feet (1 in 3 frags.),lower wall, cf. AgoraXII, 309; rim/bell handle (in
8 frags.),2 rims (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 311; handle;rim/handle (miniature)
Skyphos,Attic type (1): P 20559, cf. AgoraXII, 336
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(3): flat bottom, projectingrim, handle, cf. AgoraXII, 369
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Cup (14): concave lip (4 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 408; 5 stems;stem/foot, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 409; *3 concave
lips (1 with handle, 1 in 2 frags.),*foot, cf. AgoraXII, 410; concave lip (3 frags.),cf. SGW,4; 6 concave
lips;plain rim/2 handles (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 420; 3 handles; 13 walls
Cup-skyphos(8): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 563; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 568; 2 rims (each in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII,
569; rim/handle (2 frags.),foot, cf. for profile,SGW,50; 3 handles, cf. AgoraXII, 564; 3 handles;foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 572
One-handler (5): rim, 2 feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. SGW, 339; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 731; foot, cf. AgoraXII,
735; 4 walls
Saltcellar(8): 4 full profiles(2 a matchedpair),rim, cf. AgoraXII, 892; 3 full profiles,2 rims, cf. AgoraXII,
901; flat bottom
Stemmed dish (4): *P 20560 = AgoraXII, 984; rim (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 983; rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII,
960; foot (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 973
Lekanisand lid (4): lid top; *broadknob, cf. AgoraXII, 1234; top/wall/rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1232; top
Wall frags.:open shape (45), closed shape (22). Handles (6)
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (8): neck/rim, cf. SGW,421; rim/handle, cf. ibid.,431; toe, cf. ibid.,424; toe, cf. ibid.,
427; neck/handle (3 frags.);toe; wall (6 frags.),streakyglaze; toe, CorinthianB
Pithos (1): heavy rim
Storage-bin(1): overhangingrim (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1527
Hydria (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1594
Jug (6): rim/handle (2 frags.),rim, 3 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1659; trefoilmouth/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1641
Lekane (4): *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1763; *rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1761; rim, cf. SGW,375; *projecting
rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1830; 2 walls
Tub (1): full profile(2 frags.)
Louterion(1): molded rim
Chytra (1): rim, flanged inside for lid, cf. AgoraXII, 1947
Griddle (1): flat bottom/lug handle (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1983
Wallsfrags.:plain and coarse (61)
Lamps (16). Type 16 B: L 4676; 2 rims, cf. AgoraIV, 96. Type 20: L 4678 = AgoraIV, 155; L 4677;
full profile, raised disk bottom (2 frags.),cf. AgoraI, 155; 2 rims, cf. AgoraIx 149. Type 21 A: rim,
cf. AgoraIE 157. Type 21 var.: L 4679 = AgoraIV 188. Type uncertain: 2 rims; 2 nozzles; flat bottom
(3 frags.)
Loomweights(2): pyramidal
Roof tiles (8)
D 17:10 Well
Section, Fig. 6
Diam. 1.50 m. Excavation abandoned at -6.10 m. because of the collapse of the rock walls. Water at
-2.00m.
Total assemblage: 15 inventoriedpieces, 233 fragments(Lot 00 766)
1. Dumped fill, from -1.40 m. to -2.60 m., with a smallamount of potterybut almostno joins. From -2.60 to
-6.10 m., a mass of very adhesive,stickypotter'sclay with very few sherds.
EARLY
WARE
(1). Skyphos:wall
Protogeometric
LateGeometric
(8). Amphora: rim, banded wall, banded handle. Spouted bowl: 2 decorated rims, cf. for
profile,AgoraVIII, 102. Skyphos:rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 131; rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 135; banded wall
Protoattie
(8).Amphora: P 20873 = AgoraVIII, 424; lowerwall, bandedwall. Kotyle: 2 banded walls,imitation
Protocorinthian,cf. AgoraVIII, 159; decoratedwall (open shape);2 banded walls (closedshape)
BLACK FIGURE

Amphora(4): P 20870 = AgoraXXIII, 79; rim (2 frags.),cf.AgoraXXIII, 96; neck, veryclose to AgoraXXIII,
209; shoulder
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FIG. 6. Section of Well D 17:10

Krater, column- (6): rim, cf. for profile,AgoraXXIII, 436; rim (2 frags.), cf. AgoraXXIII, 474; foot in
two degrees (2 frags.),cf. for profile,AgoraX:II,55; 3 lower walls (1 in 3 frags., 1 in 2 frags.)
Dinos (1): rim/wall (4 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 610
Skyphos
(9): P20871= AgoraXSXIII,1649;2 feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraSXXIII,
1486;2 rims (1 in 2 frags.);
foot (2 frags.),CHC Group (?),cf. AgoraXXIII, 1592; rim, foot, CHC Group (?),cf. AgoraXXIII, 1597;
2 lower walls (1 in 2 frags.), cf. AgoraXXIII, 1628

Cup (9): P 20869 = AgoraXXIII, 1774, LeaflessGroup;ri, band cup, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1700; 2 figured
walls;rim, 2 walls, LeaflessGroup,cf. AgoraXXIII, 1762; handle;wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1783
Plate (1): rim, cf. Callipolitis-Feytmans,
p. 333, no. 12
Lekythos(7): P 20872 = AgoraXXIII, 1148; neck/shoulder(2 frags.),Classof Athens 581, i, cf.AgoraXXIII,
899;lower body; 3 figuredwalls;white-groundwall, blackpatterned(4 frags.)
Lekanis(3):lid rim, cf. AgoraXXIII,1354;top/downturned rim, lid; flanged rim, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1330
Plaque (1): P 20852 = AgoraXXIII, 1945
Wall frags.:closed shape (10);lowerwall (1)
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RED FIGURE

Cup (1): P 20868, frag.
BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 21
Psykter(1): foot, two torus moldings,cf. AgoraXII, 36
Oinochoe (2): double handles,cf. AgoraXII, 148
Olpe (2): P 20849 = AgoraX, LM7; cf. AgoraXII, 266; flat bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 260
Skyphos, Corinthian type (12): P 20850, frag.;foot, Corinthianimport; 3 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 306; foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 309; 2 feet, 2 lower walls, cf. AgoraXII, 310; 2 bell handles
Skyphos,Attic type (1): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 336
Skyphos, Subgeometric survival (8): rim/wall/handle (5 frags.), 2 rims, 3 flat bottoms (1 in 4 frags),
cf. AgoraXII, 369; *rimwith dots, cf. AgoraXII, 370; handle
Cup (21): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 398; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 401; concave lip, cf AgoraXII, 407; 2 concave
lips, cf. AgoraXII, 408; *rim, *2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 410; plain rim, wall (banded),cf AgoraXII, 417;
foot, cf. AgoraXII, 420; offsetrim, cf. SGW,2 (redfigure?);3 stems;lower wall; floor;4 handles
Cup-skyphos(6): concave rim, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 568; concaverim, cf. AgoraXII, 569; *foot, cf. AgoraXII,
575; *foot, cf. AgoraXII, 578; *foot, cf. SGW,43
One-handler(2): P 20874, cf. AgoraXII, 732; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 726
Bowl (2): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 809; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 811
Saltcellar(2): full profile,cf. AgoraXII, 921; concave wall/bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 923
Stemmed dish (11): 3 rims, cf.AgoraXII, 960; 2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 968; *foot/stem, cf. AgoraXII, 984; rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 974; rim, foot/stem, cf.AgoraXII, 976; 2 chalice-typewalls (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 991
Plate (4): rims, 3 unglazed
Lekanis(3): 2 flanged rims, one with handle attachment,cf. AgoraXII, 1216; lid rim/top
Thurible (3): profiled base, cf. AgoraXII, 1353; molded collar, cf. AgoraXII, 1351; domed-lid rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 1345
Wall frags.:open shape (5). Rim (1)
HOUSEHOLD

Table amphora(1): neck, cf. AgoraXII, 1445
Storage amphora (3): rim/neck (2 frags.),Samian, cf. SGW,412; torus rim, East Greek, cf. SGW, 421;
toe, Attic, cf. SGW,418
Pithos (6): P 20875 = AgoraXII, 1515; P 20876, cf. AgoraXII, 1514; P 20877, cf. AgoraXII, 1507; heavy
rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1521; 2 incised walls (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1507
Jug (2): trefoilmouth; narrowneck (2 frags.),cookingware
Lekane (15): *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1760; *2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1761; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1765; *rim, cf.
AgoraXII, 1766; *ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1767; *2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1770; disk foot (2 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 1776; 2 rims,cf. AgoraXII, 1784;rim (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1825; 2 banded walls;handle
Tub (2): heavy flat bottoms
Louterion,stand (1): P 20878 = AgoraXII, 1856
Mortar (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1886
Wall frags.:plain (3);handle attachments(2)
Lamp (13). Type 16 B: 2 full profiles;6 rims, 1 with nozzle (2 frags.);3 nozzles; 2 bottoms (1 in 2 frags.)
Terracottafigurine:horse, frag.
Loomweights(4): pyramidal
Stone ball
2. Fromtop to -1.40 m., dug bedrockfill containingonly a few batteredsherds.
3. Supplementaryfill, a few centimetersat top of well.
REDFIGuRE
Pelike(1): P 20867 = ARV2,p. 1123, no. 4, "LaterMannerists,II"
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E 14:5 Well
Diam. 0.995 m. (top);0.58 m. (bottom);depth 5.50 m. Unfinishedwell shaft abandoned in antiquity.North
and west sides cut in bedrock;south and east sides had built curbingof rough limestone blocks.
Heavy and homogeneous dumped fill uniformfrom top to bottom without stratification.A large proportion
of the pottery relativelycomplete.
Complete inventory: 106 pieces
BLACKFIGuRE

Pelike(1): P 8798 = AgoraXXIII, 393
Lebes gamikos(1): P 7893+7897 = AgoraXXIII, 516
Krater,calyx- (1): P 7896 = AgoraXXIII, 506
Oinochoe (1): P 8800 = AgoraXXIII, 538
Skyphos (3): P 8797 = AgoraXXIII, 1569; P 8796 = AgoraXXIII, 1581, CHC Group; P 7898 =
AgoraXXIII, 1620
Phiale (1): P 7888 = AgoraXXIII, 1431
Lekythos(2): P 7891 = AgoraXXIII, 921, Class of Athens 581, i; P 8795 = AgoraXXIII, 933, Class of
Athens 581, ii
REDFIGuRE
Cup (4): P 7901 = ARV2,p. 20, "recalls"Euphronios;Hesperia27, 1958, pl. 45:c; *P 7900 = SGW,pl. 5,
same hand as P 24068, SGW,27; P 8793, frag.;P 8794, frag.
Cup-skyphos(1): P 7899 = ARV2)p. 455, no. 12, Ashby Painter
BLACKGLAzE

Psykter(1): P 8853 = AgoraXII, 41, lid
Krater (1): P 8851, foot
Oinochoe (7): P 8864 = AgoraXII, 148, cf. P 11064 (D 15:1), P 6643 (E 15:6);P 8865, cf. AgoraXII,
148, footed; P 8867, cf. AgoraXII, 149, footless,a pair; P 8866 = AgoraXII, 149; P 8868 = AgoraXII,
161, mushroomjug; P 8839 = AgoraXII, 178; P 8841 =AgoraXII, 179
Mug (1): P 8852, cf. AgoraXII, 190
Olpe (9): P 8846 = AgoraXII, 260; P 8849 = AgoraXII, 261; P 8842, cf AgoraXII, 265; P 8843,
cf. ibid.;P 8844, frag.; P 8845, frag.; P 8847= AgoraXII, 285; P 8848 = AgoraXII, 287; P 8850 =
AgoraXII, 288
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (5): P 8834 = AgoraXII, 310 (P1.84:c), cf. P 11036 (D 15:1),P 24571-P 24573
(Q 12:3),P 20774 (R 12:1);P 8835, cf.AgoraXII, 310; P 8836, cf. ibid.;P 8837 = AgoraXII, 356; P 8802,
Corinthianimport
Cup (5): P 8827 = AgoraXHI,385; P 8824, cf. AgoraXII, 405; P 8828, cf. ibid.;P 8825, cf. AgoraXII,
409; *P 8826, cf. AgoraXII, 410
Stemless(1): *P 8829, cf. AgoraXHI,453
Cup-skyphos(4): *P 8831 = AgoraXII, 576, cf. P 24585 (Q 12:3);*P 8830 = AgoraXII, 577, cf. P 24586,
P 31017 (Q 12:3);*P 8833, cf. AgoraXII, 576; *P 8832, cf AgoraXII, 577
One-handler (5). Banded: P 8823 = AgoraXII, 728, cf. P 28781 (Q21:3); P 8821, cf. AgoraXII, 727;
*P 8820, cf. AgoraXH, 737. Black: *P 8822, cf. AgoraXII, 745; *P 8819, cf. ibid.
Bowl (1): P 7890 = AgoraXI, 810
Saltcellar(3): P 8806, cf. AgoraXII, 902; P 7892 = AgoraXII, 925; P 8805, cf. ibid.
Stemmed dish (11): P 7895 = AgoraXII, 958, Cf P 11037 (D 15:1) and by the same potter, P 24604,
P 24605 (Q 12:3);P 7889 = AgoraXII, 965; P 8813 = AgoraXII, 966, cf. P 12791 (G 11:3), P 20762
(R 12:1);P8811 =AgoraXII,978, cf.P23335, P23336 (H 12:15),P31022 (Q12:3); P8812 =AgoraXII,
979; P 8814 = AgoraXL, 980; P 8816, cd AgoraXII, 986; P 8810 = AgoraXI, 992; P 8807, cd AgoraXJ,
994; P 8808 = AgoraX:I, 995; P 8809, cf. ibid.
Plate (3): P 7887 = AgoraXII, 1003; P 8804 = AgoraXII, 1004; P 8803, cf. ibid.
Lekythos(1): P 8838, c?fAgoraXII, 1102
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Lekanis(3): P 8817 = AgoraXII, 1229, lid; P 8818, cf. ibid.;P 8854, rim frag.
Thurible (1): P 8815 = AgoraXII, 1350

HousEHoLD
Storage amphora (2): P 8858, cf AgoraXII, 1495; P 8859, cf ibid.
Jug (2): P 8873, cf AgoraXII, 1641; P 8840 = AgoraXII, 1705
Cup (2): P 8856 = AgoraXII, 1715, unglazed, two-handled;P 8855, cf. ibid.
Lekane (5): P 8870, cf AgoraXII, 1783; P 8869, cf ibid.;P 8871, cf AgoraXII, 1784; P 8872, cf ibid.;
P 7894 = AgoraXXV; 609, rim, ostrakonof KritiasLeaidou
Mortar(2): P 8860 = AgoraXII, 1889; P 8861, cf. AgoraXII, 1899
Chytra(3): P 8875 = AgoraXII, 1943; P 8874 = AgoraXII, 1944; P 8875 = AgoraXII, 1945
Cooking-bell(2 ): P 8862, cf. AgoraXII, 2021; P 8863, cf. ibid.
Wall frag.:P 8857, graffito
Paintedsherd: P 8801, Clazomenian
Lamp (4). Type 15: L 2701 = AgoraIV, 88. Type 16 B: L 2447 = AgoraIE 104. Type 19 A: L 2700 =
AgoraI, 131. Type 19B:L2446=AgoraIV 141
Bone stylus(4): BI 291-BI 293, BI 319
Bronze arrowhead:B 367
Loomweight(2): MC 289, disk;MC 314, pyramidal
E 15:6 Well
Section, Fig. 7
Diam. 1.10Im.; depth 9.70 m.; water at -2.20 m. Shaft sunkin soft bedrock.
Complete inventory:57 pieces
1. Period-of-usefill, from -8.50 m. to -9.70 m. at bottom. Fill of mud and stones, but containing few sherds;
some evidence of water pots.
BLACK GLAZE

Oinochoe (1): P 6643, cf. AgoraXII, 148
Cup-skyphos(1): P 6184, cf. AgoraXII, 572
Lekythos(1): P 6201, graffitofrag.
HOUSEHOLD
Table amphora (2): P 6175 = Sparkes1962, pl. IV:5;cf. AgoraXII, 1444; P 6644, cf. ibid.
Jug (2): P 6179 = AgoraXII, 1695; P 6642, cf. ibid.
2. Dumped fill, from -0.50 m. to -8.50 m. Joins from top to bottom indicate that fill was dumped at one
time. From -6.00 m. to -7.50 m., a mass of potter'sclay of dark buff color and thick sticky consistency,
pure but not refined.Clay containedvery few sherds.From-7.50 m. to -8.50 m., thin layersof clay without
sherdsalternatedwith layersof brokenpottery and small stones.
BLACKFIGuRE

Hydria (2): P 6635 = AgoraXXIII, 651; P 6180 = AgoraXXIII, 657, Red-line Painter
Lebes gamikos (1): P 6106 = AgoraXXIII, 510, Painterof LouvreF6
Krater (1): P 6136 = AgoraXXIII, 472
Skyphos(1): P 6177 = AgoraXXIII, 1497, "recalls"Theseus Painter
Lekythos(5): P 6182 = AgoraXXIII, 887, Class of Athens 581, i; P 6181 = AgoraXXIII, 1127; *P 6138
AgoraXXIII, 1192, manner of Haimon Painter;*P 6137 = AgoraXXIII, 1211, manner of Haimon
Painter;P 6634, cf. ABL,pl. 36:5, Diosphos Painter,palmettes
Lekanis,lid (1): P 6178 = AgoraXXIII, 1354
REDFIGuRE
Cup (2): P 6159 = ARV2,p. 448, no. 4, manner of Douris;P 6636 = ARV2,p. 140, no. 54, Pithos Painter
BLACK GLAZE

Amphora (1): *P 6107 = AgoraXXV: 1058, ostrakonof Xanthippos
Psykter(2): P 6639 = AgoraXII, 37; P 6132,c?k ibid.
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Oinochoe (1): P 6638 = AgoraXII, 99
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (1): P 6135, miniature
Cup (10): P 6121 = AgoraXII, 409, cf. P 8825 (E 14:5);*P 6123 = AgoraXII, 411 (P1.84:d), cf. P 11040
(D 15:1), P 23331 (H 12:15);*P 6120 = AgoraXII, 412, cf. P 2696, P 2704, P 2705, P 2733, P 2802
(G6:3), P 31367 (Q12:3); *P6122, cf.AgoraXII,411; *P6174, cf. AgoraXII, 412; *P6119 =AgoraXXV,
1059 and = AgoraXII, 431, ostrakonof Xanthippos, cf. 404; *P 6125 = AgoraXXVM241, ostrakonof
Hippokrates,cf.AgoraXII, 404; P 6630, graffito,cf. ibid.;P 6173, graffito,cf.AgoraXII, 439; P 6172, frag.
Strainer(1): P 6640 = AgoraXII, 528
One-handler (1): P 6633, cf. AgoraXII, 727
Lekanis(1): P 6131 = AgoraXII, 1217
Thurible (1): P 6637 = AgoraXII, 1352
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (1): P 6645
Household lekanis(1): P 6139 = AgoraXXI, Fa 1, cf. AgoraXII, 1549
Lekane (6): *P 6134 = AgoraXXVM141, ostrakonof Hipparchos,cf AgoraXII, 1758; P 6631, graffito;
P6140 =AgoraXXV, 1131, ostrakonof Hippokrates(?);P 6133= AgoraXXV,93, ostrakonof Boutalion;
P 6118 = AgoraXXV, 975, ostrakonofThemistokles;P 6629 = AgoraXXV, 298, ostrakonof Hippokrates
Louterion(1): P 6641 = AgoraXII, 1868
Funnel (2): P 6646 = AgoraXII, 2005; P 6124 = AgoraXII, 2006
Wallfrags.(2): P 6117 = AgoraXXV, 974, ostrakonof Themistokies;*P 6127 = AgoraXXV, 67, ostrakonof
Aristeides
Lamp (2). Type 19 var.: L 1897 = AgoraIV 146. Type 19 A: L 1959
3. Supplementaryfill, from top to -0.50 m., with Hellenistic disturbancefrom setting of wall of Great Drain
over well.
BLACKFIGuRE

Amphora (2): P 6102 = AgoraXXIII, 328, Painterof Munich 1519; P 6104 = AgoraXXIII, 335
REDFIGuRE
Krater,calyx- (1): P 6103 = ARV2,p. 185, no. 39; Ashmead 1966, p. 25, pl. 9, KleophradesPainter
BLACKGLAzE

One-handler,black (1): P 6632, graffito
F 19:5 Well
Diam. 0.85 m.; depth 3.05 m. Unfinishedwell shaftabandonedin antiquityand refilledwith brokenpottery
and other debris. Cut in firm bedrock suitable for well sinking.Clearly begun with the intention of digging
a well, since footholdswere cut in opposite sides every 0.30 m. to 0.40 m.
Two distinctdumped fillswith many sherdjoins between them.
Complete inventory:72 pieces
1. Lower dumped fill, from -1.75 to -3.05
EARLY WARE

(1).Amphora: P 15941, cf AgoraVIII, 24
Protoattic
BLACKFIGuRE

Amphora (1): P 15920 = AgoraXXIII, 223, frags.
Skyphos(1): *P 14946 = AgoraXXIII, 1519, manner of Haimon Painter
Phiale (1): P 15922 = AgoraXXIII, 1432
Lekythos(3): P 14945 = AgoraXXIII, 871, Gela Painter;P 14951 = AgoraXXIII, 929, Class of Athens
581, ii; P 14947 = AgoraXXIII, 1144, frags.
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REDFIGURE
Krater (2). Column-: P 14948 = ARV2,p. 11, no. 6, frag.,"veryearly R.E" Calyx-: P 15921, frag.
Mug (1): P 15918 = ARV2,p. 152, no. 2, "connectedwith EpeleiosPainter"
Cup (1): P 14949, frag.,tondo
BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(1): P 15935 = AgoraXII, 22
Oinochoe (3): P 15936, cf. AgoraXII, 144; P 15937, cf. AgoraXII, 145; P 15934, Corinthianimport
Mug (1): P 15919 = AgoraXII, 190
Olpe (3): P 14952, cf. AgoraXII, 255; *P 15929 = AgoraXII, 267; *P 15928 = AgoraXII, 268
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (2): P 15931, cf. AgoraXII, 309; P 15930, cf. ibid.
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(1): *P 15932, cf. AgoraXII, 371
Cup (1): P 14950, cf. AgoraXII, 404
One-handler(1): P 15933 = AgoraXII, 733, cf. P 24621 (Q 12:3)
Stemmed dish (1): *P 15925, cf. AgoraXII, 985
Lekythos(1): P 15939, foot reused as stopper
Lekanis,lid (1): P 15917 = AgoraXII, 1231
Pyxis (1): P 15926, Corinthian,frag.
Kothon (1): P 15927, Corinthian
Plasticvase? (2): P 15923, frag.;P 15924, frag.
HOUSEHOLD
Lekane (1): P 15938, cf. AgoraXII, 1783
Mortar (1): P 15940, cf. AgoraXII, 1900
Coarse frag.(1): *P 15023 = AgoraXXV, 638, ostrakonof Megakles
Lamp (3). Type 16 B: L 3722 = AgoraIV, 99. Type 17 A: L 3968 = AgoraIV 120. Type 20: L 3723 =
AgoraI, 150
Roof tile (2): A 1033, A 1034
Terracottafigurine(3): T 2000, T 2001, T 2171
Loomweight(1): MC 616
Flute frags. (?):BI 1504, BI 549
Piercedcounter: P 15939
Marble basin frag.: ST 307
2. Upper dumped fill, from top to -1.75 m.
RED FIGURE

Oinochoe (1): P 14944, frag.
BLACKGLAZE

Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(1): *P 15904 = AgoraXII, 370
One-handler,black (1): *P 15903, cf Aora XII, 745
Saltcellar(2): *P 15905 = AgoraXII, 843; P 15032, cf. AgoraXII, 899
HousEHou
Storageamphora(5): P 15913, cf.AgoraXII,1500;P 15915, cf AgoraXII, 1502;P 15912, neck, Corinthian;
P 15911, banded neck; SS 8845, stampedneck
Stand (1): P 15914 = Sparkesand Talcott 1959, fig. 13
Lekane (1): P 15909, cf AgoraXII, 1784
Tub (1): P 15916 = AgoraXII, 1846
Mortar (1): P 15910 = AgoraXII, 1891
Invalidcup (1): P 15908 = AgoraXII, 2011
Coarse sherd: P 15906, cut round as stopper
Spindle whorl (2): MC 613, MC 614
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Loomweight(1): MC 615
Terracottafigurine(7): T 1993-T 1999
Piercedcounter: P 15906; intrusivelate Roman frag.:P 15907 (foundabove mouth)

G 3:1 Pit of debris
L. 2.00 m.; W 2.00 m; depth 0.80 m. Roughly square pit dug irregularlyin bedrock. At top abundant
traces of ash and burning. Dumped fill consistingof red earth with particles of burning; below this 0.05 m.
to 0.15 m. of ash and charcoalat bottom.
Total assemblage: 16 inventoriedpieces, 194 fragments(LotsMM 298-MM 301)
EARLYWARE

(1). Decorated wall frag.(open shape)
Protoatt&
BLACKFIGURE

Krater(5). Calyx-: *P 14490 = AgoraXXV, 637 and = AgoraXWVpl. 38, ostrakonof Megakles.Column-:
2 shoulders(1 in 2 frags.),2 lower walls, cf. AgoraXXII, 474; SGW,70
Oinochoe (1): P 14661 = AgoraXXIII, 775
Cup (4): wall, band cup, cf AgoraXXIII, 1708; 2 floors; wall (in 2 frags.), palmette zone (P1.83:c),
cf RRCS,218
Lekythos(8): shoulder(2 frags.),Class of Athens 581, i, cf AgoraXXIII, 899; shoulder(3 frags.),Class of
Athens 581, ii, cf. AgoraXXIII, 938; shoulder,foot/lower wall, Class of Athens 581, ii, cf AgoraXXII,
1002; 2 wall frags.;*wall,palmette zone (P1.83:b), cf Thompson 1940, p. 30, c
Wall frags.:open shape (3)
RED FIGURE

Krater,column- (2): P 14711 = ARV2,p. 240, no. 38, Myson; P 14662, frag.
Cup (1): P 14663, frag.
BLACKGLAzE

Pelike(1): mouth/neck, cf. AgoraXII, 22
Psykter(1): mouth, flanged, cf. AgoraXII, 38
Krater,column- (1): rim/neck (6 frags.),cf. SGW,71
Oinochoe (6): P 14672, frag.; trefoil rim/wall, 2 rims, low strap handle, cf. AgoraXII, 106; round
mouth/high double handle, cf. AgoraXII, 148
Olpe (6): rim/wall, cf AgoraXII, 252; 2 flat bottoms, cf. AgoraXII, 266; low disk foot, cf. AgoraXII,
277; 2 walls (I in 2 frags.)
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (4): lowerwall/floor (2 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 309; rim (2 frags.),foot, cf.AgoraXII,
310; rim/bell handle, cf. AgoraXII, 311
Skyphos,Attic type (3): *P 14712, cf AgoraXII, 339; 2 rims/horseshoe handles, cf. AgoraX-I, 338
Cup (27): foot, cf AgoraXII, 407; 4 concave lips, cf. AgoraXII, 408; *concave lip, *foot, cf. AgoraXII,
410; foot, cf AgoraXII, 432; foot, cf AgoraXII, 429; concave lip; 3 walls; floor; 6 handles; 6 stems.
Acrocup: *foot, cf SGW,21
Stemless(1): *foot, cf AgoraXII, 456
Cup-skyphos(22): P 14664 = AgoraXII, 569; P 14665, cf AgoraXYI, 564; rim/handle attachment,
cf AgoraXII, 563; 2 rims, 1 with handle, cf AgoraXYI, 564; concave lip, foot, cf AgoraXII, 568;
2 rims, cf AgoraXII, 569; 2 rims (1 in 2 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 572; *concavelip/handle (2 frags.),*3 feet,
cf AgoraXII, 573; *concave rim,*foot, cf AgoraXII, 575; *3 feet, cf AgoraXII, 578; *offset rim, cf
SGW,40; handle
One-handler,banded (8): fullprofile,2 rims/handles,cf AgoraXII, 726; 2 rims, 1with handle, cf AgoraXII,
732; 2 feet, cf AgoraXII, 735; floor
Bowl (1): foot, cf AgoraXII, 809
Saltcellar(2): P 14666, cf AgoraXII, 902; convex wall/recessed underside,cf AgoraX-H,890
Stemmed dish (3): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 965; foot, cf AgoraXI, 976; foot, cf AgoraXII, 983
Plate (1): rim (unglazed);cf. for profile,AgoraXJ:I,1006
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Lekythos(2): *P 14668, cf. AgoraXII, 1103, globularbody; shoulder/wall, cf AgoraXII, 1115
Lekanis,lid (3): 2 rims/tops, knob, cf AgoraXII, 1229
Pyxis (1): P 14667, Corinthian
Wall frags.:open shape (3), closed shape (1)
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (6): rim/handle, toe, East Greek, cf SGW,421; toe, cf SGW,423; toe, cf SGW,424;
banded wall;wall, streakybrown glaze
Pithos (1): P 14670 = AgoraXXI, LI, cf AgoraXII, 1507
Kados (1): mouth/neck, cf AgoraXII, 1610
Jug (3): handle, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1641; banded wall (3 frags.),non-Attic(?),cf. AgoraXII, 1693
Lekane (10): P 14673, cf AgoraXYI, 1779; P 14669, cf AgoraXII, 1801; *3 rims, 1 with handle,
cf AgoraXII, 1760;*rim,cf. AgoraXII, 1762;*foot,cf AgoraXII, 1770;*rim,cf AgoraXII, 1788; *2 rims
(1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1827; 3 banded walls
Louterion?(2): molded stand base (2 frags.);flat bottom/wall (2 frags.)
Mortar (3): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1887; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1903; rim, cf AgoraXII, 1906
Chytra(3): collaredrim, cf AgoraXII, 1927;flaringrim, cf AgoraXII, 1926; slightdyflaringrim/horizontal
handle, cf AgoraXII, 1947
Lopas (1): rolled horizontalhandle, cf. AgoraXII, 1959
Griddle(1): foot/wall, cf. AgoraXII, 1983
Eschara(1): P 14671 = AgoraXII, 2028
Lamp (14). Type 16 B: 2 whole profiles,cf. AgoraC, 100; rim, cf AgoraIV 98; 4 rims. Type 21 A: 3 rims.
Type 21 B: whole profile,cf AgoraIV, 165; flat bottom; 2 nozzles
Lots MM 302 + MM 303: Large frags. of tiles and pithoi (tracesof burning on many): 7 Corinthian
pan tiles; 2 Corinthian cover tiles; 2 Lakonianpan tiles; 1 Lakonian cover tile; 4 pithos rims; rim,
large semiglazedkrater
Lot MM 304: 4 lower mill stones; 11 upper mill stones
Lot MM 305: 3 frags. worked architecturalmarble (one is top fillet of metope?); 3 lower mill stones;
5 upper mill stones
G 6:3 RectangularRock-cutShaft
L. 2.40 m.; W 1.20 m. at top; depth 19.60 m. Shaft sunk in bedrock, probably intended as a well, but a
cave-innot long afterits diggingdestroyedits possibleusefulnessas a sourceof water.Thereafterit was used as a
dump.
1. Lowerdumpedfill,from -12.00 m. to bottomat -19.50 m. Publishedin full: Vanderpool1938, pp.363-411.
Complete inventory:55 pieces (not listed, more than a generationolder than the upper fill)
2. Upper dumped fill, from top to -12.00 m. All pieces publishedin full: RRCS,pp. 265-336.
Complete inventory:452 pieces
BLACKFIGuRE

Amphora (3): P 2568 = AgoraXXIII, 213; P 2788 = AgoraXXIII, 222; P 1293 = AgoraXXIII, 370
Pelike(3): P 2643 = AgoraXXIII, 395, manner of Red-line Painter;P 2644, P 2645 = AgoraXXIII, 396,
manner of Red-line Painter;P 2755 = AgoraXXIII, 397
Hydria (2): P 2642 = AgoraXXIII, 660; P 2625+ 2658 = AgoraXXIII, 663
Krater(4). Column-: P 2641 = AgoraXXIII, 470, RycroftPainter(?);P 2612 = AgoraXXIII, 471; P 2571 =
AgoraXXIII, 479. Calyx-: P 2789 = AgoraXXIII, 508
Louterion(1): P 2709 = AgoraXXIII, 607
Oinochoe (10): P 2741 = AgoraXXIII, 737, Painter of Rhodes Pelike; P 1331 = AgoraXXIII, 747;
P 1397+1558 = AgoraXXIII, 756, Class of Vatican G 50; P 1559 = AgoraXXIII, 758; P 1395 =
AgoraXXIII, 771; P 1396 = AgoraXXIII, 773; P 1398 = AgoraXXIII, 774; P 2627 = AgoraXXIII,
781; P 2563 = AgoraXXIII, 783; P 2684 = AgoraXXIII, 784
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Olpe (4): P 2700 = AgoraXXIII, 682; P 2647 = AgoraXXIII, 687; P 2646 = AgoraXXIII, 688, Class
of VaticanG 50; P 1557 = AgoraXXIII, 689
Uncertain closed shape (1): P 2621 = AgoraXXIII, 1902
Skyphos (67). Theseus Painter: P 1545 = AgoraXXIII, 1484; P 1544 = AgoraXXIII, 1486; P 1548 =
AgoraXXIII, 1487; P 1549 = AgoraXXIII, 1488; P 1547 = AgoraXXIII, 1489; P 1546 = AgoraXXIII,
1490;P 1550+ 1551 = AgoraXXIII, 1492;P 1383 = AgoraXXIII, 1657. PainterofRodin 1000: P 2768 =
AgoraXXIII, 1500. Near Diosphos Painter:P 1552 = AgoraXXIII, 1501. Manner of Haimon Painter:
P 2742 = AgoraXXIII, 1506; P 1360 = AgoraXXIII, 1507; P 1364 = AgoraXXIII, 1508; P 1362 =
AgoraXXIII, 1509; P 1361 = AgoraXXIII, 1510; P 1363 = AgoraXXIII, 1511; P 2769 = AgoraXXIII,
1517; *P 2737 = AgoraXXIII, 1521; P 1322 = AgoraXXIII, 1523; *P 1368 = AgoraXXIII, 1524;
P 1369 = AgoraXXIII, 1526;*P 2699 = AgoraXXIII, 1531. Haemonian: P 2678+2680+2738+2791 =
AgoraXXIII, 1529; P 2790 = AgoraXXIII, 1530; P 1392 = AgoraXXIII, 1534. Compare Painter of
ElaiousI: *P 1370 = AgoraXXIII, 1537;*P 2679 = AgoraXXIII, 1538. Silhouetteskyphos,Class K2 (?):
P 2682 = AgoraXXIII, 1543; P 2681 = AgoraXXIII, 1544; P 1320 = AgoraXXIII, 1545; P 1560 =
AgoraXXIII, 1546; P 1290 = AgoraXXIII, 1547; P 1561 = AgoraXXIII, 1548; P 1321 = AgoraXXIII,
1549; P 1319 =AgoraXXIII,1550; P 2624 =AgoraXXIII,1551; P 1391 = AgoraXXIII,1552; P 2623 =
AgoraXXIII, 1553. Silhouetteskyphos,Class K2: P 1359 = AgoraXXIII, 1558; P 1270 = AgoraXXIII,
1559; P 1367 = AgoraXXIII, 1560; P 1365+1366 = AgoraXXIII, 1561; P 2677 = AgoraXXIII, 1562.
Lindos Group: P 2743 = AgoraXXIII, 1571; P 2744 = AgoraXXIII, 1573. CHC Group: P 2711 =
AgoraXXIII, 1580; P 2712 = AgoraXXIII, 1584; P 1339 = AgoraXXIII, 1600; P 2713 = AgoraXXIII,
1602; P 1394 = AgoraXXIII, 1605; P 2714 = AgoraXXIII, 1603 (?);P 1338 = AgoraXXIII, 1604 (connected with Group).Connected with Dog Group: P 2731 = AgoraXXIII, 1606; P 2710 = AgoraXXIII,
1607; P 2614 = AgoraXXIII, 1608. PistiasClass: P 1342 = AgoraXXIII, 1614; P 1323 = AgoraXXIII,
1617 (?);P 16776 (P1.83:g) = ABV,p. 628, no. 1 (connectedwith Class). Unattributed: P 16766 =
AgoraXXIII, 1618; P 2587 = AgoraXXIII, 1624; P 2730 = AgoraXXIII, 1628; P 16779 = AgoraXXIII,
1633; P 1393+2586 = AgoraX.XIII, 1639; P 2622 = AgoraX.XIII, 1645; P 1318 = AgoraXXIII, 1646;
P 2565 = AgoraXXIII, 1650; P 1562 = AgoraXXIII, 1651; P 2683 = AgoraXXIII, 1652
Cup (17).LeaflessGroup: P 2770 = AgoraXXIII, 1767;P 2613 = AgoraXXIII, 1768;P 2570 = AgoraXXIH,
1769. Painter of Nicosia C975 (?): P 1384 = AgoraXXIII, 1825. Palmette-cups: P 1308 (P1.82:a) =
RRCS,218; P 1372 (P1.82:d) = RRCS,219; P 1371 = RRCS,220; P 1373 (P1.82:e) = RRCS,221;
P 1309 (P1.82:b) = RRCS,222; P 1379 = RRCS,223; P 1380 = RRCS,224; P 2746 = RRCS,225;
P 1374; P 1375; P 1376; P 1377; P 1378
Phiale (3): P 1563 = AgoraXXIII, 1433; P 2685 = RRCS,298; P 2727 = RRCS,299
Plate (2). Salax: P 1386 = AgoraXXIII, 1407. KleiboulosPainter:P 2766 = AgoraXXIII, 1414
Lekythos (104). Leagros Group: P 1276 = AgoraXXII, 819. Cock Group: P 1278 = AgoraXXIII,
847; P 1302 = AgoraXXIII, 852; P 2669 = AgoraXXHII,859; P 1312 = AgoraXXHII,860; P 2560 =
AgoraXXIII, 863. Gela Painter: P 1331 = AgoraXXII, 873; P 1269 = AgoraXXHII,874; P 2569 =
AgoraXXIII, 875; P 1343 = AgoraXXIII, 876; P 2648 = AgoraXXII, 877. Class of Athens 581 (?):
P 1555 = AgoraXXIII, 926; P 1282 = AgoraXXIII, 927; P 1303 = AgoraXXIII, 930; P 1314 =
AgoraXXIII, 1124. Class of Athens 581: P 1346 = AgoraXXYII, 934; P 2725 = AgoraXXIII, 935;
P 2724 = AgoraXXII, 936; P 2564 = AgoraXXIH, 937; P 2626 = AgoraXXHI, 1066; P 1288 =
AgoraXXIII, 1095; P 1315 = AgoraXXYII, 1096; P 2561 = AgoraXXHII,1097; P 2793 = AgoraXXIII,
1098;P 1311 =AgoraXXYII,1116. Little-lionClass:P 1266 =AgoraXXIl, 1162; P 1357 =AgoraXXIII,
1163; P 1357 = AgoraXXYII, 1163; P 1354 = AgoraXXII, 1164; P 1277 = AgoraXXII, 1165;
P 1284+1297 =AgoraXXIII, 1166;P 1295 =AgoraXXIl, 1167;P 1300 =AgoraXXIII, 1168; P 1298 =
AgoraXXIII, 1169; P 2663 = AgoraXXIII, 1170; P 1299 = AgoraXXIII, 1171; P 1355 = AgoraXXIII,
1172; P 16763 =AgoraXXIII, 1173. Hound-and-HareGroup: P 1296 =AgoraXXII, 1177; P 1356 =
AgoraXXIII, 1178; P 1301 = AgoraXXIII, 1179; P 1285 = AgoraXXJ, 1180. Manner of Haimon
Painter:P 2672 = AgoraXXIII, 965; P 2715+2722 = AgoraXXIII, 968; P 2675+2739 = AgoraXXYII,
1189; P 2670 = AgoraXXIII, 1191; P 1345 = AgoraXXIH, 1193;P 2719 = AgoraXXI, 1194; P 2676 =
AgoraXXIII, 1195; P 2591 = AgoraXXII, 1196; P 2695 = AgoraXXm, 1198; P 2633+2671 =
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AgoraXXIII, 1199; P 2720 = AgoraXXIII, 1200; P 2717 = AgoraXXIII, 1201; P 2716 = AgoraXXIII,
1202; P 2673 = AgoraXXIII, 1203; P 2718 = AgoraXXIII, 1204; P 2562 = AgoraXXIII, 1206; P 1399 =
AgoraXXIII, 1207; P 2721 = AgoraXXIII, 1208; P 2661 = AgoraXXIII, 1209; P 1289 = AgoraXXIII,
1217; P 2664 = AgoraXXIII, 1218; P 2592+2767 = AgoraXXIII, 1222; P 2667 = AgoraXXIII, 1223;
P 2771 = AgoraXXIII, 1224; P 2589 = AgoraXXIII, 1229; P 1344 = AgoraXXIII, 1231; P 1400 =
AgoraXXIII, 1232; P 2628 = AgoraXXIII, 1233; P 2740 = AgoraXXIII, 1234; P 2590 = AgoraXXIII,
1236. Haemonian: P 1553+2588 = AgoraXXIII, 975. Unattributed: P 1286 = AgoraXXIII, 867;
P 1279 =AgoraXXIII, 1128; P 1283 =AgoraXXIII, 1130; P 1287 =AgoraXXIII, 1131; P 1353 =
AgoraXXIII, 1132; P 1401 = AgoraXXIII, 1133; P 2629 = AgoraXXIII, 1134; P 2630 = AgoraXXIII,
1135;P 2632 = AgoraXXIII,1136; P 2659 = AgoraXXIII, 1137;P 2660 = AgoraXXIII, 1138; P 2662 =
AgoraXXIII, 1139; P 2665 = AgoraXXIII, 1140; P 1313 = AgoraXXIII, 1238; P 1280 = AgoraXXIII,
1239; P 1281 = AgoraXXIII, 1240; P 1316 = AgoraXXIII, 1241;P 1317 = AgoraXXIII, 1242; P 1554 =
AgoraXXIII, 1243; P 2666 = AgoraXXIII, 1244; P 2668 = AgoraXXIII, 1245; P 2674 = AgoraXXIII,
1246; P 2726+2792 = AgoraXXIII, 1247; P 2793 = AgoraXXIII, 1248; P 2794 = AgoraXXIII, 1249;
P 2801 = AgoraXXIII, 1250; P 1556 = AgoraXXIII, 1251. Palmette-lekythoi(P1.82:k): P 16767 =
RRCS, 181; P 1382 = RRCS,182; P 16770 = RRCS,183; P 1381; P 2572
RED FIGURE

Krater,column- (1): P 2619 = RRCS,50
Oinochoe (1): P 2798 = RRCS,59
Skyphos(3): P 2585 = RRCS,48; P 2708 = RRCS,53; P 2787 = RRCS,58; ARV2,p. 347, no. 115, manner
of Antiphon Painter
Cup (23). Group of Acropolis 96: P 1272 = RRCS,33; ARV2,p. 105, no. 2; P 1273 = RRCS,34; ARV2,
p. 105, no. 4; P 1274 = RRCS,35; ARV2,p. 105, no. 3; P 1275 = RRCS,36; ARV2,p. 105, "related";
P 1264 = RRCS,31; ARV2,p. 105, no. 1, cf. Group.Compare Painterof Louvre G36: P 1265 = RRCS,
32; ARV2,p. 115, no. 2. Pithos Painter: P 1382 bis= RRCS,39; ARV2,p. 139, no. 7; P 2579 = RRCS,
45; ARV2,p. 139, no. 18; P 16781 = RRCS,55; ARV2,p. 140, no. 53; P 2765 = RRCS,56; ARV2,
p. 141, no. 68; P 2800 = RRCS,60; ARV2,p. 140, no. 37. Heraion Painter:P 2736 = RRCS, 54; ARV2,
p. 143, no. 6. Painter of Agora P 2578: P 2578 = RRCS,44; ARV2,p. 142, no. 1; P 2576 = RRCS,
42; ARV2,p. 142, no. 2; P 2577 = RRCS,43; ARV2,p. 142, no. 3. Unattributed: P 1310 = RRCS,
37; P 1330 = RRCS,38; P 2574 = RRCS,40; P 2575 = RRCS,41; P 2580 = RRCS,46; P 2581 =
RRCS,47; P 2620 = RRCS,51; P 2698 = RRCS,52
Plate (1). Heraion Painter:P 2786 = RRCS,57; ARV2,p. 143, no. 21
BLACKGLAzE

Amphora (2): P 1358 = RRCS,268; P 1293 = RRCS,269, lid
Pelike(1): P 1271 = RRCS,267; cf. AgoraXII, 22
Psykter(3): P 1324 = RRCS,264; P 1324 bis= RRCS,265; P 16771 = RRCS,266
Oinochoe (2): P 2697 = RRCS,310, Corinthian;P 2616 = RRCS,311, Corinthian
Mug (1): P 2795 = AgoraXII, 194
Olpe (2): P 1564 = AgoraXII, 265; P 1406 = RRCS,16; cf AgoraXII, 260
Skyphos, Corinthian type (6): P 1341 = RRCS,312, Corinthian; P 2687 = RRCS, 313, Corinthian;
P 2701 = RRCS,314, Corinthian; P 1325 = RRCS,243; cf. AgoraXII, 311; P 1340 = RRCS,244;
cf?AgoraXII, 311; P 2753 = RRCS, 245; cf.AgoraXII, 311
Skyphos, Attic type (3): P 1326 = RRCS, 246; cf AgoraXII, 334; P 2732 = AgoraXII, 338; P 2752 =
AgoraXII, 357
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(1): P 16768 = RRCS,251; cf. AgoraXII, 369
Cup (18): P 1307 = AgoraXII, 418; P 1267 = AgoraXII, 419; P 1306 = RRCS,227, cf. AgoraXII, 420;
P 2649 = RRCS,229, cf. AgoraXII, 417; P 1305 = RRCS,230; P 2748 = RRCS,231; P 2774 = RRCS,

232; *P 2802 = RRCS,233, cf.AgoraXII, 412; *P 2696 = RRCS,234, cf. AgoraXH, 412; *P 2733 = RRCS,
235, cf. AgoraXII, 412; *P 2747 = RRCS,236, Vicup, cf for lip, AgoraXII, 434, for foot, AgoraXII,
439 and p. 93, note 32; P 2734 = AgoraXXV. 561 and = RRCS,8, cf AgoraXI, 420, ostrakon of
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Kallixenos; P 2758 = AgoraXXV, 562 and = RRCS,9, ostrakonof Kallixenos; P 2759 = RRCS, 18,
cf. AgoraXII, 418; P 2639 = RRCS,23, cf. AgoraXII, 418; *P 2704 = RRCS,24, cf. AgoraXII, 412;
*P 2705 = RRCS,25, cf. AgoraXII, 412; P 2735 = RRCS,26, cf. AgoraXJI, 419
Stemless(6): P 16784 = AgoraXII, 447; *P 2594 = AgoraXII, 451; *P 2772 = RhRCS,
239, cf.AgoraXII, 453;
P 2750 = RRCS,240; P 16765 = RRCS,241; P 2603 = RRCS,278
Phiale (4): P 1390 = AgoraXII, 519; P 1563 = R.RCS,297; P 2685 = RRCS,298; P 2727 = RRCS,299
Strainer(1): P 2566 = AgoraXII, 527
Cup-skyphos(4): *P 2615 = AgoraXII, 573; P 1350 = RRCS,21, cf AgoraXII, 572; P 2751 = RRCS,
249, cf. AgoraXII, 568; P 2610 = R.RCS,19, cf. AgoraXII, 572
One-handler(4).Banded: *P 1385 = RRCS,252, cf AgoraXII, 737; P 1335 = RRCS,20, cf AgoraXII, 732;
*P 1294 = RRCS,293, cf AgoraXII, 737. Black: *P 2686 = AgoraXII, 771
Bowl (2): P 1407 = R.RCS,22; P 2745 = RRCS,296
Saltcellar(17): P 2634, cf AgoraXJI, 901, P 8806 (E 14:5), P 14666 (G 3:1); P 2775 = AgoraXII, 892;
P 2597 = AgoraXII, 899, cf P 15032 (F 19:5),P 29362 (Q21:3); P 2598+2688 = AgoraXII, 901; P 2689 =
AgoraXII, 902; P 2600, cf. AgoraXII, 890; P 2601 = RRCS,283, cf. AgoraXII, 902; P 2636, cf. AgoraXII,
902; P 2637, cf AgoraXII, 902; P 2602+2690 = RRCS,285, cf AgoraXII, 909; P 2558+2599 = RRCS,
286, cf AgoraXII, 891; P 2557 = AgoraXII, 930; P 1403 = RRCS,289, cf AgoraXII, 923; P 1332 =
RRCS,290, cf AgoraXII, 923; P 2694 = RRCS,292, cf AgoraXII, 926; P 2691 = AgoraXII, 939;
P 2729 = AgoraXII, 953
Stemmed dish (4): P 2749 = RRCS,237, cf AgoraXII, 960; *P 2595 = RRCS,274, cf AgoraXII, 984;
P 2596 = RRCS,275, cf AgoraXII, 974; P 1405 = RRCS,276, cf AgoraXII, 994
Plate (6): P 1349 = RRCS,254; P 1387 = RRCS,255; P 1388 = RRCS,256; P 1389 = RRCS,257; P 2573 =
RRCS,258; P 2606 = RRCS,259
Lekythos (5): P 1347 = AgoraXII, 1112; P 1291 = RRCS,260; P 1292 = RRCS,261; P 1402 = RRCS,
262; P 16782 = RRCS,263
Lekanis (4): P 2756 = AgoraXII, 1224; P 2754 = AgoraXII, 1234, lid; P 16775 = AgoraXII, 1318, lid;
P 1348 = RRCS,280, lid
Stand (1): P 16764 = RRCS,277, cf AgoraXII, 1329
Thurible (1): P 16777 = RRCS,300, cf. AgoraXII, 1347, cover
Bell (2): P 2608 = AgoraXII, 1365; P 2609 = RRCS,302
Miniature(1): P 2728 = AgoraXII, 1408
Ring (1): P 16778 = RRCS,303

HousEHoLD
Table amphora (1): P 16786 = AgoraXII, 1441
Storage amphora (6): P 2776 = AgoraXXV, 140 and = RRCS, 10, ostrakon of Hipparchos; P 2778 =
AgoraXXV, 64 and = RRCS, 12, ostrakonof Aristeides;P 2779 = AgoraXXV 240 and = RRCS,13,
ostrakon of Hippokrates;P 2764 = RRCS,27; P 2780 = RRCS,28; SS 9628 = RRCS,29, stamped
handle
Storage Bin (1): P 2757 = AgoraXII, 1527
Hydria (1): P 16780 = RRCS,316
Jug (2): P 16787 = AgoraXII, 1688; P 1333 = AgoraXII, 1702
Lekane(9): P 2617 = AgoraXXV, 633 and = AgoraXII, 1766, ostrakonof Megakles;P 16773 = AgoraXII,
1787, cf P 25755 (Q12:3); P 16772 = RRCS,304; P 16785 = RRCS,308, cf. AgoraXII, 1789; P 16774 =
AgoraXII, 1826; P 16783 = RRCS,307, cf AgoraXII, 1826; P 2650 = AgoraXXV 634 and = RRCS,
2, ostrakonof Megakles, cf AgoraXII, 1787; P 2651 = AgoraXXV, 635 and = RRCS,3, ostrakonof
Megakles, cf AgoraXII, 1787; P 2777 = AgoraXXV 973 and = RRCS,11, ostrakonof Themistokles,
cf AgoraXII, 1787
Coarse wall frags. (5): P 2652 = AgoraXXV, 139 and = RRCS,4, ostrakonof Hipparchos; P 2653 =
AgoraXXV. 92 and = RRCS,7, ostrakon of Boutalion; P 2703 = AgoraXXV 297 and = RRCS, 7,
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ostrakonof Hippokrates;P 2797 = AgoraXXV, 65 and = RRCS,14, ostrakonof Aristeides;P 2799 =
AgoraXXV, 66 and = RRCS,15, ostrakonof Aristeides
Roof tile, frag.(1): P 2702 = AgoraXX\V 276 and = RRCS,6, ostrakonof Hippokrates
Lamp (52): L 673; L 674; L 675 = RRCS,330; L 676; L 677 = RRCS,336; L 678 = RRCS,343; L 679;
L 680; L 681; L 683; L 684; L 685; L 686; L 687; L 688, cf RRCS,339; L 689, cf RRCS,339; L 690,
cf. RRCS,339; L 1176 = RRCS,334; L 1177; L 1178; L 1179; L 1180; L 1181; L 1182; L 1183 =
RRCS,340; L 1184; L 1185 = RRCS,331; L 1186 = RRCS,342; L 1187 = RRCS,344; L 1188 =
RRCS,328; L 1189 = RRCS,350; L 1190 = RRCS,338; L 1191 = RRCS,332; L 1192 = RRCS,335;
L 1193, cf RRCS,337; L 1193 bis, cf. RRCS,337; L 1194 = RRCS,341; L 1195; L 1196 = RRCS,
329; L 1197; L 1198; L 1199; L 1200 = RRCS,349; L 1201 = RRCS,333; L 1202 = RRCS,347;
L 1203 = RRCS,345; L 1204 = RRCS,337; L 1205 = RRCS,346; L 1206 = RRCS,348; L 1207; L 1208,
cf. RRCS,337; L 4062, cf. RRCS,337
Loomweight(11): MC 58, MC 651-MC 660
Spindle whorl (3): MC 59, 60; ST 48
Terracottafigurine(9): T 346-T 348, T 489; T 491-T 495
Bone stylus(6): BI 67-BI 72
Lots A 392-A 396: five tins of roof-tilefrags.
G 11:3 Well
Section, Fig. 8
Diam. ca. 0.70 m.; 0.60 m. at mouth; depth 9.30 m.; water at -0.95 m. Shaft sunk in bedrock and curbed
with polygonalmasonryfrom top to bottom.
The later well of Building F, predecessorof the Tholos: Thompson 1940, pp. 30-32; cf. Shear 1939,
pp. 229-231, figs. 26, 27.
Completeinventory: 100 pieces
1. Period-of-usefil from -6.00 m. to -9.30 m. From-6.00 m. to -8.00 m., solid pottery,much of it complete.
After a layer of sandyfill, from -8.00 m. to -8.70 m., potteryresumedin quantityto bottom.
BLACKFiouRE

Amphora (1): P 12752 =AgoraXXIII, 116
Pelike(1): P 12561 = AgoraXXIII, 391, Antimenean
Hydria (2): P 12777 = AgoraXXIII, 653; P 12753 = AgoraXXIII, 665, Painterof Half Palmettes
Oinochoe (3): P 12778 = AgoraXXIII, 739; P 12779 = AgoraXXIII, 776; P 12768 = AgoraXXIII, 740
Skyphos(2): *P 12769 = AgoraXXIII, 1542, connected with the LanicutGroup;P 12790 = AgoraXXIII,
1653
Cup (1): P 12565, debasedpalmettes,cf P 20766 (R 12:1),closely similar(both P1.82:g)
Lekythos(3): *P 12765 = AgoraXXIII, 1190, manner of Haimon Painter;Thompson 1940, fig. 23:b;
P 12780 = Thompson 1940, fig. 23:a, palmettes (P1.82:j); *P 12766 = Thompson 1940, fig. 23:c,
palmettes(P1.82:j)
Pyxis (1): P 12540 = AgoraXXII, 1275, Swan Group
REDFiGuRE
Cup (1): P 12776, frag.
Small Bowl (1): P 12541, see AgoraXII, p. 132, note 1
BLACKGLAZE

Amphora (1): P 12781 =AgoraXII, 3
Pelike (5): P 12796 = AgoraXII, 15; P 12571 - AgoraXII, 16; P 12562, cf. ibid.;P 12551 = AgoraXII,
19; P 12547 = AgoraXII, 31, lid
Psykter(3): P 12544 = AgoraXII, 38; P 12575 = AgoraXII, 42, lid; P 12578 = AgoraXII, 43, lid
Hydria (1): P 12539 = AgoraXII, 45
Oinochoe (7): P 12577 = AgoraXII, 97; P 12538 = AgoraXII, 98; P 12543, cf AgoraXII, 109; P 12772 =
AgoraXII, 146; P 12773, cf. ibid.,a Pair;P 12774, Cf.ibid.;P 12787, Cf.ibid.
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Olpe (5): P 12797, cf. AgoraXII, 268; P 12552 = AgoraXII, 254; P 12572 = AgoraXII, 270; P 12783,
cf. AgoraXII, 276; P 12542 = AgoraXII, 277
Cup (1): P 12782, cf. AgoraXII, 408
One-handler (4). Banded: P 12546 = AgoraXII, 730, cf. P 10751, P 11050, P 11051 (D 15:1);P 12568,
cf. AgoraXII, 734; P 12771, cf. ibid.Black: *P 12770, cf. AgoraXII, 745
Saltcellar(2): P 12784, cf. AgoraXII, 890; P 12553 = AgoraXII, 923, cf. P 1332, P 1403 (G 6:3), P 23352,
P 23121 (H 12:15),P 20767, P 20768 (R 12:1)
Stemmed dish (5): P 12573 = AgoraXII, 987, cf P 20764 (R 12:1);P 12791, cf. AgoraXII, 966; P 12574,
cf. AgoraXII, 973; P 12767, cf. AgoraXII, 976; *P 12566 = AgoraXII, 985, cf. P 15925 (F 19:5)
Lekanis(1): P 12563 = AgoraXII, 1253, lid
Miniature(1): P 12554 = AgoraXII, 1424, skyphos
HOUSEHOLD
Table amphora (3): P 12555 = AgoraXII, 1442; P 12549 = AgoraXII, 1443; P 12793 = AgoraXII, 1445
Storage amphora (5): P 12795 = Koehler 1981, p. 452, pl. 98:f, CorinthianA; P 12789, cf. Clinkenbeard
1982, p. 265, no. 4; P 12760, cf. SGW,423; P 12759, cf. SGW,425; P 12761, cf. SGW,429
Hydria (1): P 12559, cf. AgoraXII, 1594
Kados (9): P 12550 = AgoraXII, 1603; P 12548, cf ibid.;P 12557, cf. ibid.;P 12558, cf. ibid.;P 12762 =
AgoraXII,1604;P 12576, cf ibid.;P 12756, cf ibid.;P 12763 =AgoraXII,1610;P 12556 =AgoraXII,1611
Jug (10): P 12786 = AgoraXII, 1612; P 12758, cf. AgoraXII, 1641; P 12775, cf. ibid.;P 12788 = AgoraXII,
1642; P 12794, cf AgoraXII, 1643; P 12798 = AgoraXII, 1651; P 12570 = AgoraXII, 1655; P 12757 =
AgoraXII, 1659; P 12560, cf ibid.;P 12755 = AgoraXII, 1697
One-handler(1): P 12567 = AgoraXII, 1712, imported
Askos (1): P 12785 = AgoraXII, 1726
Lekane (1): P 12754, cf AgoraXII, 1764
Chytra(1): P 12764 = AgoraXII, 1927
Lamp (10). Type 16 B: L 3369 = AgoraIV, 98; L 3370. Type 16 var.: L 3415 = AgoraIV, 112. Type 19 A:
L 3374 = AgoraC, 133. Type 19 B: L 3416 = AgoraI, 138; L 3373 = AgoraIx 140. Type 20: L 3372=
AgoraIV, 151; L 3414. Type 21 A: L 3371 = Agora
IV, 161. Type 21 var.: L 3413 = AgoraV, 184
Loomweight:MC 487
Spindlewhorl: MC 486
Terracottafigurine(3): T 1713-T 1715
Among fragmentarypottery: 14 tinsof frags.of plainwaterjars,includingbasesof 108 (LotsB 558-B 571)
2. Upper dumpedfill, fromtop to -6.00 m., consistingentirelyof tumbledfield stones and thickmud, with very
little pottery.
BLACKGLAZE

Saltcellar(1): P 12536
HousmoHLD
Louterion(1): P 12751 = AgoraXII, 1859; Iozzo 1987, p. 372, no. 30, Corinthian
Ship'seye (marble):A 3811
Among fragmentarypottery: 2 tins of roof-tilefrags.;1 tin of querns (LotsB 555-B 557)
G 11:8 Well
Section, Fig. 8
Diam. ca. 0.95 m.; depth 8.95 m.; water level at -0.55 m. Shaft sunk in soft, greenish bedrock. Well put
out of use by the collapse of the rock walls and replacedby well G 11:3.
Earlierwell of BuildingF, predecessorof the Tholos, Thompson 1940, pp. 25, 28-30.
1. Period-of-usefill, from -5.95 m. to -8.95 m., consistingentirely of soft, crumblingbedrock fallen from
the walls.
Complete inventory:9 pieces
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BLACK
FIGURE
Amphora (1): P 6548 = AgoraXXIII, 56, Painterof LouvreF6
Oinochoe (1): P 5463 = AgoraXXIII, 735
BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(1): P 5459 = AgoraXII, 24
Oinochoe (1): P 6549, cf. AgoraXII, 144
HOUSEHOLD
Hydria (3): P 5461 = AgoraXII, 1593; P 5460, cf. ibid.;P 5462, cf. ibid.
Kados (1): P 5457, cf. AgoraXII, 1601
Jug (1): P 6550 = AgoraXII, 1692, imported
2. From -2.80 m. to -5.95 m., a fill of collapsedbedrockfrom the wallsof the shaft,which producedalmostno
sherds.
3. Upper dumped fill, from top to -3.35 m. Most of the brokenpottery and debris found between -2.00 m.
and -3.35 m. The highest 2.00 m. of the shaftfilledwith dug bedrock,which also coveredthe top of the well
in a layer0.30 m. thick. Dug bedrockproducedvery few sherds.
Total assemblage:2 inventoriedpieces; 368 fragments
EARLYWARE

LateGeometric
(5). Amphora: rim, wall (decorated),glazed shoulder.Banded oinochoe: wall. Wall, closed
shape
Corinthian
(2). Kotyle: wall. Pyxis: wall/bottom
Wall frags.(17): banded and Archaicstreakybrown glaze
BLACKFIGURE

Krater,column- (2): handle-plate;lower wall, rays
Skyphos(2): rim (2 frags.),palmettes,cf. for profile,SGW,50; lower wall
Cup (3): plain rim;lower wall; foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1762
Phiale (2): rim;wall
Lekythos(3): neck/handle; figuredwall; low diskfoot, Class of Athens 581, ii (?),cf. AgoraXXIII, 922
Lekanis(1): lid top, band of ivy
Wall frags.:open shape (1), closed shape (3)
BLACKGLAZE

Amphora (4): rimn/neck,foot, cf AgoraXII, 4; lower wall; rim
Pelike(2): torus mouth, cf. AgoraXII, 22; straphandle/shoulder,cf. AgoraXII, 21
Krater,column- (1): foot in two degrees, cf. AgoraXII, 54
Oinochoe (2): trefoilmouth/high handle (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 100;wall, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 148
Olpe (4): walls, cf. AgoraXII, 250
Skyphos, Corinthian type (12): 5 rims (1 with handle attachment),cf AgoraXII, 311; 5 walls; handle;
2 lower walls;5 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 309; *foot, cf AgoraXII, 313; miniaturefoot
Skyphos,Attic type (1): lower wall/foot, cf. AgoraXII, 335
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(1): projectingrim/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 369
Cup (8): P 5278, cf. AgoraXII, 420; *P 5279 = AgoraXXV, 304, ostrakonof Hippokrates;cf. AgoraXII,
422; 2 concave lips (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 407; rim/handle (3 frags.),cf. SGW, 4; concave lip,
cf. AgoraXII, 408; 5 walls;2 handles;stem, cf. AgoraXII, 400; stem, cf. AgoraXII, 409
Cup-skyphos(10): 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 568; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 569; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 572; *2 rims
(1 in 2 frags.),*foot, cf. AgoraXII, 575; handle;wall;*foot (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 578; foot, cf. SGW,42;
foot, cf. for profile,SGW,48
One-handler,banded (3): bell handle, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 733; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 741
Saltcellar(3): flat bottom/concave wall, cf. AgoraXII, 922; recessedunderside/lower wall, cf. AgoraXII,
891; lower wall/flat underside,cf. AgoraXII, 909
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Stemmed dish (4): rim, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 960; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 973; *foot, cf. AgoraXII, 984
Lekanis(5): flanged rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1217; flanged rim, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1216; flanged rim; ribbon
handle; 2 lid rims
Miniature(1): unglazed cup
Wall frags: open shape (46), closed shape (18). Handles (9)
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora(4): walls, streakybrown glaze, cf. AgoraXII, 1503
Hydria (1): projectingrim, cf. AgoraXII, 1594
Kados (5): 2 rims, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1601; rim/neck, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1610
Jug (3): 2 rims (1 with neck);ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 1659
Lekane (5): *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1759; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1760; *ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1770; *ring
foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1772; *diskfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 1778; handle; 15 wall frags.
Lid (1): domed top (2 frags.),cooking ware
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (121). Rim (1). Handles (3)
Lamp (7). Type 14: rim, cf. AgoraIV, 85. Type 16 B: rim, bottom, cf. AgoraIE 98. Type 19 B: rim,
cf. AgoraIV, 139. Type 19 var.(?):2 centraltubes. Type uncertain: 1 bottom
H 12:15 Well
Section, Fig. 7
Diam. at top 0.92 m., widening to 1.15 m. and more below; depth 12.25 m.; water at -1.75 m. Shaft
faced with stone curbingto a depth of -0.70 m.; below,neatlycut in bedrockto about 1.00 m. from the bottom
where it narrowedto ca. 0.70 m. On opposite sides, two lines of 16 footholds spaced ca. 0.50 m. apart. See
Thompson 1954, pp. 51-54, pl. 15.
Complete inventory: 128 pieces
1. Period-of-usefill, from -11.60 m. to bottom at -12.25 m., consistingof brown mud.
BLACKFIGUR1E

Amphora (1): P 23200 = AgoraXXIII, 209, cf. manner of Red-line Painter
Hydria (1): P 23197 = AgoraXXIII, 658, associatedwith Red-line Painter
Olpe (1): P 23196 = AgoraXXIII, 694, Dot-ivy Class
Skyphos(1): P 23198 = AgoraXXIII, 1610, Group of FerraraT800
Cup (1): P 23199 = AgoraXXIII, 1762, LeaflessGroup
BLACK GLAZE

Pelike(3): P 23320 = AgoraXII, 20; P 23343, cf. ibid.;P 23176 = AgoraXII, 21
Oinochoe (6): P 23190 = AgoraXII, 106; P 23341 = AgoraXII, 107; P 23191 = AgoraXII, 108; P 23194
AgoraXII, 109. Round-mouth: P 23186 = AgoraXII, 150, cf. P 31846 (H 13:5), P 25763-P 25766
(Q 12:3);P 23187, cf. AgoraXII, 150, a pair
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(1): P 23193 = AgoraXII, 369
Cup-skyphos(1): P 23327 = AgoraXII, 570
One-handler,banded (1): *P 23192 (P1.84:g) =AgoraXII, 737, cf. P 8820 (E 14:5),P 1294, P 1385 (G 6:3),
P 24619, P 24620 (Q 12:3),P 20775, P 20776 (R 12:1)
Miniature(1): P 23195 = AgoraXII, 1409
HOUSEHOLD
Table amphora (1): P 23185 = AgoraXII, 1446
Hydria (1): P 23182 = AgoraXII, 1595
Waterjar (1): P 23183
Kados (1): P 23381 = AgoraXII, 1608
Jug (5): P 23181 = AgoraXII, 1641; P 23184 = Sparkes 1962, pl. VI:2; P 23179, cf. ibid.;P 23180,
cf. ibid.;P 23177 = AgoraXII, 1672
Chytra(2): P 23189, cf. AgoraXII, 1934; P 23188 = AgoraXII, 1935
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Lopas (1): P 23382
Lamp (1). Type 16 B: L 5076

2. Lower dumped fill, began at -7.30 m. and continued to -11.60 m., consisting of much broken pottery
and stones. From -8.65 to -9.05 m., a mass of tumbledmud bricksin large pieces.
BLACKFIGURE

Amphora (1): P 23164 = AgoraXXIII, 97
Krater,column- (2): P 23169 = AgoraXXIII, 477, 478; P 23170, Corinthian
Loutrophoros(1): P 23171 = AgoraXXIII, 377
Skyphos(2): P 23174 = AgoraXXIII, 1491, Theseus Painter;P 23175 = AgoraXXIII, 1615, PistiasClass
Phiale (1): P 23167, frag.
Lekythos(1): P 23355 = AgoraXXIII, 840, Cock Group
Kothon (1): P 23347, frag.
REDFIGURE
Krater,column- (1): P 23173, frags.
Cup (4): P 23172 = ARV2,p. 111, "recalls"Hermaios Painter;Thompson 1954, pl. 15:b; P 23178 =
ARV2,p. 142, no. 7, Group of Adria B 300; Thompson 1954, pl. 15:h;P 23165 = ARV2,p. 176, no. 2,
Painter of Agora Chairias cups; Thompson 1954, pl. 15:e; cf. cups by the same painter in Q 12:3;
P 23166 = Thompson 1954, pl. 15:d
BLACKGLAZE

Mug (1): P 23351, cf AgoraXII, 190
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(1): P 23337, cf AgoraXII, 369
Cup (1): P 23363, cf AgoraXII, 432
Stemless(1): P 23353, cf AgoraXII, 446
Bowl (1): P 23362, frag.
Saltcellar(2): P 23350, cf AgoraXII, 890; P 23352, cf AgoraXII, 923
Stemmed dish (1): P 23361
Plate (1): P 23348 = AgoraXII, 1005
Miniature(1): P 23357 = AgoraXII, 1436
HOUSEHOLD

Household lekanis(1): P 23345 = AgoraXII, 1547
Lot ME 270: one tin of mud bricks
3. From -4.85 m. to -7.30 m., a dump consisting of nothing but crushed bedrock sludge and containing
not a single sherd or stone.
4. Upper dumped fill, from -0.95 m. to -4.85 m. Fill consisted of stones and gravel to -1.55 m. Between
-2.00 m. and -3.15 m., massesof stonesand roof tiles;between -4.25 m. and -4.55 m., a concentrationof
winejars.
BLACKFIGuRE

Krater,column- (1): P 23153 = AgoraXXMII,475
Oinochoe (1): P 23342 = AgoraXXII, 757, Class of VaticanG.50
Skyphos(8): *P 23147 =AgoraXXII, 1512, mannerofHaimon Painter;*P 23321 (P1.81 :d)=AgoraXXIII,
1513, near Haimon Painterhimself;*P 23333 = AgoraXXIII, 1532, mannerofHaimon Painter.Silhouette skyphos,ClassK2: *P 23322 = AgoraXXMII,1555 (?);*P 23323 = AgoraXXYI, 1556 (?);*P 23324 =
AgoraXXYI, 1557. P 23124 = AgoraXXIII, 1572, Lindos Group. P 23325 = AgoraXXIII, 1637
Cup (2): P 23332 = AgoraXXII, 1763, LeaflessGroup;P 23319
Lekythos(1): P 23155 = AgoraXXIII, 931, Class ofAthens 581, ii
Pyxis (1): P 23126, Late CorinthianII
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REDFIGURE
Krater,volute- ? (1): P 23358, wall frag.
Cup (5): P 23125 = ARV2, p. 139, no. 10, Pithos Painter;Thompson 1954, pl. 15:g; P 23133 = ibid.,
pl. 15:a; P 23146 = ARV2,p. 176, no. 7, Painter of Agora Chairias cups; Thompson 1954, pl. 15:f;
P 23151 = ibid.,pl. 15:c;P 23330 = ibid.,p. 53
BLACKGLAZED

Skyphos(1): P 23328, cf. AgoraXII, 334
Cup (4): *P 23331, cf. AgoraXII, 411; P 23329, cf. AgoraXII,408; P 23154 = AgoraXII, 432; P 23365, frag.
Cup-skyphos(3): P 23360, cf. AgoraXII, 570; P 23152, cf. ibid.;P 23346, cf. ibid.
One-handler(1): *P 23339 = AgoraXII, 736
Bowl (1): P 23127, rim
Saltcellar(1): P 23121, cf. AgoraXII, 923
Stemmed dish (6): P 23338 = AgoraXII, 963; P 23122 = AgoraXII, 970; P 23334, cf. AgoraXII, 970;
P 23335, cf. AgoraXII, 978; P 23336, cf. ibid.;P 23123 = AgoraXII, 977
Plate (2): P 23128 = AgoraXII, 1002; P 23349, cf. AgoraXII, 1005
Coveredbowl (1): P 23344 = AgoraXII, 1267
Miniature(2): P 23119 = AgoraXII, 1410, chous;P 23326, skyphos
HOUSEHOLD

Storage amphora (13). Chian: P 23366, P 23367, P 23368, P 23369. Corinthian: P 23373, P 23374,
P 23375. Corcyrean(?):P 23376. Unidentified:P 23370, P 23371, P 23372, P 23377, P 23378
Storage-bin(1): P 23384 = AgoraXII, 1544
Lekane(4): P 23359 =AgoraXII, 1786; P 23380 =AgoraXII, 1781, cf. P 11058 (D 15:1),P 24129 (Q12:3);
P 23379, cf. AgoraXII, 1784; P 23340, cf. AgoraXII, 1790
Mortar (1): P 23383 = AgoraXII, 1886
Lamp (7). Type 16 B: L 5098, L 5073, L 5072, L 5067. Type 19 A: L 5097. Type 19 B: L 5068. Type 20:
L 5074
Lot ME 262: one tin of roof-tilefrags.
5. Supplementaryfill, from top to -0.70 m., consistingof stones and gravel.
RED FIGURE

Stemless(1): P 23385, wall frag.
BLACKGLAZE

Phiale (1): P 23118, cf. AgoraXII, 520
Pyxis,lid (1): P 23356
Lekane (1): P 23354, cf. AgoraXII, 1799, pierced as colander
Coarse frag.:P 23364, graffito

H 13:5 Trench
L. at south 1.40 m.; L. at middle 1.00 m.; L. at north 1.00 m.; W 1.90 m.; depth 1.50 m. Trench dug

in bedrock, in street beside Agora boundary stones beneath Road 6, probablyfor the unfinished southward
continuationof the Great Drain.
Homogeneous dumped fill of brokenpottery,roof tiles, and architecturaldebris.
Total assemblage:29 inventoriedpieces, 1,528 fragments(LotsME 424-ME 427, ME 430-ME 433). Many
sherdsbadly worn, battered,and burned.
EARLY WARE

Protogeometric
(1). Skyphos:wall
LateGeometric
(2). Amphora: wall; lug handle, hatched
Protoattc(4). Skyphos:rim. Phaleroncup: handle. Banded wall;wall, brown glaze
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BLACKFIGURE

Amphora(4): neck/both handle attachments,cf AgoraXXIII, 96; shoulder,cf. AgoraXXIII, 209; 2 lower
walls
Psykter(1): P 27885 = AgoraXXIII, 398
Krater,column- (5): shoulder/handle attachment,cf AgoraXXIII, 474; neck;wall; 2 lower walls, rays
Dinos? (1): flat inturnedrim
Louterion(1): spout, glazed, ivy on sides
Olpe (2): lower wall, cf AgoraXXIII, 691; lowerwall (2 frags.),cf AgoraXXIII, 692
Skyphos(17): Manner of Haimon Painter:P 27846 = AgoraXXIII, 1516;rim/wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1516.
Rim, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1513; rim, rows of dots, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1588. CHC Group: projectingring
foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1592; 2 concave rims, lower wall/figure zone (4 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 1597.
2 rims (1 in 2 frags.),wall, foot/lower wall (5 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 1504; ring foot, cf. AgoraXXIII,
1559; 2 feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 1486; ring foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1630; handle panel
Cup (8): 3 walls/figure zones, banded lower wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1762; foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1769;
2 lower walls;floor,tondo
Lekythos(50): Class of Athens 581, ii: P 27845 = AgoraXXIII, 1060; 2 shoulders,cf. AgoraXXIII, 1022.
Upper wall, patterned, cf. for pattern, ABL,pl. 36:5, pl. 36:4 (for dots);*2 chimney mouths, cf. ABL,
pl. 48:3-5, Emporion Painter;*chimneymouth, cf. ABL,pl. 53; neck; 11 mouths; shoulder (2 frags.),
palmettes,cf. ABL,pl. 42:4; disk foot, cf. ABL,pl. 48:1; shoulder,rays;shoulder/wall (3 frags.);figured
wall; 2 walls,zones of palmettes(P1.83:a),cf. Thompson 1940, p. 30, c; wall, zone of palmettes(P1.83:a),
cf. RRCS, 182; wall, double palmettes (P1.83:a), cf. RRCS, 183; 3 walls, palmettes (1 white ground,
cf. ABL,pl. 36:5);4 lower walls;8 bottoms;6 diskfeet; white-groundwall
Stand (2): P 27839 a, c, d = AgoraXXIII, 566; P 27839 b = AgoraXXIII, 577
Closed shape, uncertain:P 27887 = AgoraXXIII, 1894
Wall frags.:open shape (5), closed shape (12)
RED FIGURE

Amphora (2): P 27851, figuredwall frag.
Pelike(1): mouth/neck, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 22
Skyphos?(1): figuredwall
Cup (1): concave lip, offset inside, cf. SGW, 10
Lekythos(1): shoulder/upperwall, key to right, cf. ABL,pl. 22:4
Wall frag.(1)
BLACKGLAZE

Amphora(12): collaredrim;4 necks;3 necks/shoulders,torusmouth, cf. AgoraXII, 3; handle attachment;
flaringrim, cf AgoraXII, 7; lid knob, cf. AgoraXII, 10
Pelike(9): rim, 2 ring feet, cf AgoraXII, 15;neck/handle attachment,straphandle, cf AgoraXII, 16; rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 19; rim/neck (4 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 22; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 21; handle attachment
Psykter(5): 2 flanged rims (in 2 frags.and 4 frags.),disk foot, torus moldings,cf. AgoraXII, 36; 2 molded
diskfeet (1 in 2 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 39
Hydria (1): mouth/neck/handle attachment,cf AgoraXII, 45
Krater (6). Calyx-: 2 heavy handles. Column-: foot in two degrees, cf AgoraXII, 54; foot in two degrees,
cf. AgoraXII, 55; neck (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 58; heavy echinus foot
Oinochoe (52): 2 high handles,neck, flaringringfoot, cf.AgoraXII, 96; high handle, cf.AgoraXII, 100;disk
foot, cf AgoraXII, 101; 3 rims;neck, 3 flaringring feet, 9 trefoilrims, 6 low straphandles,cf AgoraXII,
106-109. Round mouth: P 31846, cf AgoraXII, 150; rim/neck (5 frags.),2 necks/shoulders,banded
wall, double handle, 3 ring feet, cf AgoraXII, 144; 4 rims, 3 concave straphandles (1 in 2 frags.),4 walls
(1 in 2 frags.),flat bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 145; round mouth/shoulder (8 frags.),mouth/handle/foot
(3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 148. Heavy concave handle, cf AgoraXII, 181
Mug (13): P 27848 = AgoraXXI, C13, cf. AgoraXII, 194; wall (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 190; 2 rims, flat
bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 191; *concaverim/strap handle, *straphandle/convex wall, cf. AgoraXII, 193;
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rim, rim/wall, rim/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 195; 2 straphandles;full profile,flat bottom, verticalwall/rim
(2 frags.)
Olpe (24): 2 walls, flaringring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 240; disk foot/lower wall (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 244;
upper wall/handle attachment, cf. AgoraXII, 252; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 255; rim/handle attachment,
cf. AgoraXII, 264; 2 flat bottoms, strap handle, cf. AgoraXII, 266; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 276; 4 disk
feet (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 277; neck/wall (3 frags.);7 walls;straphandle
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (105): rim/bell handle; 28 rims; 12 bell handles;2 upper walls; 21 lower walls;
2 ring feet, cf.AgoraXII, 306; 2 ring feet, cf.AgoraXII, 309; 7 rims (1 in 6 frags.,4 in 2 frags.);3 rims (1 in
2 frags., 1 in 7 frags.),3 rims/bell handles, 3 ring feet/lower bodies (1 in 6 frags.), 12 ring feet (1 in
2 frags., 1 in 4 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 310; 3 rims (1 in 3 frags.),4 rims/bell handles (1 in 3 frags.),2 rims,
3 ring feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 311; *flaringring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 313; canted handle, ring foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 332; 3 miniaturefeet/walls (1 in 4 frags.)
Skyphos, Attic type (86): P 27847, cf. AgoraXII, 335; P 27889, cf. AgoraXII, 360; 9 rims, 4 with bell
handles (1 in 8 frags.),3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 336; 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 337; *22 rims, 7 with
horseshoehandles(4 in 2 frags.,2 in 3 frags., 1 in 8 frags.),*15 ring feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 339;
*6 rims, 2 with horseshoe handles, cf. AgoraXII, 340; 2 disk feet (1 in 3 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 357;
*3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 358; 5 rims; 12 handles;wall; 2 lower walls;2 floors;ring foot (totallyglazed),
cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 336
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(2): flat bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 368; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 369
Cup (77): P 27850 = AgoraXXI, B6, cf. AgoraXII, 420; P 27886, cf. AgoraXII, 404; stem/floor,
cf. AgoraXII, 398; 3 concave lips, cf. SGW,4; rim/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 406; concave lip/wall (2 frags.),
2 concave lips, cf. AgoraXII, 407; 4 concave lips, rim/wall/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 408; *4 concave
lips, cf. AgoraXII, 410; plain rim; 5 walls; 19 floors (1 in 3 frags.); 11 stems; 24 handles; 3 feet, cf.
AgoraXII, 420; 3 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 429; 3 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 430; 2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 432; 2 feet,
cf. AgoraXII, 439. Vicups: *floor/stem/foot (2 frags.),*3 feet (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 434. Acrocup:
*foot, cf. AgoraXII, 442
Stemless(32): 4 rims(1 with handle),2 beveledfeet (1 in 4 frags.),cf.AgoraXII, 446; diskfoot, cf.AgoraXII,
449; *diskfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 451; *inset rim/handle attachment,*diskfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 454; *full
profile (2 frags.),cf. for disk foot, AgoraXII, 454, rim closer to AgoraXII, 456; *rim/wall/handle (9
frags.),*rim/wall (6 frags.),*12 rims (4 in 2 frags.),*6 ring feet (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 456; wall
Phiale (2): bowls (1 in 2 frags.),horizontalribbing,cf. AgoraXII, 520
Cup-skyphos(58): 3 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 563; concave rim, 2 handles, cf. AgoraXII, 564; 4 concave rims
(1 in 2 frags.),7 ring feet (2 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 568; 7 concave rims, cf. AgoraXII, 569; 2 concave
rims (1 in 3 frags.),2 ring feet, cf.AgoraXII, 572; 5 rims(1 in 2 frags.),3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 575; *ring
foot, cf. AgoraXII, 576; *2 rims, *2 ring feet, lipped, cf. AgoraXII, 578; *rim, cf. SGW,40; wall; 4 lower
walls (1 in 3 frags.);floor; 13 handles;ring foot
Kantharos?(1): straight,flaringrim
One-handler (76). Banded: 2 rims, rim/bell handle, 3 beveled feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 726; rim
(3 frags.),ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 728; 9 rims (1 in 4 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 731; 5 rims (1 with bell handle),
3 ring feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 732; 6 ring feet (1 in 2 frags., 1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 735;
*6 torus ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 737; *disk foot, cf. AgoraXII, 738; 6 rims, 1 with bell handle (1 in
2 frags.),2 ring feet, cf. SGW, 339; 4 walls; 2 floors (1 in 2 frags.);handle. Black: *full profile, cf. for
profile,AgoraXII, 737 (banded);4 rims (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 745; *fullprofile(3 frags.),cf. for rim,
AgoraXII, 746, cf. for beveled foot, AgoraXII, 747; *2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 746; *full profile, cf. for
rim, AgoraXII, 747, cf. for ring foot, AgoraXII, 748; *5 rims (1 in 2 frags.),*ring foot, cf. AgoraXII,
747; *full profile (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 748; 5 rims (1 with horseshoe handle), cf. for profile, SGW,
339; 2 rims (1 with bell handle),cf. for profile,SGW,346 (banded)
Bowl? (1): plain rim
Saltcellar(16): P 27849, cf. AgoraXII, 926; rim (2 frags.),full profile, recessed underside, cf. AgoraXII,
900; 2 full profiles,rim, wall/recessed bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 901; full profile, 2 rims, wall/flat bottom,
cf. AgoraXII, 909; concave wall, cf. AgoraXII, 921; wall/flat bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 923; full profile,
cf. AgoraXII, 924; full profile,cf. AgoraXII, 952
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Stemmed dish (23): 3 rims (1 in 2 frags., 1 in 5 frags.),lower wall, floor/stem, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 958;
rim (3 frags.), 2 rims (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 960; foot, foot/floor (2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 965;
foot, cf. AgoraXII, 973; rim, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 979; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 980; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII,
982; foot, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 991; foot, cf. for profile,SGW,355; stem/floor; 2 stems
Plate (7): full profile,cf. RRCS,259; rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1003; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1006; 3 floors
(1 in 2 frags.)
Lekythos(8): 3 lowerbodies;foot/lower body,black,cf.AgoraXII, I 115;shoulderto foot (2 frags.),cf. RRCS,
263. Globularbody: shoulder/drip ring, rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1102; *mouth/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1103
Askos,deep (2): *mouth/central tube/bottom (3 frags.),*centraltube, cf. AgoraXII, 1166
Lekanis (16): flanged rim (4 frags.),flanged rim/ribbon handle, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1216; 3 flanged
rims (2 with ribbon handle attachments),cf. AgoraXII, 1217; 2 lids, 1 banded, cf. AgoraXII, 1213;
2 flanged rims; 2 lid rims (1 in 2 frags.);3 lid tops; lid top (3 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 1231; *lid top,
cf. AgoraXII, 1234
Coveredbowl (1): rim, flanged for lid, cf. AgoraXII, 1266
Pyxis (4): P 27917 = Roberts 1978, p. 33, no. 2; lid top/wall, cf. ibid.,p. 33, no. 3; lid knob, cf. AgoraXII,
1286; flat lid
Thurible (3): P 27884, cf. AgoraXII, 1345; 2 high stems/molded bases, cf. AgoraXII, 1352
Wall frags.:open shape (68), closed shape (26). Rim (3). Handles (21). Floor,open shape (7)

HousEHoLD
Table amphora (3): ring feet (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1455
Storage amphora (24): 3 rims (2 in 2 frags.),toe, Attic, cf. SGW, 418; rim (3 frags.),rim/neck, Chian,
cf. SGW,419; rim/handle, cf. SGW,425; rim, toe, cf. SGW,427; rim, cf. SGW,429; ring toe, cf. SGW,
440; neck with tie-on rim, double handle (3 frags.); 3 handles; rim/handle; 2 necks/handles (1 in
2 frags.);shoulder;banded wall/handle; 3 walls;2 toes
Pithos (1): flat rim/neck, cf. AgoraXII, 1521
Household lekanis (2): P 27843 (lidless),cf. AgoraXII, 1206 but semiglazed;flanged rim/ribbon handle,
cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1549
Hydria (3): rims (2 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1594
Kados (27): 2 flat rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1601; 3 rims, shoulder,9 ring feet (1 in 2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII,
1603; 10 rims (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1610; 5 handles
Jug (28): 3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1612; 3 trefoilmouths (1 in 3 frags.),3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1641;
round mouth, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1659; upper body (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1667; plain-ware
handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1670; plain-warehandle, cf. AgoraXII, 1672; 2 ring feet, gray ware, cf. AgoraXII,
1702; 2 handles;9 banded walls (1 in 2 frags.)
Lekane (121): P 27888, cf. AgoraXII, 1802; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1755; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1757; rim,
cf.AgoraXII, 1758;rim, cf.AgoraXII, 1759;9 rims(1 in 2 frags., 1 in 3 frags.),rim, rim/handle (3 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 1760; rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1761; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1762; 3 rims (1 in 2 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 1763; 8 rims (2 in 2 frags., 1 in 4 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1764; 7 rims (3 in 2 frags.),cf.
AgoraXII, 1765; 7 rims (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1766; 3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1768; ring foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 1770; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1772; diskfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 1773; 3 diskfeet, cf. AgoraXII,
1774; disk foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1776; disk foot (4 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1777; 5 disk feet (1 in 2 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 1778; disk foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1779; 2 disk feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1780; rim, ring foot, cf.
AgoraXII, 1784; 5 rims (2 in 2 frags.),rim/handle, 2 diskfeet, cf. AgoraXII, 1787; *13 rims (3 in 2 frags.,
1 in 5 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1788; 2 projectingrims, cf. AgoraXII, 1827; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1828; 2 flat
projectingrims, cf. AgoraXII, 1830; heavy flat rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1839; 4 broken rims; 27 handles;
43 wall frags.;floor
Louterion(2): molded overhangingrims, cf. AgoraXII, 1859, 1 with lug, cf. AgoraXII, 1860
Mortar(8): groovedrim (2 frags.),cf.AgoraXII, 1885;ringfoot, cf.AgoraXII, 1886; 2 ringfeet, cf.AgoraXII,
1891; 2 collar rims, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1902; collarrim (9 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1905; rim
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Chytra (5): rim (2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 1925; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1926; flaring rim, flanged inside,
cf. AgoraXII, 1945; spout, cf. AgoraXII, 1950; 2 handles
Griddle? (1): rim, cookingware, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1783
Bean-parcher(1): rim, handle attachment(5 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1987
Eschara(1): flat rim, spit rest (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 2030
Coarse frag.P 27844 = AgoraXXI, D38
Wall frags.Plain and coarse (31): rims (4);handles (8). Banded: wall (1);ring foot (1)
Lamp (25). Type 16 B: rim/wall, cf. AgoraIV, 100; 2 rims. Type 16 var.: L 5522; nozzle/rim, cf. AgoraIV
110. Type 19 A: 2 rims, cf. AgoraIv, 131. Type 20: full profile (2 frags.), 2 rims, cf. AgoraIx 149.
Type 21 A: rim, 2 rims/nozzles, 3 bottoms, 2 full profiles (1 in 4 frags.),cf. AgoraIx 157; rim/wall.
Type 21 B: *2 fullprofiles(1 in 3 frags.),wall/bottom, 2 bottoms,cf.AgoraIV 165. Type 22 A: 4 bottoms
with tubes, cf. AgoraIx 193; rim; 6 nozzles. Uncertain type: 5 walls
Loomweight(4)
Spindlewhorl (2): ST 758 and 1 uninventoried
Lead weight: IL 1501, IL 1502
Goat horn (1)
Terracottafigurine(5): T 3783-T 3785; 2 frags.
Waterpipe (5): 2 rims; 3 walls (1 in 4 frags.)
Architecturaldebris:A 3644, marblepedestalcapital;A 3645, unflutedporos column frag.The excavator
also noted the followingfragmentarypieces: 2 wall blocks;4 poros columns (1 fluted);stylobateblock;
Doric cornice block;a solid layer of roof tiles near the bottom of the trench (A 3643 and 3 frags.kept)
INT1RUSIONS
Kantharos(2): molded rim, cf. AgoraXII, 700; molded foot, cf. AgoraXII, 701
Pyxis (1): lid (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1293
Black-glazedfloor,stampeddecoration
Lamp (1): Type 42 D, moldmade bottom
L 5:2 Pit of debris
L. ca. 5.00 m.; W ca. 3.50 m.; depth 0.80 m. Amorphouspit dug in bedrockbeneath the PanathenaicWay.
Total assemblage: 15 inventoriedpieces; 463 fragments
1. Layer of red clay from disintegratedmud bricks, mixed with large quantities of charcoal. Dumped fill
contained masses of rubble, architecturalfragments,worked and unworkedpieces of poros and marble,
stones, and roof tiles.
Total fragments:439 (LotsBr 323, Br 681, Br 810)
EARLY

WARE

MiddleHelladic(3). Gray Minyan goblet: stem, handle attachment,wall
LateHelladicIII B (3). Deep bowl: rim/wall. Kylix: stem, wall
Protogeometric
(10). Rim; 5 walls. Skyphos:2 feet, 2 handles
LateGeometri
(36).Amphora: 2 rims (1 in 2 frags.).Skyphos:3 banded rims, cf. AgoraVIII, 131. Cup: 5 rims,
flat bottom, cf. AgoraVIII, 178, 179; 10 decorated walls (1 in 2 frags.);3 glazed walls; 3 banded walls;
2 rims;4 handles;2 ring feet. Pithos: rim, impresseddecoration
Protoattic
(1). Decorated wall
Wall frags.:Archaicbanded and brown glaze (68). Rim (1)
BLACK FIGURE

Oinochoe (1): ring foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 735
Cup (2): rim, band cup, cf.AgoraXXIII, 1700;flaringfoot/lower wall, Sianacup, cf. forprofile,AgoraXXIII,
1678
Lekythos(2): *foot in two degrees/lower wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1188; mouth
Wall frags.(2)
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BLACK
GLAZE
Psykter(1): flanged rim, cf. AgoraXII, 36
Krater,column- (1): overhangingrim
Banded bowl (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 64
Oinochoe (3): flaringring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 96; plain floor;low ring foot
Olpe (1): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 240
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (2): rim, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 311
Skyphos,Attic type (1): *foot/lower wall (8 frags.),cf.AgoraXII, 339 (frags.of same pot in Lot Br 680, see
below)
Cup (4): low foot, cf. AgoraXII, 398; concave lip, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 401; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 420
Stemmed dish (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 968
Wall frags.(16). Handles (3). Ring feet (3)
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (3): neck/shoulder;2 toes
Pithos (6): 4 rims, cf AgoraXII, 1520; 2 coarse rims
Kados (3): rim, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1603
Lekane (20): *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1754; *3 rims, cf. AgoraXHI, 1758; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1759; *rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 1761; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1762; *2 rims, cf AgoraXII, 1765; *rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII,
1766; *2 high ring feet, cf.AgoraXII, 1767;*ringfoot, cf.AgoraXII, 1768; *ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1770;
*foot, cf.AgoraXII, 1778;*low diskfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 1779; *rim/wall/handle (1Ofrags.),cf.AgoraXII,
1788; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1830; 2 rims (muchbroken);12 banded wall frags.
Tub (1): rim, cf AgoraXII, 1847
Louterion(2): rim with molded overhang,cf. AgoraXII, 1859; stand, molded ribs, cf AgoraXII, 1857
Eschara(2): rim/handle attachment,cf. AgoraXII, 2028; rim
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (105). Rims (6). Handles (32). Feet (2)
Waterpipe (3): frags.
Roof tiles, mostly glazed (50)
Architecturaldebris:A 4585, poros wall block;A 4586, Doric capital;A 4592, poros wall block;A 4773,
Doric column frag.;A 4774, Doric columnfrag.;A 4775, Doric column frag.Frominteriororderof Stoa
Basileios:A 4275, Doric capital;A 4494, A 4587, A 4588, A 4589, A 4590, A 4591, Doric column frags.
Marble table base: ST 828
Seal stone:J 157
2. Upper part of pit filledwith a thick slopinglayerof almostpure dug bedrockcontainingvery few sherds.
Total fragments:24 (LotsBr 680, Br 809)
EARLYWARE

LateGeometric
(3). Rim, decoratedwall, banded handle
Corinthian
(1). Rim (importedfabric)
Archaic.Streakybrown glaze (1): rim; banded wall (1)
BLACKFiGuRE

Lekythos(1): neck/shoulder,Class of Athens 581, ii, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1037
GLAzE
BLACK
Skyphos,Attic type: *rim/wall (4 frags.),cd AgoraXLI,339 (frags.of same pot in Lot Br 323, see above)
Cup (1): concave lip, cf. AgoraXII, 401
Cup-skyphos(1): ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 572
One-handler(1): banded waRlfrag.
Wall frags.(4)
HOUSEHOLD
Lekane (3): projectingrim, cf AgoraXII, 1839; rim/wall, cf. AgoraXII, 1784; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1766
Mortar(1): *thickenedr, cTAgoraXI,1901, 1902
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Household pot? (1): projectingrim, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1723
Plain rim (1)
M 17:4 Well
Diam. 2.00 m.; depth 2.50 m. Unfinishedwell shaft,abandonedin antiquityand used as a dump.
Homogeneous dumped fill of very fragmentarypottery.
Total assemblage:32 inventoriedpieces, 1,318 fragments.(Lots@ 24-b 30)
EARLYWARE

Protogeometric
(1). Skyphos:conical foot
LateGeometric
(12). Amphora: rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 7; shoulder/handle, cf. AgoraVIII, 29; shoulder.Krater:
wall. Skyphos:rim;wall. Phaleroncup: rim. Plate: rim/floor. Lid: banded rim; 2 handles;glazed wall
Protoattic
(11). P 9268 = AgoraVIII, 444. Amphora: shoulder/double handle, cf. AgoraVIII, 572; rim. Bowl:
rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 112. Kotyle: rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraVIII, 163; 6 banded walls
Corinthian
(14). Kotyle: foot. Pyxis: lid (3 frags.).Kothon: rim. 2 rims (1 in 2 frags.);9 walls
BLACKFIGuRE

Amphora(20): P 9267 = AgoraXXIII, 218; P 9270 = AgoraXXIII, 108;P 9276 = AgoraXXIII, 207; 2 rims,
lower wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 96; echinusmouth, neck, 2 lower walls, cf. AgoraXXIII, 209; neck/figured
wall (8 frags.);3 shoulders;6 walls
Pelike(1): lower wall (2 frags.),cf AgoraXXIII, 391
Hydria(5): P 9266 = AgoraXXIII, 664; 2 flat rims(1 in 2 frags.),cf.AgoraXXIII, 658; wall, cf.AgoraXXIII,
644; tripleverticalhandle
Krater(4).Volute-:rim, cf.AgoraXXIII, 491. Column-: rim, cf.AgoraXXIII, 476; rim (2 frags.);lowerwall
Loutrophoros-hydria(1): rim, verticalhandle (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 375
Oinochoe (3): P 9278 = AgoraXXIII, 763; neck (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 736; ring foot
Olpe (1): wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 686
Skyphos(50): P 9273 = AgoraXXIII, 1495, Theseus Painter;P 9283 = AgoraXXIII, 1599, CHC Group;
9 rims, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1499; rim, wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1501; 13 rims/figure zones, cf. AgoraXXIII,
1513; *3 rims,cf.AgoraXXIII, 1532;concaverim, ringfoot, cf.AgoraXXIII, 1592;foot, cf.AgoraXXIII,
1630; 16 figuredwalls; rim/wall (4 frags.),miniaturepalmette (P1.83:f), cf. SGW,53, connected with
PistiasClass
Cup (24): P 9277 = AgoraXXIII, 1714; P 9284 = AgoraXXIII, 1824; P 9327 = AgoraXXIII, 1839;
concave lip, offset inside, cf. SGW, 10; rim, 3 walls, palmettes, cf. SGW, 32; wall (2 frags.),palmettes
(P1.83:d),very close to SGW,34; rim, lip cup, offset inside, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 406; rim (2 frags.),
cf. AgoraXXIII, 1762; figuredwall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1784; 12 figuredwalls
Phiale (10): rim, cf. for shape,AgoraXXIII, 1429; 2 rims; 3 floors, glazed inside; 3 floors, figured inside;
omphalos
Lekythos(35). Litde-lion Class: shoulder,cf. AgoraXXIII, 1172, 1173. Class of Athens 581, i: shoulder
(2 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 908. Classof Athens 581, ii: shoulder(3 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 990; shoulder
(2 frags.),cf AgoraXXIII, 1015. 2 walls, palmettes (P1.83:b), cf RRCS, 182; 2 mouths; 2 shoulders,
rays; 2 shoulders(1 in 2 frags.),buds; 3 decorated shoulders;3 walls (1 in 2 frags.),patterned (white
ground);3 mouths; 7 figuredwalls;5 lower bodies (1 banded in 6 frags.);2 diskfeet
Lekanis,lid (3): rim/figured top, cf. for profile,AgoraXXIII, 1382; small knob;figuredtop
Pyxis,lid (3): top/upper wall, cf. for profile,AgoraXXIII, 1287; 2 tops/upper walls, banded, Corinthian
Stand (2): P 9275 = AgoraXXIII, 575; lower rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 550
Kothon (1): miniaturerim
Uncertain, open shape (1): P 9269 = AgoraXXIII, 1925
Wall frags.:open shape (105), closed shape (87)
RiE FIGuRE
Cup (3): P 9271 = ARV2,p. 913, no. 114, Painterof Bologna 417; P 9281 = ARV2,p. 133, no. 9, wider
circle of NikosthenesPainter;P 9282 = ARV2,p. 868, no. 41, TarquiniaPainter
Wall fags.: open shape (3), closed shape (2)
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Pelike (13): mouth/handle, ring foot/lower wall (4 frags.),2 mouths/necks, cf. AgoraXII, 15; 2 mouths,
2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 19; neck;shoulder;3 handles;heavy straphandle;lower wall
Psykter(2): 2 disk feet (1 in 2 frags.),cf for profile,AgoraXII, 38
Hydria (1): horizontalhandle, cf. AgoraXII, 45
Krater, column- (3): foot in two degrees, cf. AgoraXII, 54; 2 overhanging rims (1 in 2 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 58
Oinochoe (35): trefoil mouth, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 90; high round handle, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII,
96; 5 ring feet, strap handle, cf. AgoraXII, 106; 4 trefoilrims. Round-mouth: rim, 3 concave handles,
cf AgoraXII, 146; 4 rims, shoulder,high concave handle, wall, 3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 148; mouth,
shoulder/rim/handle, cf AgoraXII, 149; rim; 5 walls;3 handles
Mug (1): *flatbottom, cf. AgoraXII, 192
Olpe (16): trefoilmouth, shoulder/neck, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 240; trefoil mouth/neck, cf. AgoraXII,
241; rim/concave handle, ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 250; strap handle, cf AgoraXII, 252; disk foot,
cf AgoraXII, 257; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 259; rim, 4 banded walls, flat bottom, cf AgoraXII, 260; handle,
diskfoot, cf AgoraXII, 276; 3 walls
Skyphos, Corinthian type (39): 2 ring feet, bell handle, cf AgoraXII, 306; 2 ring feet (1 in 3 frags.),
cf AgoraXII, 309; 6 ring feet (2 in 2 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 310; 3 rims, lower wall, cf AgoraXII, 31 1;
5 rims;5 bell handles;6 walls;49 lower walls;ring foot; 5 miniaturefeet; rim, foot, Corinthian
Skyphos,Attic type (6): rim, 3 ring feet, cf AgoraXII, 336; *rimn(2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 339; horseshoe
handle
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(10): 5 rims (1 in 2 frags.),2 flat bottoms/lower walls, cf. AgoraXII, 369;
*rimwith dots, cf. AgoraXII, 370; 2 flat bottoms
Cup (74): stem, cf. AgoraXII, 398; 2 feet/floors (2 frags. each), cf. AgoraXII, 401; 7 concave lips (1 in
2 frags.),foot, cf. AgoraXII, 407; 4 concave lips, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 408; *6 concave lips (2 in 2 frags.),
*2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 410; *stem, cf. AgoraXII, 412; 4 concave lips, foot, cf. SGW, 4; 5 concave lips
(1 in 2 frags.),cf. SGW,8; foot, cf. SGW,9; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 415; 3 rims, 3 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 420; foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 431; floor/stem, Acrocup,cf. AgoraXII, 439; 10 floors(1 in 2 frags.);3 stems (1 in 2 frags.);
wall; wall/handle; 20 handles (1 in 2 frags.)
Phiale (3): P 9274 = AgoraXII, 521; ribbedwall, cf. AgoraXII, 520; omphalos, cf. AgoraXII, 521
Cup-skyphos(49): rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 564; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 567; concave rim, 2 ring
feet (1 in 5 frags.),cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 568; 5 rims,ring foot, cf.AgoraXII, 568; 17 rims (1 in 2 frags.,
1 in 3 frags.),ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 569; concave lip, 3 ring feet (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 572;
ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 573; 2 rims,ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 575; *2 ring feet, cf AgoraXII, 578; *2 rims,
cf. SGW,42; ring foot, cf. SGW,43; 9 handles;floor;beveled ring foot
One-handler,banded (34): 2 rims, rim/bell handle, cf. AgoraXII, 726; beveled ring foot, cf. AgoraXII,
727; rim, cf. SGW,339; rim, cf. SGW,346; rim, rim/bell handle, cf. AgoraXII, 731; 2 rims,cf. AgoraXII,
732; 4 rims, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 735; *rim (2 frags.),*rim/bellhandle, *6 ring feet (1 in 5 frags.),
AgoraXII, 737; *diskfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 738; 7 walls;5 handles;floor;ring foot
Bowl (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 777
Saltcellar (10): 2 walls/undersides, cf. AgoraXII, 890; rim, cf AgoraXII, 909; flat bottom/lower wall
(unglazed),cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 909; full profile,wall, 2 flat bottoms, cf. AgoraXII, 923; underside,
cf. AgoraXII, 924
Stemmeddish (20): rim, foot (2 frags.),cf.AgoraXII, 958; 2 feet, cf.AgoraXII, 965; 2 rims,foot, cf.AgoraXII,
968; 3 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 973; rim, reservedwith 5 glazed circles,cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 974; foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 976; rim, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 979; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 983; 2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 991; 2 floors;
stem
Plate (14): full profile (2 frags.),rim, cf. SGW,327; unglazed floor,cf. SGW,328; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1004;
2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1006; P 10862, Corinthian;5 floors;2 floors/ring feet
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Lekythos(7). Elongatedbody: shoulder/handle, shoulder/drip ring, cf. AgoraXII, 1099. Globularbody:
neck ring (2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 1102; 2 disk feet, cf AgoraXII, 1115; lower wall; neck/mouth,
Corinthian
Lekanis(12): rim/ribbon handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1211;flanged rim, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1216; flanged
rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1217; lid rim, banded; 2 lid knobs, cf. AgoraXII, 1231; *3 lid tops (1 in 2 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 1234; lid top; 3 lid rims;wall/ribbon handle, 3 ribbon handles, Corinthian
Coveredbowl (4): 3 flanged rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1268;lid knob
Pyxis (2): lid knob, cf. AgoraXII, 1286; flat bottom/verticalwall, Corinthian
Kothon (2): shoulder/inturnedrim, 2 walls, Corinthian, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1339; inturned rim,
raisedring, Corinthian
Thurible (5): 4 lid rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1344-1346; stem, concave collar,cf. AgoraXII, 1351
Miniature(9): P 9279, cf. AgoraXII, 1423; P 9280, cf. AgoraXII, 1424. Kantharos: complete (3 frags.),
cf. ibid.Skyphos:full profile;banded wall, handle;flat bottom/lower wall; rim;wall, Corinthian
Wall frags.:open shape (102), closed shape (58). Rims (2). Handles (16). Ring foot (1);restingsurface(1)
HOUSEHOLD
Table amphora (3): rim/handle (2 frags.),3 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1445
Storage amphora (27): P 9272, frag.;rim, Lesbian, cf. SGW,408; 4 rims, Samian, cf. SGW, 412; rim,
Samian, cf. SGW,413; rim (2 frags.),CorinthianB, cf. SGW,415; ring toe, cf. SGW,418; 2 rims, 1 with
handle (1 in 2 frags.),cf. SGW,419; 2 rims,cf. SGW,427; toe, cf. SGW,428; ring foot, cf. SGW,430; toe,
centraldepression,cf. SGW,432; rim (12 frags.),cf. forprofile,SGW,439; neck; 2 banded walls;2 walls;
2 handles;3 toes
Kados (7): 2 rims, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1603; rim, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1610; 2 handles
Jug (5): handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1659; bandedwall (2 frags.);high straphandle;double handle/round mouth
(bucchero);low ring foot
Lekane (41): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1757; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1758; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1760; 2 rims,
cf. AgoraXII, 1761; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1762; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1763; 4 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1766;
ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1768; ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 1770; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1771; 3 ring feet,
cf. AgoraXII, 1772; 4 rims (1 in 2 frags.),rim/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1784; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1786;
3 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1787; 2 rims, rim/handle (2 frags),cf. AgoraXII, 1825; 3 rims, cf. SGW,375; rim,
Corinthian,cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1830;smallrim;projectingrim;rolledrim, flat on top; molded ring
foot in two degrees;31 walls;handle;ring foot
Louterion(1): molded rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1876
Mortar (6): 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1884; collared rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1901; collared rim, cf. AgoraXII,
1902; overhangingrim;low ring foot
Chytra(4): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1926; 2 flangedrims, cf. AgoraXII, 1947; 2 lid rims
Griddle? (1): rim (2 frags.),shallowflat-bottomedpan, cf. AgoraXII, 1983
Baby'scommode (1): P 31849, cf. AgoraVIII, 600; Thompson 1948, pl. 65:2, 3
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (36). Rim (2). Handles (3)
Lamp (53). Type 6 B: L 3149 = AgoraIV, 50. Type 13 var.?: rim, cf. for profile,AgoraIV 82. Type 15:
L 3150. Type 16 B: L 2787, L 2788, L 2789; full profile, 2 rims, cf. AgoraIV, 97; 3 rims, cf. AgoraIV
98; 5 rims; 4 bottoms. Type 16 var.: L 2786 = AgoraIV, 114. Type 17 A: L 2784; rim, cf. AgoraIV,
122. Type 19 A: 2 rims, floor/tube, cf. AgoraI, 131. Type 20: L 2785; full profile, cf. AgoraIXV149;
fullprofile,cf.AgoraIV 151. Type 22 A: rim, cf.AgoraIIM193. Uncertaintype: 4 rims;4 walls;6 bottoms;
central tube; 11 nozzles
Roof tile, frag.(1)
Terracottafigurine(2): T 1344; animal frag.
Spindle whorl: MC 324
Marble basin: rim
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INTRUSION
(fromlater contaminationof dumped fill before sifting)

Late Roman red ware, stampedmedallion
Q 12:3 Stoa GutterWell
Section, Fig. 9
Diam. 1.20 m.; depth 9.70 m.; water at -8.00 m. Cut through bedrock beneath the gutter of the Stoa
of Attalos. Footholdscut at regular intervalsin the north and south sides. See Thompson 1955, pp. 62-66;
SGW,passim.
Heavy dumped fill from top to bottom. Mouth contained a few field stones and mud, then silt to -3.00 m.
From-3.00 m. to -6.25 m., brownmud and brokenpotteryin largefragments.From-6.25 m. to -9.70 m. at
bottom, mud mixed with masses of field stones, great quantitiesof pottery.
Complete inventory:506 pieces
BLACKFIGURE

Amphora (3): P 24643 = AgoraXXIII, 102; P 24645 = AgoraXXIII, 216; P 31029 = SGW,324
Hydria (1): P 24644 = AgoraXXIII, 643; SGW,321
Krater (4). Column-: P 24123 = AgoraXXIII, 474; SGW, 70. Calyx-: P 30096 = SGW, 68; P 31013 =
AgoraXXIII, 507; SGW,69; P 31014 = AgoraXXIII, 509
Oinochoe (2): P 24557 = AgoraXXIII, 743; SGW,73; P 31024 = SGW,72
Olpe (2): P 30998 = SGW,82; P 31001 = SGW,83
Skyphos (9): P 24560 = SGW,51, workshopof Theseus Painter;P 24577 = AgoraXXIII, 1582; SGW,
52, CHC Group; P 24578 = AgoraXXIII, 1525; SGW, 46, manner of Haimon Painter; P 24579 =
AgoraXXIII, 1527; SGW,47, manner of Haimon Painter;P 24580 = AgoraXXIII, 1564; SGW, 48,
Class K2; P 24581 = AgoraXXIII, 1565; SGW,49, Class K2; P 24582 = AgoraXXIII, 1566; SGW,
50, ClassK2; P 31016 = AgoraXXIII, 1515, manner of Haimon Painter;P 24570 (P1.83:h) = SGW,53,
palmette, connected with PistiasClass
Cup (7): P 24117 = AgoraXXIII, 1761; SGW, 31, Leafless Group; P 24591 (P1.82:f) = SGW, 33,
palmette;P 24592 (P1.82:c) = SGW,32, palmette;P 24593 (P1.82:i) = SGW,34, palmette;P 31005 =
AgoraXXIII,1758; P 31027 = SGW,30; P 31030 =AgoraXXm, 1836
Phiale? (1): P 31023 = SGW,320
Plate (2): P 24565 = SGW,327; P 24566 = SGW,326
Lekythos (246): All pieces published in AgoraXXIII, except those listed separately.AgoraXXIII, 802,
Fat-runnerGroup; 826-828, Phanyllis Group; 835, Phanyllis Painter'sWorkshop;839, 853, Cock
Group; 869, 870, 872, 878-883, Gela Painter;885, EdinburghPainter;889, 890 (P1.81:a), 891, 892,
894-920, 922-925, 928, Class of Athens 581, i; 932 (P1.81:c), 938-964, 966, 967, 969, 971-974,
976-991, 993-1030, 1032-1059, 1061-1065, 1067-1073, 1075-1094, Class of Athens581, ii; 10991109, 1111-1115, 1117-1123, Class of Athens 581, i or ii; 1161, 1175, 1176, Little-lion Class; 1185,
HaimonPainter(?);821,1126,1129, 1149-1152, 1156, 1159, unattributed.Palmette-lekythoi:P24119
(P1.82:1)= SGW, 113; P 24531 (P1.82:1)= SGW,275; P 24526-P 24529 (P1.82:m);P 24530 (P1.82:1)
Lekanis(1): P 31031 = AgoraXXIII, 1328; SGW,367
Pyxis (1): P 24555 = AgoraXXIII, 1286; SGW,333, manner of Haimon Painter
Stand (1): P 24646 = AgoraXXIII, 552; SGW,372
Mastos (1): P 24556 = SGW,63
Kothon (1): P 31028 = SGW,330
Thurible (1): P 31015, cf. AgoraXII, 1351
REDFIGuRE
Cup (15): *P 24068 = SGW, 27; ARV2,p. 153, "resembles"manner of Epeleios Painter; *P 24101 =
SGW,26; ARV2,p. 151, no. 60, manner of Epeleios Painter;P 24102 = SGW,9; ARV2,p. 176, no. 1,
Painter of Agora Chairias Cups; *P 24103 = SGW,28; ARV2,p. 106, no. 1, Painter of Bologna 433;
*P 24110 = SGW, 22; ARV2, p. 76, no. 82, Epiktetos;*P 24113 = SGW 25; ARV2, p. 213, no. 242,
Gorgos Potter;*P 24114 = SGW,23; ARV2, p. 76, no. 81, Epiktetos;P 24115 = SGW,24; ARV2,p. 176,
no. 3, Painter of Agora Chairias Cups; P 24116 = SGW, 14; ARV2,p. 176, no. 6, Painter of Agora
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T. LESLIESHEAR,JR.
ChairiasCups; P 24131 = SGW,2; ARV2,p. 76, no. 80, Epiktetos;P 24315 = SGW,29; ARV2,p. 176,
no. 4, Painterof Agora ChairiasCups; P 31007, frag.;P 31008, frag.;P 31009, frag.;P 31018 = SGW,
10, "recalls"Euphronios
Lekythos(2): P 24061 = SGW,318; ARV2,p. 131, "akinto" NikosthenesPainter;P 3 1000 = SGW,319

BLACK GLAZE

Pelike(1): P 24640, cf. AgoraXII, 15
Psykter(3): P 24641 = AgoraXII, 36; SGW,67; P 24642 = AgoraXII, 35; SGW,66; P 31002 = SGW,65
Krater,column- (1): P 31019 = SGW,71
Largebowl (1): P 25759 = AgoraXII, 66; SGW,382
Oinochoe (6): P 24058 = SGW,81, miniature; P 24122 = SGW,80, cf AgoraXII, 109. Round-mouth:
P 25763 = SGW, 74, cf. AgoraXII, 150; P 25764 = SGW, 75, cf. AgoraXII, 150; P 25765 = SGW,
76, cf. AgoraXII, 150; P 25766 = SGW,77, cf. AgoraXII, 150
Mug (1): P 24688 = AgoraXII, 196; SGW,64
Olpe (10). Banded: P 24053 = AgoraXII, 257; SGW,88; P 24099 = AgoraXII, 258; SGW,87; P 24100 =
AgoraXII, 259; SGW,86; P 24118 = SGW,84, cf.AgoraXII, 259; P 24634 = SGW,85, cf. AgoraXII, 259.
Black: *P 24054 = SGW,90, cf. Agora
XII, 271; P 24098 = AgoraXII, 276; *P 24635 = AgoraXII,
271; SGW,91; P 24636 = AgoraXII, 289; SGW,89; P 24637, cf. AgoraXII, 266
Skyphos, Corinthian type (5): P 24559 = SGW, 61, import; P 24571 = SGW, 54, cf. AgoraXII, 310;
P 24572 = SGW, 56, cf AgoraXII, 310; P 24573 = SGW, 55, cf. AgoraXII, 310; P 24689 = SGW,
60, cf. AgoraXII, 360
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(2): P 24574 = SGW,57, cf. AgoraXII, 369; P 24575 = AgoraXII, 377
Cup (16): P 24120 = SGW,4, cf AgoraXII, 407; P 24594 = AgoraXII, 401; SGW, 1; P 24595 = AgoraXII,
407; SGW,3; *P 24596 = AgoraXII, 410; SGW,7; cf. P 8826 (E 14:5);P 24597 = AgoraXII, 408; SGW,
5; cf P 12782 (G 11:3),P 23329 (H 12:15);P 24598 = SGW,6, cf AgoraXII, 408; P 24599 = SGW,8, cf.
AgoraXII, 408; P 24600 = AgoraXII, 417; SGW, 15; cf P 2649 (G 6:3), P 20759 (R 12:1);P 24601
(P1.84:f) = AgoraXII, 420; SGW, 11; cf. P 1306, P 2734 (G 6:3), P 5278 (G 11:8), P 27850 (H 13:5),
P 20758, P 20788, P 20789, P 20792 (R 12:1);P 24602 = SGW, 12, cf. AgoraXII, 420 by the same
potter;P 24603 = SGW, 13, cf. AgoraXII, 420 by the same potter;*P 31293 = SGW,20, cf. AgoraXII,
440; *P 31294 = SGW,21, cf. AgoraXII, 440; *P 31367, cf. AgoraXII, 412; P 31025, frag.;P 31026, frag.
Stemless (4): P 24587 = AgoraXII, 446; SGW, 16; P 24588 = AgoraXII, 448; SGW, 17; P 24589 =
AgoraXII, 449; SGW, 19; P 31032 = SGW, 18, cf. AgoraXII, 453
Cup-skyphos(12): *P 24111 = AgoraXII, 575; SGW,38; P 24561 = SGW,37, cf AgoraXII, 568; P 24583
(P1.84:e) = AgoraXII, 568; SGW,36; cf. P 2751 (G 6:3), P 20771 (R 12:1);*P24584 = AgoraXII, 578;
SGW,41; *P 24585 = SGW,42, cf. AgoraXII, 576; *P 24586 = SGW,40, cf. AgoraXII, 577; P 24590, cf.
AgoraXII,568;P 24618 =AgoraXII,566; SGW,39; *P 31017 = SGW,35, cf.AgoraXII,577; *P 31364=
SGW,43, cf. AgoraXII, 578; P 31365 = SGW,44, cf. AgoraXII, 568; *P 31366, cf AgoraXII, 575
Kantharos(1): P 24062 = AgoraXII, 627; SGW,62
One-handler,banded (17): P 24056 = AgoraXII, 732; SGW,338; cf. P 20874 (D 17:10),P 1335 (G 6:3);
P 24063 =AgoraXII,734; SGW,348; cf P 12568, P 12771 (G 11:3);*P24619 = SGW,350, cf.AgoraXII,
737; *P 24620 = SGW,349, cf. AgoraXII, 737; P 24621 = SGW,339, cf. AgoraXII, 733; P 24622 =
AgoraXII, 726; SGW,334; P 24623 = AgoraXII, 724; SGW,336; P 24624 = AgoraXII, 725; SGW,335;
P 24625 = SGW,337, cf.AgoraXII, 727; P 24626 = SGW,341; samepotter asAgoraXII, 735; P 24627 =
SGW, 345; close to AgoraXII, 735; P 24628 = SGW, 346; close to AgoraXII, 735; P 24629 = SGW,
342; same potter as AgoraXII, 735; P 24630 = SGW,343; same potter as AgoraXII, 735; P 24631 =
AgoraXII, 735; SGW,340; P 24632 = SGW,344; same potter as AgoraXII, 735; P 24633 = AgoraXII,
731; SGW,347
Bowl (2): P 24617 = AgoraXII, 811; SGW,371; P 24562, foot frag.
Saltcellar(4): P 24064 = AgoraXII, 891; SGW, 364; cf. P 2558+2599 (G 6:3); P 24568 = SGW, 366,
cf AgoraXII, 924; P 24276, cf AgoraXII, 924; P 24569 = AgoraXII, 924; SGW,365
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Stemmed dish (16): P 24604 = SGW,359, cf. AgoraXII, 958; P 24605 = SGW, 358, cf. AgoraXII, 958;
P 24606 = AgoraXII, 959; SGW, 354; P 24607 = AgoraXII, 960; SGW, 360; P 24608 = SGW, 361,
cf. AgoraXII, 960; P 24609 = AgoraXII, 983; P 24610 = goraXII, 974; SGW,351; cf. P 11038 (D 15:1),
P 2596 (G 6:3);P 24611 = AgoraXII,976; SGW,353; cf. P 12767 (G 11:3);P 24612 (PI1.
84:i) = AgoraXII,
973; SGW,362; cf. P 12574 (G 11:3);P 24613 = SGW,363; same potter as AgoraXII, 973; P 24614 =
AgoraXII, 968; SGW, 352; P 24615 = AgoraXII, 988; SGW, 357; P 24057 = AgoraXII, 994; SGW,
355; cf. P 8807 (E 14:5),P 1405 (G 6:3);P 24066 = AgoraXII, 993; SGW,356; P 31020, cf. AgoraXII,
960; P 31022, cf. AgoraXII, 978
Plate (1): P 24564 = SGW,328
Lekythos(10): P 24532 = AgoraXII, 1114; P 24543, disk foot; P 24551 = AgoraXII, 1116; SGW, 309;
P 24549 = SGW, 307, cf. AgoraXII, 1116; P 24550 = SGW, 308, cf. AgoraXII, 1116; P 24552 =
AgoraXII, 1115; SGW, 310; P 24553 = SGW, 311, cf. AgoraXII, 1116; P 24554 = SGW, 312, cf.
AgoraXII, 1116; P 24687 = AgoraXII, 1102; SGW,93; P 24639 = SGW,92
Lekanis(3): P 24121 = AgoraXII, 1216; SGW,368; P 24563 - AgoraXII, 1230; P 31011, frag.
Coveredbowl (2): P 24112 = AgoraXII, 1268; SGW,369; P 24616 = SGW,370, cf. AgoraXII, 1268
Lid (1): P 31006, frag.
Pyxis (4): P 24558 = SGW, 331, Corinthian;P 31012 = SGW, 332, Corinthian;P 24050 = AgoraXII,
1306; P 30997, knob, cf. AgoraXII, 1286
Stand (1): P 24567 = AgoraXII, 1328; SGW,323
Miniature (4). Skyphos: P 24065 = AgoraXII, 1377; SGW,58; P 24576 = AgoraXII, 1393; SGW, 45;
P 31004 = SGW,59. Kothon: P 24125 = SGW,329, Corinthian
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (36). Attic: P 24882 = SGW,418. CorinthianA: P 24881 = SGW,414. CorinthianB:
P 24126 = SGW,415; P 24879 = SGW,416; P 24880 = SGW,417. Samian: P 24869 = SGW,412;
P 24870 = SGW,413. Lesbian: P 24875 = SGW,408; P 24876 = SGW,410; P 24877 = SGW,409;
P 24878 = SGW,411. Chian: P 24873 = SGW,419; P 24874 = SGW,420. East Greek: P 24871 =
SGW,421; P 24872 = SGW,422. P 24883 = SGW,435; P 24884 = SGW,440; P 24885 = SGW,441;
P 24886 = SGW,442; P 24887 = SGW,423; P 24888 = SGW,426; P 24889 = SGW,429; P 24890 =
SGW,428; P 24891 = SGW,427; P 24892 = SGW,425; P 24893 = SGW,424; P 24894 = SGW,431;
P 24895 = SGW,430; P 24896 = SGW,433; P 24897 = SGW,432; P 24898 = SGW,436; P 24899 =
SGW,437; P 24900 = SGW,438; P 24901 = SGW,439; P 24902 = SGW,443; P 24903 = SGW,434
Hydria (2): P 25769 = AgoraXII, 1594; SGW,322; P 24128 = AgoraXII, 1580; SGW,323
Kados (1): P 25770 = SGW,325
Jug (3): P 25767 = AgoraXII, 1670; SGW,78; P 25768, cf. AgoraXII, 1669; P 24638 = AgoraXII, 1701;
SGW,79
Askos (1): P 24127 = AgoraXII, 1725; SGW,394
Lekane (9): P 25760 = AgoraXII, 1740; SGW,381; P 24124 = AgoraXII, 1789; SGW, 376; cf. P 16785
(G 6:3); P 24129, cf. AgoraXII, 1781; P 25755 = SGW,380, cf. AgoraXII, 1787; P 25756 (P1.84:h) =
AgoraXII, 1784; SGW,374; cf. P 10671 (D 15:1),P 8871, P 8872 (E 14:5),P 15909 (F 19:5),P 23379
(H 12:15),P 20797 (R 12:1);P 25757 =Agora XII, 1825; SGW,378; P 25758 = SGW,379, cf. AgoraXII,
1825; P 25779 = SGW,377; P 25780 = SGW,375
Mortar(2): P 25761 = AgoraXII, 1899; SGW,389; P 25762 = AgoraXII, 1895; SGW,390
Chytra (6): P 25774 = SGW, 384, cf. AgoraXII, 1934; P 24130, cf. ibid.;P 25773, cf. ibid.;P 25772 =
SGW,385, cf. AgoraXII, 1926; P 25775 = SGW,386, cf. AgoraXII, 1935; P 25771 = AgoraXII, 1947;
SGW,383
Lopas, lid (2): P 25776, cf. AgoraXII, 1977; P 25777 = AgoraXII, 1977; SGW,388
Cooking-bell(1): P 25778 = AgoraXII, 2021; SGW,387
Lamp (11). Type 5 var.: L 5191 = SGW,403. Type 16 B: L 5151 = SGW, 400; L 5153 = SGW, 398;
L 5154 = SGW, 399; L 5156 = SGW, 395; L 5193 = SGW,401. Type 17 A: L 5152 = SGW, 402.
Type 19 A: L 5195 = SGW,404. Type 21 A: L 5194 =SGW, 405
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Roof tiles: A 2476 = SGW,407, cover tile;A 2516 = SGW,406, antefix;Lot FA 51 1: one tin of roof-tile
frags.
Loomweight(2): MC 1332 = SGW,391; MC 1333 = SGW,392
Spindle whorl: MC 1334 = SGW,393

Q20: 1 Pit of debris
Irregularpit in bedrock beneath a street on the slopes of the Areopagos. See Thompson 1958, pp. 154,
158, pls. 43:a, 45:b.
Dumped fill containinga small amount of brokenpottery and other debris.
Total assemblage: 17 inventoriedpieces
BLACK
FIGURE
Skyphos,miniature(1): P 26230 (P1.83:e) = Paralipomena,
p. 309, palmette, connected with PistiasClass,
cf. P 24570 (Q 12:3);SGW,53
Cup(1): P26231 =AgoraXXIII, 1729
Stand (1): P 25977 = AgoraXXIII, 562
REDFIGURE
Krater,volute- (1): P 25978+28759 = Thompson 1958, p. 158, pl. 45:b
BLACK
GLAZE
Saltcellar(1): P 26229, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 954
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (1): *P 25979 = AgoraXXV 1068, ostrakonof Xanthippos
Loomweight:MC 1022
Bone finial: BI 758
Terracottafigurine(8): T 3530-T 3537
BeardedArchaicmarblehead: S 1997
Q 21 :3 Well
Section, Fig. 9
Diam. 1.10 m.; depth 8.50 m.; water at -3.55 m. Cut through bedrock beneath the andronof a Classical
house. Footholdsdown one side only.
Complete inventory:8 pieces
1. Lower fill, possiblyperiod of use, mud from -8.30 m. to -8.50 m.
BLACKGLAZE

One-handler,banded (1): P 28781, cf. AgoraXII, 728
Saltcellar(1): P 28780, cf. AgoraXII, 890
2. Lower dumped fill, mud from -7.25 m. to -8.30 m., practicallyno sherds.
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (1): P 28782, cf SGW,411, toe reused as paint pot for miltos
3. Upper dumped fill, solid dug bedrockfrom top to -7.25 m. Few scatteredsherdsonly from top to -4.25 m.
All inventoriedpieces found between -4.25 m. and -4.50 m.
BLACKFIGURE

Lekythos(1): P 29364, cf AgoraXXIII, 1176; SGW,306
BLACKGLAZE

Stemless(1): *P 28779, cf. AgoraXII, 469
One-handler,black (1): *P 29363, cf. AgoraXII, 748, but profilecloser to SGW,339 (banded)
Saltcellar(1): P 29362, cf. AgoraXII, 899
Terracottafigurine:T 4017
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R 12:1 Well
Section, Fig. 10
Diam. ca. 1.00 m.; depth 10.80 m. Neady cut in greenish clay bedrockfor full depth. Footholdsat regular
intervalsin the northeastand southwestsides, 22 on each side, the lowest 1.20 m. from bottom.
1. Lowerdumpedfill (-7.00 m. to -10.80 at bottom).A heavy,homogeneousfill of pottery,includinga quantity
of animal bones, mostly skullsof oxen. On many of these the horns had been sawn off sharply near the
base; the freshnessof the sawn surfacesuggestedthat this had been done at the time of slaughteringrather
than while the animal was still alive.
Complete inventory: 104 pieces
EARLYWARE

Protoattic
(2).Amphora: P 20755 = AgoraVIII, 456. Animal: P 20756 = AgoraVIII, 402
BLACKFIGURE

Amphora (1): Lid, P 20780 = AgoraXXIII, 372
Skyphos (5). Manner of Haimon Painter: *P 20742 = AgoraXXIII, 1514. Group of FerraraT.800:
P 20741 = AgoraXXIII, 1609. Compare Group of FerraraT800: P 20743 = AgoraXXIII, 1611;
P 20744 = AgoraXXIII, 1612. P 20745 = AgoraXXIII, 1632
Cup (5). Leafless Group: P 20737 = AgoraXXIII, 1764; P 20738 = AgoraXXIII, 1771; P 20739 =
AgoraXXIII, 1772. Haimon Group, Painter of Elaious I: P 20740 = AgoraXXIII, 1830. P 20766,
debasedpalmettes,cf. P 12565 (G 11-:3)(P1.82:g)
Lekythos (8). Cock Group: P 20749 = AgoraXXIII, 844; P 20747 = AgoraXXIII, 845; P 20746 =
AgoraXXIII, 849; P 20748 = AgoraXXIII, 862. P 20751 = AgoraXXIII, 1147. Class of Athens 581, ii:
P 20752 = AgoraXXIII, 1031; P 20753 = AgoraXXIII, 1074. P 20750, palmette (P1.82j)
Plaque (1): P 20754 = AgoraXXIII, 1942
RED FIGupE

Cup (1): P 20736 = ARV2,p. 174, no. 29, AmbrosiosPainter
BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(4): P 20785 = AgoraXXI, F38, cf. AgoraXII, 19; P 20790 = AgoraXXI, F35; P 20791 = AgoraXXI,
F40; P 20781 = AgoraXII, 29, lid
Oinochoe (2): P 20795 (P1.84:a) = AgoraXII, 144, cf. P 15936 (F 19:5), P 6549 (G 11:8); P 20796
(P1.84:b) = AgoraXII, 145, a pair,cf P 15937 (F 19:5)
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (1): P 20774, cf. AgoraXII, 310
Skyphos,Attic type (2): *P 20772, cf. AgoraXII, 339; *P 20773, cf. ibid.,a pair
Cup (7): P 20757 = AgoraXII, 404; AgoraXXI, F33; cf. P 6119, P 6125, P 6172, P 6630 (E 15:6),P 14950
(F 19:5);P 20758, cf AgoraXII, 420; P 20787 = AgoraXXI, C7; P 20788 = AgoraXXI, F34, cf. AgoraXII,
420; P 20789 = AgoraXXI, F39, cf. AgoraXII, 420; P 20792 = AgoraXXI, F41, cf. AgoraXII, 420;
P 20759, cf AgoraXII, 417
Cup-skyphos(1): P 20771, cf. AgoraXII, 568
One-handler,banded (2): *P 20775, cf. AgoraXII, 737; *P 20776, cf. AgoraXII, 737
Saltcellar(2): P 20767, cf. AgoraXII, 923; P 20768 = AgoraXXI, F37, cf. AgoraXII, 923
Stemmed dish (6): P 20762, cf. AgoraXII, 966; P 20763 = AgoraXII, 969; P 20760 = AgoraXII, 972;
P 20761 = AgoraXII, 986; AgoraXXI, F36; cf. P 8816 (E 14:5);P 20764, cf. AgoraXII, 987; P 20765 =
AgoraXII, 990
Plate (3): P 20777, cf. AgoraXII, 1005; P 20778, cf ibid.;P 20779, cf. AgoraXII, 1004
Lekanis(2): P 20769 = AgoraXII, 1214; P 20770, cf. AgoraXII, 1226, lid
Thurible (3): P 20782 = AgoraXII, 1346, lid; P 20783 = AgoraXII, 1351; P 20784 = AgoraXII, 1353
HOUSEHOLD

Table amphora (2): P 20794 = AgoraXII, 1455; P 20811, cf AgoraXII, 1480
Storage amphora (10): P 20801 = AgoraXII, 1496; P 20802, cf. SGW,423; P 20803, cf. ibid.;P 20804,
cf. ibid.;P 20805, cf. ibid.;P 20806, cf. ibid.;P 20809, cf ibid.;P 20810, cf. ibid.;P 20807, cf. SGW,
419, Chian; P 20808, cf. SGW,415, CorinthianB
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Pithos (1): P 20815, cf. AgoraXII, 1526
Hydria (2): P 20799 = AgoraXII, 1582; P 20800, cf. AgoraXII, 1594
Jug (2): P 20786 = AgoraXII, 1665; P 20798 = AgoraXII, 1696
Askos (2): P 20812 = AgoraXII, 1723; P 20793, cf. AgoraXII, 1726
Lekane (1): P 20797, cf. AgoraXII, 1784
Tub (1): P 20816, cf. AgoraXII, 1846
Chytra(1): P 20813 = AgoraXII, 1926
Griddle(1): P 20814, cf. AgoraXII, 1983
Lamp (6).Type 6 B: L 4729 = AgoraIV,49. Type 16 B: L 4724, L 4725, L 4726. Type 19 A: L 4727+4730.
Type 21 var.: L 4728 = AgoraW,189
Spindlewhorl: MC 826
Loomweight(10): MC 827-MC 836
Round stand: MC 837
Round clay object (2): MC 838, MC 839
Terracottafigurine(3): T 3028-T 3030
Lot EA 157: one tin of roof-tilefrags.
2. Upper dumped fill (top to -7.00 m.) contained nothing but dug bedrock,with no sherds.
R 12:4 Well
Section, Fig. 10
Diam. 1.20 m. (top); 1.10 m. (bottom);depth 13.25 m. Sides of shaft clean cut with 2 rows of footholds.
Very little inflow of water.See Thompson 1956, pp. 62-64, with a selection of the contents,pls. 21, 22.
Complete inventory:53 pieces
1. Period-of-usefill from -11.00 m. to -13.25 m., mud, masses of pottery, especiallywater pots, of which
many are complete. No evidence for stratificationwithin period of use.
BLACKFiGuE

Amphora (2): P 24679 = AgoraXXIII, 96; P 24677 = AgoraXXIII, 181
Hydria (1): *P 24680 = AgoraXXIII, 652
Oinochoe (2): P 24681 = AgoraXXIII, 753; P 24675 = AgoraXXIII, 754, near Painter of Villa Giulia
M.482
Olpe (1): P 24673 = AgoraXXIII, 681, Amasis Painter
Cup (1): *P 24678 palmette (P1.82:g), cf. RRCS,222
BLACKGAzE

Amphora (1): P 24676 = Thompson 1956, p. 63, pl. 22:e
Pelike(1): P 24674 = AgoraXII, 14
Oinochoe (1): P 24662, cf. AgoraXII, 109
Olpe (1): P 24671 = AgoraXII, 255
HousmouD
Storage amphora (4): P 24920, cf. SGW, 441; P 24917, cf. SGW, 411, Lesbian; P 24915, cf ibid.,toe
ground out as funnel;P 24918, cf. AgoraXII, 1502
Pithos (1): P 24921, rim used as wellhead
Hydria (11): P 24909 = AgoraXll, -1581;P 24916 = AgoraXII, 1584; P 24910 = Thompson 1956, p. 63,
pl. 22:c, f; P 24663, cf. AgoraXII, 1595; P 24664, cf AgoraXII, 1594; P 24924, cf. ibid.;P 24927;
P 24928; P 24929; P 24926; P 24925
Kados (11): P 24668 = AgoraX:I, 1601;P 24912 = Thompson 1956, p. 63, pl. 22:d;P 24666 = Thompson
1958, pl. 47:d; P 24930 = AgoraXII, 1602; P 24665, df.AgoraXII, 1601; P 24669, cf. ibid.;P 24670,
cf. ibid.;P 24672, cf. ibid.;P 24923, cf. ibid.;P 24911, cf. AgoraXI, 1603; P 24922, cf. ibid.
Jug (1): P 24667 = Thompson 1956, p. 63, pl. 22:b
Strainer(1): P24914=AgoraXII, 1648
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Chytra(1): P 24913 =AgoraXII, 1934
Lot EA 523: one tin of roof-tilefrags.

2. Upper dumped fill from top to -11.00 m. A solid packing of field stones and rubble. Small amounts of
much batteredpottery from top to -4.50 m. From -4.50 m. to -7.00 m., a few scattered sherds. From
-7.00 m. to -1 1.00 m., solid stones,litde earth, less pottery.
BLACKFIGURE

Lekythos(1): *P 24904 = AgoraXXIII, 864
Lekanis(1): lid, P 24906 = AgoraXXIII, 1365
Closed pot (1): P 24905 frag.
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (2): P 24907, Chian frag.;P 24908, handle frag.
Pithos (1): P 24919 = AgoraXII, 1509
Lamp (1). Type 12 A: L 5214
Terracottafigurine(5): T 3403-T 3407
Wellhead(1): A 2565, frag.
ARCHAIC BUILDING FILLS
H 10:7 Old Bouleuterion,constructionfill
Test trenches at the south end of the porch of the Hellenistic Metroon inside the southeast corner of the
Old Bouleuterion.Three layers,homogeneous in context, composed of dug bedrockfill, separatedby distinct
layersofporos workingchips. In the lowestlayerthe dug bedrockwas mixed with viscousred earth (Layers1-3,
Section A, Fig. 3).
Total assemblage:7 inventoriedpieces; 1,086 fragments(LotsE 274, E 275, E 283, E 284)
EARLY WARE

LateHelladicIIIA (3). Kylix: stem;horizontalstraphandle;decoratedwall
Protogeometric
(5). Skyphos:conical foot; 4 decoratedwalls
LateGeometric
(83). Amphora: 2 rims, cf. Keraneikos
X i, pl. 29; 2 rims, cf. Agora
VIII, 246; rim, cf. AgoraVIII,
289; rim; neck; banded handle. Storagejar: 2 banded walls, cf. AgoraVIII, 23. Oinochoe: base. Krater:
2 rims.Bowl: 2 rims;bandedlowerwall, foot, cf.AgoraVIII, 97. Spoutedbowl: rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraVIII,
99. Skyphos: 4 rims. Cup: rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 180. Kantharos: decorated rim/shoulder; 11 decorated
walls;22 glazed walls; 13 banded walls;7 banded handles;3 ring feet; flat bottom;heavy echinusring foot
Protoattc(45).Amphora: 2 rims,cf. AgoraVIII, 578; neck/shoulder,cf. AgoraVIII, 19;handle. Stand: 2 fenestratedwalls, cf. AgoraVIII, 528. Spouted bowl: 2 rims, cf. AgoraVIII, 102. Bowl: rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 112;
banded rim. Pithos: incisedwall, cf. AgoraVIII, 609. Skyphos:rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 139; rim, cf. AgoraVIII,
142. Cup: 2 offsetrims,cf. AgoraVIII, 147, 148. Kotyle: 5 rims,rim/wall, banded wall, cf. AgoraVIII, 163.
Phaleroncup: 5 rims, 6 flat bottoms, cf. AgoraVIII, 180, 181; flat bottom, cf. AgoraVIII, 183. Kantharos:
P 1936 = AgoraVIII, 563. Plate: banded floor.Pyxis:lid rim, imitationProtocorinthian;9 decoratedwalls;
handle
Protocorinthian
(5). Kotyle: banded wall; 2 lower walls, rays.Bowl: rim; diskfoot
Corinthian
(12). Oinochoe: ring foot, cf. Corinth
VII, ii, An6 1. Plate: ring foot, cf. ibid.,An2. Kotyle: rim;
2 walls;handle. Cup: rim; 5 decoratedwalls
East Greek
(2).Walls(whiteslip, added red)
Archaicbrown glaze (164);banded (59);banded rim (1);banded handles (2);banded bases (2)
Wallfrags.:
BLACKFIGuRE

Amphora (3): P 2394 = AgoraXXIII, 348; *shoulder,cf. AgoraXXIII, 215; neck
Oinochoe (1): P 2395 = AgoraXXIII, 706
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Cup (17). Band cup: P 6077 = AgoraXXIII, 1737; 3 rims, wall, handle, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1700; 3 rims,
cf. AgoraXXIII, 1685; rim, wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1708; floor,foot/stem, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1678; filleted
stem/floor, cf. Richter and Milne 1935, fig. 159;wall, palmette-cup;2 figuredwalls;floor
Plate (1): rim/floor
Lekythos(1): figuredwall
Wall frags.:figured(6)
BLACKGLAZE

Hydria (1): *torusmouth, cf. AgoraXII, 45
Oinochoe (4): trefoilrim; 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 90; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 144
Olpe (2): ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 240; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 252
Kalathos (1): full profile,cf. AgoraXII, 299
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (23): ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 305; rim/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 308; lower wall,
6 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 309; 3 rims, lower wall/floor, cf. AgoraXII, 310; 2 rims, wall, ring foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 31 1; 5 walls;5 lower walls;bell handle
Skyphos,Attic type (4): rim/handle attachment,cf. AgoraXII, 335; *2 rims (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII,
336; bell handle
Cup (19): low foot, cf. AgoraXII, 379; rim, stem, cf. AgoraXII, 382; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 384; 8 walls;
lower wall (5 frags.),foot/stem, cf. AgoraXII, 389; foot/stem, cf. AgoraXII, 398; floor, cf. AgoraXII,
399; 20 walls/floors, banded outside;3 handles
One-handler,banded (2): *rim/handle attachment,cf. AgoraXII, 734; *ringfoot/floor, cf. AgoraXII, 735
Stemmed dish (3): *foot, cf. AgoraXII, 958; *2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 968
Lekanis (7): 2 rims, rim/handle attachment, disk foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1211; flanged rim, cf. AgoraXII,
1216; *flangedrim, finer than AgoraXII, 1217; lid, top, cf. AgoraXII, 1229
Wall frags.:open shape (90), closed shape (55).Rims (3). Handles (8). Ring feet (4)
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (8): 4 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1502;projectingrim/handle; rim; neck; handle
Pithos (1): rim
Storagebin (3): projectingrims
Kados (4): *2 rims, *ringfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 1600; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1603
Jug (3): trefoilrim; rim/handle, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1640;flat bottom
Lekane (21): 2 rims (1 in 2 frags.), ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1753; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1758; 3 rims,
handle, 6 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1784; *rim,cf. AgoraXII, 1787; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1825; echinus foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 1839; 22 walls;handle attachment;4 handles
Basin (1): flat bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 1847
Mortar (2): P 1928 = AgoraXII, 1873; rim/wall, cf. AgoraXII, 1891
Tub (1): heavy thickenedrim
Chytra(1): flanged rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1947
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (299). Rims (4). Shoulder(1). Handles (16). Ring feet (11). Spout (1)
Loomweight(1)
Lamp (3). Type 5: nozzle, cf. AgoraIV, 35. Type 13: 2 rims, cf. L 3600
Roof tile (7)
Terracottafigurine(3): T 479, T 480, horse;dedicatoryshield frag.
2 pieces of poros working chips with worked surfaces: one piece has red and blue paint on adjacent
surfaces,used as test piece.

H 10-1 1: 1 Old Bouleuterion,gradingfill
Layer of dug bedrock, reddish earth, poros workingchips, architecturaldebris, and chips from reworking
poros blocks,dumped in to raise the groundlevel south of the Old Bouleuterionand overlyingthe north rooms
of BuildingF (SectionsB, C, D, Figs. 3, 4).
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1. Lowerfill: surfaceat top is firm floor,level with originalground level south of Bouleuterion.
Total fragments: 1,432 (LotsZ 194, Z 204, Z 205, Z 407, Z 610, B 204, B 205)
EARLY WARE

Protogeometric
(12). Amphora: shoulder. Skyphos: rim; wall; conical foot. Lekythos: shoulder (2 frags);
7 decoratedwalls
LateGeometric
(89). Amphora: rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 7; rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 28; 2 rims, cf. AgoraVIII, 246; rim,
cf. AgoraVIII, 289; rim, cf AgoraVIII, 344; rim; 5 necks; 3 handles; foot; decorated wall; banded wall.
Krater: 4 decorated walls. Stand: 2 fenestratedwalls. Oinochoe: strap handle (2 frags.);foot. Banded
jug: foot, cf. AgoraVIII, 87. Plate: returnhandle,cf. AgoraVIII, 105;diskfoot, cf. AgoraVIII, 115. Skyphos:
wall; 6 rims, handle, cf. AgoraVIII, 127; rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 131; rim, base, cf. AgoraVIII, 136; 3 rims, cf.
AgoraVIII, 145. Phaleron cup: banded handle, cf. AgoraVIII, 177. Lekythos: neck/shoulder; 5 rims;
9 decoratedwalls;4 banded walls; 14 glazed walls;3 plain walls;9 banded handles;ring foot
Protoattic
(44).Amphora:rim, 2 shoulders,handle.Louterion:2 rims.Plate: rim (3 frags.),handle, 3 decorated
floors,flat bottom, cf. AgoraVIII, 116. Basin: 2 decoratedwalls, cf. AgoraVIII, 120; 2 rims, wall/handle,
cf. AgoraVIII, 122; rim, ring foot, cf. AgoraVIII, 123. Skyphos: 2 rims, cf. AgoraVIII, 133; 2 rims,
2 bottoms, cf. AgoraVIII, 141; 2 rims, cf. AgoraVIII, 147. Kotyle: 2 rims,wall, imitationProtocorinthian,
cf. AgoraVIII, 161; rim, wall, cf. AgoraVIII, 163. Stand: bottom, cf. AgoraVIII, 528. Coarse basin: rim,
cf. AgoraVIII, 223; handle; 8 decoratedwalls;foot
Protocorinthian
(1): Kotyle: rim, cf.AgoraVIII, 155
Corinthian
(11): Cup: rim. Kotyle: foot, wall, handle; 7 decoratedwalls
Wall frags.:Archaicbrown glaze and banded (456). Ring foot (1)
BLACKFIGURE

Amphora (9): handle, cf. AgoraXXIII, 18; rim (rosettes),cf. AgoraXXIII, 34; handle, cf. AgoraXXIII,
36; echinus ring foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 72; handle, cf. AgoraXXIII, 96; neck/shoulder, cf. AgoraXXIII,
215; Richter and Milne 1935, fig. 14; 2 rims;neck
Krater,column- (7): rim, rim/neck, cf. AgoraXXIII, 436; rim, cf. AgoraXXIII, 461; 2 walls; lower wall;
heavy echinus foot (4 frags.),cf. Richter and Milne 1935, fig. 49
Stand (1): wall, rosettes,cf. AgoraXXIII, 550
Cup (20): 6 rims, stem/foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1685; 2 rims, foot/stem, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1697; rim, wall,
stem, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1700; *2 rims, palmette-cups,cf RRCS,219; 5 walls
Kothon (1): rim, rays
Wall frags.,figured:open shape (14), closed shape (13)
RED FIGURE

Wall frag.:closed shape (1)
BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(1): ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 14
Hydria? (1): verticalhandle
Oinochoe (11): ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 105. Round-mouth: shoulder,echinus ring foot, high handle,
cf. AgoraXII, 140; 2 flat bottoms, cf. AgoraXII, 141; ring foot, cf. for profile, AgoraXII, 143; rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 144;flatbottom, shoulder,neck (11 frags.),cf.AgoraXII, 145; *neck/shoulder,cf. AgoraXII,
148; neck
Mushroomjug (1): *carinatedwall, cf. AgoraXII, 161
Olpe (10): trefoilrim, neck, wall, ringfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 240; shoulder/concavehandle, cf. AgoraXII, 242;
ring foot (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 250; rim/handle attachment,banded wall, cf. AgoraXII, 255; 2 walls
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (41): P 5878, wall, graffito;4 rims, 1 with bell handle, cf. AgoraXII, 305; ring
foot, cf. AgoraXII, 306; bell handle, 4 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 309; 4 rims, 3 with handle, wall, 2 handles,
7 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 310; 5 rims, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 311; wall; 8 handles
Skyphos,Attic type (4): rim, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 335; rim/bell handle, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 336
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(5): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 365; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 367; rim, wall/handle,
cf. AgoraXI:I,369
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Cup (33): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 378; rim, wall, foot, cf. AgoraXII, 380; bell handle, cf. AgoraXII, 382; low
foot, cf. AgoraXII, 383; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 384; 4 rims, stem, cf. AgoraXII, 389; 2 concave lips, cf.
AgoraXII, 401; *10 concavelips, cf. AgoraXII, 408; *rim,cf. AgoraXII, 420; 5 walls; 11 floors;7 handles
Cup-skyphos(5): wall/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 563; wall/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 564; *ringfoot, cf. AgoraXII,
575; 2 handles
One-handler (6). Banded: projectingrim; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 732; rim/handle, cf. SGW,339; *ring foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 737. Black: rim, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 731; *beveledring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 747
Saltcellar(3): rim/wall, cf. AgoraXII, 921; 2 flat bottoms, cf. AgoraXII, 923
Stemmed dish (3): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 968; *2 rims, cf AgoraXII, 973
Plate (2): rim, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1002; ring foot, cf. for profile,AgoraXII, 1006
Lekythos(1): wall/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1099
Lekanis (8): rim, rim/ribbon handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1211; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1213; rim, cf. AgoraXII,
1216; lid, top/knob stem, cf. AgoraXII, 1229; banded lid; lid rim
Pyxis? (1): rim
Thurible (2): 2 lids, rim/fenestratedwall, cf. AgoraXII, 1345
Wall frags.:open shape (152), closed shape (87). Handles (16).Disk foot (1);foot (1)
HOUSEHOLD
Storage amphora (18): neck, cf. AgoraXII, 1473; wall (17 frags.),toe, cf. AgoraXII, 1502; rim, ring foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 1503; toe, Lesbian,cf. SGW,408; rim/neck, cf. SGW,427; rim, cf. SGW,433; 2 handles;
9 walls
Pithos (9): incisedwall, cf.AgoraXII, 1507;5 rims,cf. forprofile,AgoraXII, 1524; 2 walls;heavy rim;heavy
wall/bottom
Kados (14): rim, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1597; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1598; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1599;
3 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1601; *2 rims,*foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1603; *2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1610
Jug (4): rim/handle, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1640; ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1641; banded wall
Lekane(17): rim, cf.AgoraXII, 1751;rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1753;*rim,cf. AgoraXII, 1758; *rim,cf. AgoraXII,
1761; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1766; *ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1769; *ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1771; rim,
ring foot (2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 1784; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1787; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1825; *rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 1830; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1839; rim; 33 walls, handle;floor;ring foot
Chytra(3): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1924; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1926; handle
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (362). Rims (6). Neck (1). Handles (24). Bottom (1). Ring foot (1)
Lamp (5). Type 2 B: L 1866 = AgoraIV, 19. Type 6 B: full profile, cf. AgoraIV, 49. Type 10: bottom,
cf. AgoraIV, 67. Type 12 A: full profile,cf. AgoraIV, 72. Type 20: wall/handle, cf. AgoraIV, 152
Roof tiles (6)
Loomweight(1)
Iron nail (1)
Terracottafigurine(11): frags.of horses
Architecturaldebris: A 756, A 757, poros Doric capitals (reworked).2 Doric triglyph frags.: edge of
outside femur and metope slot, visible surfacesfinished smooth. 2 Doric metope frags.: fine, hard,
pale tan poros, edge and corner,frontssurfacedwith fine white stucco, other surfacesfinished smooth.
Wall block frag.: finished edge, one surfacepolished smooth, adjacent surface worked with toothed
chisel. Wall block corner: 3 adjacent surfacesworked with toothed chisel. 6 frags. soft yellow poros
chipswith one roughlyworkedsurface.Frag.yellowporos,one surfaceworkedwith toothed chisel. Frag.
fine, hard, pale tan poros with one roughlyworkedsurface.Frag.pale tan poros, one surfaceworked
with toothed chisel. 26 frags.of soft yellow poros. Frag.of Pentelicmarble (Lot B 205)
2. Upper fill: Layerof firm-packedreddishearth, 0.10 m. thick,preservedin two patchesabove originalground
level of Old Bouleuterion.Mixed in fill were chips of yellow poros with worked surfacesfrom breakingup
poros blocks (SectionsB, C, Figs. 3, 4).
Total fragments:256 (LotsZ 193, Z 406)
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EARLY WARE

LateGeometric
(1). Decorated wall
Protoattic
(1). Kotyle: rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 163
Corinthian
(1).Wall
Wallfrags.:Archaicbrown glaze and banded (13)
RE FIGuRE
Cup (1): figuredfloor,tondo
BLACKGLAZE

Psykter(1): upper wall
Hydria (1): torus mouth, cf. AgoraXII, 45
Oinochoe (3): banded wall, cf. AgoraXII, 144; mouth/shoulder (8 frags.),rim, cf. AgoraXII, 145
Olpe (5): 4 banded walls, cf. AgoraXII, 259; blackwall, cf. AgoraXII, 264
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (3): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 31 1; rim; upperwall/bell handle
Skyphos,Attic type (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 336
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 369
Cup (11): 4 concavelips,cf.AgoraXII, 401; *2 concavelips, cf.AgoraXII, 410; wall/handle panel; 3 handles
(1 in 2 frags.);floor
Cup-skyphos(4): 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 564; *2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 569
One-handler(9).Banded: rim/wall/beveled foot (5 frags.),cf. forrim,AgoraXII, 732; cf. for foot,AgoraXII,
726; 2 rims (1 in 4 frags, 1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 732; 2 walls. Black: *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 746; *rim,
cf. AgoraXII, 747; 2 rims, cf. for profile,SGW,339
Kothon (1): incurvingupper wall, cf. AgoraXII, 1339
Wall frags.:open shape (48), closed shape (4). Handles (3)
HOUSEHOLD
Kados (1): *ringfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 1610
Lekane (7): walls
Chytra(2): *mouth, cf. AgoraXII, 1935; horizontalhandle, cf. AgoraXII, 1945
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (76). Handles (4)
Loomweight(1)
Roof tiles (2)
Frag.of yellow poros, finishededge and face, with fine white stucco
INTRUSIONS

Lots Z 193, Z 194, Z 406: Two late trenches from pillaging Archaic walls (Section B, Fig. 3) caused
intrusivematerialto be found in earlierlayers.
LateRoman.Wheel-ridgedwall frags.(27);ring feet (3);floor (1);rims (4);handle (1)
Hellenistic.
High ring foot; roulettedfloor
Kantharos(1): reeded wall/handle
Cup-kantharos(1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 684
Bolsal (3): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 554; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 557; lower wall
One handler (1): handle, cf. AgoraXII, 769
Bowl (2): rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 828; high ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 808
Plate (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1058
Saucer (2): riled rim; rim, pyre type
Lot Z 204: A deep late pit above Room A of BuildingF disturbedthe layer of dug bedrock.
LateRoman.Wheel-ridgedwall (1)
Hellenistic.
Molded bowl, wall (1)
Kantharos(1): molded rim, cf. AgoraXII, 700
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Lots B 204, Z 610: A trenchleft by removalof a drainchannel disturbedthe layerof dug bedrockbetween
the Old Bouleuterionand BuildingF (SectionB, Fig. 3).
Kantharos(1): molded rim, cf. AgoraXII, 700
Lekythos(1): shoulder,white ground, cf. Richter and Milne 1935, fig. 97
Squat lekythos(1): foot/wall, impressedpalmettes,cf. AgoraXII, 1 32

H 11:3 BuildingF, pillagingfill
Fil from plundered trench left by removal of the south wall of the courtyardof Building F (see Thompson
1940, pp. 27-28). The fill consisted of a mass of ash and burnt debris with many fragmentsof fallen clay
wall plaster,to a depth of 0.40 m. above the survivingstones of the wall socle (Section D, Fig. 4).
Total assemblage:2 inventoriedpieces; 199 fragments(Lot Z 485)
EARLYWARE

Protogeometic
(1). Skyphos:conical foot
LateGeometric
(15). Krater: decorated rim. Bowl: 2 rims. Skyphos: 2 decorated rims. Phaleron Cup: rim,
flat bottom, cf. AgoraVIII, 179. 2 decoratedwalls;2 banded walls;4 glazed walls
Protoattc(3). Oinochoe: plain base, cf. AgoraVIII, 61. Bowl: rim/return handle, cf. AgoraVIII, 110. Skyphos:
rim, cf. AgoraVIII, -138
Wall frags.:Archaicbanded and brown glaze (17)
BLACKFIGURE

Skyphos(1): concave rim, cf AgoraXXIII, 1597
Plate (1): *rim/floor (8 frags.),cf Callipolitis-Feytmans1974, p. 394, pl. 86:2 (for rim pattern), p. 397,
fig. 71:12 (forprofile)
Lekythos(2): *P 13266 = AgoraXXIII, 1182, Haimon Painter;lower wall, bands
BLACKGLAZE

Pelike(1): mouth (glazed,neck reserved),cf AgoraXII, 13
Olpe (1): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 250
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (1): rim, cf AgoraXII, 305
Cup (1): concave lip, cf AgoraXII, 401
Wall frags.:open shape (5), closed shape (10). Handles (2)
HousEHoLD
Pithos (1): heavy rim (2 frags.)
Kados (1): *ringfoot, cf. AgoraXII, 1603
Jug (1): *shoulder,banded (4 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 1612
Lekane (5): *ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 1767; *diskfoot, cf AgoraXII, 1780; projectingrim, cf AgoraXII,
1839; 10 walls
Chytra (2): verticalrim, flanged inside (6 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 1944; rim (2 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 1924
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (74). Rims (3). Handles (3)
Roof tiles (16)
Spindlewhorl: MC 505
Terracottafigurine(1): horse
13 large pieces of burnt clay wall plaster

H 12:18 BuildingJ, floor packings
Two layersof fill beneath the two superimposedfloors of BuildingJ (see Thompson 1940, pp. 37-38).
1. A layerof firmlypacked earth and clay,0.10 m. to 0.20 m. thick,beneath the originalhard-packedclay floor.
Total assemblage:2 inventoriedpieces, 793 fragments(Lot Z 454)
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EARLYWARE

MiddleHelladic(1). Goblet: stem, yellow Minyan
LateGeometric
(23). Amphora: 4 rims; 3 decorated necks; decorated wall. Krater: rim, cf AgoraVIII, 352.
Phaleron cup: rim/handle, cf AgoraVIII, 181. Rim; 5 decorated walls; 3 banded walls; glazed wall;
3 banded handles
Protoattic
(27). Amphora: 2 rims, cf for profile,AgoraVIII, 572; neck. Basin: rim, cf AgoraVIII, 122; rim,
cf AgoraVIII, 123. Plate: rim, cf. for profile,Young 1939, C80; rim, cf for profile, ibid.,C81; disk foot,
cf AgoraVIII, 119. Skyphos: flat bottom, cf AgoraVIII, 141. Cup: 2 rims, foot, cf. AgoraVIII, 147.
Phaleroncup: foot, cf AgoraVIII, 185; foot, cf AgoraVIII, 187. Kotyle: rim, wall, imitation Corinthian,
cf AgoraVIII, 163. 6 decoratedwalls;3 glazed walls;handle
Corinthian
(3). Cup: foot/lower wall. Kotyle: foot, wall
Wall frags.:Archaicbrown glaze and banded (131)
BLACKFIGURE

Amphora (1): neck (2 frags.),cf AgoraXXIII, 213
Skyphos(1): rim (3 frags.),cf. AgoraXXIII, 1588
Cup (16): P 12236 = AgoraXXIII, 1795; rim, cf AgoraXXIII, 1685; 4 rims (1 in 2 frags.), 3 figured
walls, cf AgoraXXIII, 1700; 3 floors, band cups. Concave lip, offset inside, cf for profile, P 2698,
SGW,p. 11; *rim (3 frags.),cf AgoraXXIII, 1756; figuredwall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1795; foot/lower wall,
palmette-cup(3 frags.),cf P 20766 (R 12:1), P 12565 (G 11:3)
Plate (1): P 12235 = AgoraXXIII, 1418
Lekythos(1): shoulder,cf AgoraXXIII, 827
Pyxis (1): lid rim (3 frags.)
Wall frags.:figured(10)
RED FIGURE(?)

Cup (2): concave lip, offisetinside (2 frags.),cf. SGW,2; concave lip, sharplyoffset inside, cf. SGW, 10
BLACKGLAZE

Amphora (1): shoulder,cf AgoraXII, 3
Pelike(3): *rim, cf AgoraXII, 18; 2 straphandles,cf AgoraXII, 16
Oinochoe (4): ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 106; 2 concave handles,ring foot, cf. AgoraXII, 146
Mug (1): *rim/wall, cf Agora
XII, 195
Olpe (8): disk foot, 2 concave handles, cf. AgoraXII, 239; 2 walls; 2 flat bottoms, cf. AgoraXII, 263; flat
bottom, cf. AgoraXII, 265
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (9): wall, ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 306; rim, lower wall, ring foot, cf. AgoraXII,
309; 2 rims;bell handle;flaringrim, cf. AgoraXI, 331
Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(6): rim, cf. AgoraXYI,368; 5 rims (1 in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 369
Cup (22): 2 rims, cf. Agora-XII,382; 2 rims, foot, cf AgoraXII, 389; 2 concave lips, cf AgoraXII, 401;
2 concave lips, stem, cf. AgoraXII, 407; 3 concave lips, foot (2 frags.), cf AgoraXII, 408; rim, foot,
cf. AgoraXYI,420; 6 walls;6 handles
Cup-skyphos (7): rim, ring foot, cf AgoraXI, 564; 2 rims, ring foot, cf. AgoraXI, 568; ring foot,
cf SGW,43; wall/handle
One-handler,banded (8): beveledfoot (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXHI,727; 4 ring feet, cf. SGW,339; 2 floors;wall
Saltcellar(3): *wall/bottom, cf AgoraXII, 901; *wall/bottom (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 909; flat bottom
Stemmed dish (6): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 968; *2 rims, *foot, cf. AgoraXI, 973; foot (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII,
976; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 994
Lekanis (8): 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1211; 2 flanged rims (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1213; 2 lid rims
(1 in 2 frags.);2 lid tops
Pyxis (2): flanged rim;lid rim
Thurible (1): molded stem
Miniature,unglazedbottom
Wall frags.:open shape (81), closed shape (44). Handles (10)
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HOUSEHOLD

Storage amphora (5): 2 rims, toe, cf. AgoraXII, 1502; handle;5 walls, streakybrown glaze
Pithos (1): heavy wall
Kados (8): rim, cf AgoraXII, 1597; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1601; *3 rims, *ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 1603;
handle
Jug (1): rim/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 1641
Lekane (6): ring foot (2 frags.),cf AgoraXII, 1745; rim (2 frags.),ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 1784; 2 ring
feet, cf. AgoraXII, 1825; 9 walls
Mortar (1): collar rim, cf AgoraXII, 1906
Chytra(3): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1922; 2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 1924
Strainer(1): piercedfloor (3 frags.)
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (213). Rims (10). Bottoms (10). Handles (18)
Waterpipe (2): large pipe (21 frags.);smallpipe (8 frags.)
Lamp (7). Type 16 B: rim, cf AgoraIV, 96. Type 19 A: full profile (2 frags.),cf. AgoraIx 131; 4 bottoms;
nozzle
Loomweight(1)
Terracottafigurine(1): horse (3 frags.)
A layerof miscellaneousdebris,includingclay,gravel,fallenstones, and mud bricksmixed with much broken
pottery,between originalfloor and raisedsecond floor.
Total assemblage:6 inventoriedpieces; 1,028 fragments(Lot Z 453)
EARLY
WARE
Protogeometric
(2). Decorated walls
Late Geomeric(9). Amphora: neck; rim, cf. AgoraVIII, 246. Skyphos: rim. Cup: 2 flat bottoms, rim,
cf. AgoraVIII, 181; 3 decoratedwalls
Protoat&c
(2). Plate: rim, cf AgoraVIII, 119; decoratedwall
Corinthian
(5). Banded lid (2 frags.);2 rims;wall; handle
Wall frags.:Archaicbrown glaze and banded (41)
BLACKFIGURE

Amphora (3): wall, 2 lower walls
Krater,column- (4): neck; 3 walls
Olpe (2): neck, cf AgoraXXIII, 680; wall, cf AgoraXXIII, 691
Skyphos(11): rim (5 frags.),cf AgoraXXIII, 1498; 2 rims, cf AgoraXXIII, 1519; *foot, cf. AgoraXXIII,
1532; 6 figuredwalls;rim
Cup (25): rim, cf AgoraXXIII, 1685; rim, cf. AgoraXXIII, 1697; 4 rims, cf AgoraXXIII, 1708; 13 figured
walls (1 in 3 frags.);handle;floor;2 stems;rim/wall, palmette-cup,cf SGW,34
Lekythos (21): 3 shoulders (1 in 3 frags.), cf AgoraXXIII, 835. Class of Athens 581, ii: shoulder, cf.
AgoraXXIII, 938; foot, cf. AgoraXXIII, 952; foot/lower wall, cf. AgoraXXIII, 994. Wall, palmette,
cf. Thompson 1940, fig. 23:c; mouth; shoulder;10 figuredwalls;lower wall; foot in two degrees
Lekanis(1): lid rim
Figuredwalls (5)
BLACKGLAzE

Psykter(1): flanged rim, cf. AgoraXII, 38
Oinochoe (4): rim/handle, cf AgoraXII, 101; 2 ring feet, cf AgoraXII, 144; rim/handle, cf. AgoraXII, 148
Olpe (5): 2 rims, foot/lower wall, cf AgoraXII, 252; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 254; foot, cf AgoraXII, 264
Skyphos,Corinthiantype (12): 11 rims, 2 with handle attachments,cf AgoraXII, 310; rim, cf AgoraXII,
331
Skyphos,Attic type (1): *ringfoot/lower wall, cf. AgoraXII, 339
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Skyphos,Subgeometricsurvival(5): 3 rims, 2 flat bottoms (1 in 2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 369
Cup (27): 2 rims (each in 3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 385; low foot, cf. AgoraXII, 398; stem, cf. AgoraXII,
407; *15 concavelips, cf.AgoraXII, 410; 3 plain rims,cf.AgoraXII, 420; stem, cf.AgoraXII, 432; 4 floors
Stemless(6): rims, cf. AgoraXII, 446
Cup-skyphos(11): 2 rims,ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 564; ring foot, cf.AgoraXII, 568; 2 ring feet, cf.AgoraXII,
572; rim, 2 ring feet, cf. AgoraXII, 575; *2 rims, cf. AgoraXII, 576
One-handler (4). Banded: P 12233, cf. AgoraXII, 727; *ring foot, cf AgoraXII, 737. Black: rim, cf. for
profile,SGW,346; full profile,miniature
Saltcellar(1): rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 901
Stemmed dish (13): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 960; 2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 965; rim (3 frags.), foot (2 frags.),
cf. AgoraXII, 968; rim, 2 feet, cf. AgoraXII, 973; rim, 2 feet (1 in 2 frags.), cf. AgoraXII, 974; rim
(3 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 983; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 994
Plate (2): rim, foot/floor, cf. SGW,327
Lekanis,lid (3): top, cf. AgoraXII, 1226; top/knob attachment;rim
Amphoriskos(1): foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1147
Pyxis (1): rim (2 frags.)
Wall frags.:open shape (182), closed shape (48). Rim (1). Handles (38)

HousmoLD
Hydria (1): rim (2 frags.),cf. AgoraXII, 1592
Kados (2): rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1597; *foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1603
Lekane (19): P 12232 = AgoraXII, 1827; AgoraXXX 305, ostrakonof Hippokrates;rim, cf. AgoraXII,
1753;rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1758;4 rims(1 in 2 frags.),cf.AgoraXII, 1761;*2 rims,cf. AgoraXII, 1766;foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 1767; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1768; foot, cf. AgoraXII, 1784; *rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1788; foot,
cf. AgoraXII, 1789; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1825; rim, cf. AgoraXII, 1827; 3 rolled rims
Stand (2): large, coarse (2 frags.);small
Wall frags.:plain and coarse (361). Rims (21). Handles (18). Feet (64)
Waterpipe (5)
Lamp (7).Type 15: L 3327 = AgoraIV 87. Type 16 B: 3 rims;2 nozzles.Type 19 A: L 3694 = AgoraIX 132
Roof tiles (11)
Loomweight(2): MC 459, pyramidal
Spindlewhorl (1): MC 460
Lead mending clamp
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d. P 23321 (H 12:15),Near the Haimon Painter
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PLATE 82

b. P 1309 (G 6:3)

a. P 1308 (G 6:3)

d. P 1372 (G 6:3)

f. P 24591 (Q 12:3)

e. P 1373 (G 6:3)

g. P 24678 (R 12:4),P 12565 (G 11:3),P 20766 (R 12:1)

j. P 18504 (D 17:2),P 12766 (G 11:3),P 12780
(G 11:3),P 20750 (R 12:1)

c. P 24592 (Q12:3)

h. P 31847
(B 19:10)

i. P 24593 (Q 12:3)

k. P 1381, P 1382, P 16770, P 16767, P 2572 (G 6:3)

Black-figuredpalmette-cupsand palmette-lekythoi(1:4)

1.P 24119, P 24530, P 24531 (Q12:3)

m. P 24526, P 24527, P 24528, P 24529 (Q12:3)

PLATE 83

_

94W
b. G 3:1 (Lot MM 298), left; M 17:4 (Lot 4) 29), center,
right

a.H 13:5 (LotM E431)

c. G 3:1 (Lot MM 298)

d. M 17:4(Lot 4 26)

Fragments of palmette-lekythoi and palmette-cups (1:2)

e. P 26230 (Q20: 1)

g. P 16776 (G 6:3)

f. M 17:4 (Lot ? 29)

h. P 24570 (Q 12:3)
Miniature skyphoi connected with the Pistias Class (1:2)

PLATE 84

Oinochoe,banded
round-mouth(a, b)
a. P 20795 (R 12:1)

b. P 20796 (R 12:1)

Black-glazed table ware and household pottery (1:4)

c. Skyphos,Corinthiantype: P 8834
(E 14:5)

d. Cup, Type C, concavelip: P 6123 (E 15:6)

e. Cup-skyphos:P 24583 (Q 12:3)

f. Cup, Type C, plain rim: P 24601 (Q 12:3)

g. One-handler,banded:
P 23192 (H 12:15)
_
h. Lekane: P 25756 (Q 12:3)

i. Stemmed
dish: P 24612
(Q12:3)

